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PREFACE

The National Center for Earthquake Engineering Research (NCEER) is devoted to the expansion
and dissemination of knowledge about earthquakes, the improvement of earthquake-resistant
design, and the implementation of seismic hazard mitigation procedures to minimize loss of lives
and property. The emphasis is on structures and lifelines that are found in zones of moderate to
high seismicity throughout the United States.

NCEER's research is being carried out in an integrated and coordinated manner following a
structured program. The current research program comprises four main areas:

• Existing and New Structures
• Secondary and Protective Systems
• Lifeline Systems
• Disaster Research and Planning

This technical report pertains to Program I, Existing and New Structures, and more specifically
to expert systems development.

The long tenn goal of research in Existing and New Structures is to develop seismic hazard
mitigation procedures through rational probabilistic risk assessment for damage or collapse of
structures, mainly existing buildings, in regions of moderate to high seismicity. The work relies
on improved definitions of seismicity and site response, experimental and analytical evaluations
of systems response, and more accurate assessment of risk factors. This technology will be
incorporated in expert systems tools and improved code formats for existing and new structures.
Methods of retrofit will also be developed. When this work is completed, it should be possible to
characterize and quantify societal impact of seismic risk in various geographical regions and
large municipalities. Toward this goal, the program has been divided into five components, as
shown in the figure below:

Program Elements:

I Seismicity, Ground Motions I
and Seismic Hazards Estimates I

+
I Geotechnical Studies, Soils Iand Soil-Structure Interaction -

+
I System Response: I

Testing and Analysis I
~

+ Ir Ir

I Reliability Analysis I
and Risk Assessment I -

Expert Systems

iii

Tasks:
Earthquake Hazards Estimates,
Ground Motion Estimates,
New Ground Motion Instrumentation,
Earthquake & Ground Motion Data Base.

Site Response Estimates,
Large Ground Deformation Estimates,
Soil·Structure Interaction.

Typical Structures and Crttical Structural Components:
Testing and Analysis;
Modern Analytical Tools.

Vulnerabiltty Analysis,
Reliability Analysis,
Risk Assessment,
Code Upgrading.

Archttectural and Structural Design.
Evaluation of EXisting BUildings.



Expert systems constitute one of the important areas of research in Existing and New Structures.
Current research activities include the following:

1. Evaluation of existing buildings in terms of seismic safety.
2. Design of new buildings both from the architectural and structural viewpoints.
3. Recommendations for the upgrading of deficient buildings.

The ultimate goal of projects concerned with expert systems is to construct practical expert
system tools for the design of new buildings and for the evaluation of existing buildings, with the
explicit consideration of expert opinion and uncertainties.

This report describes the development and implementation ofa unique capability that will permit
users to add customized knowledge to the expert system EVAL for the evaluation of existing
buildings for earthquake loads. With this facility, engineering offices can incorporate their
custom knowledge to EVAL, in addition to the common knowledge already present. Thus EVAL
could contain both the standard knowledge and also the valuable design practice or rules that
are specific to an engineering office.
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ABSTRACT

The evaluation of existing buildings for seismic resistance is a major technical and economic
issue, particularly in sections of the US where existing buildings have been built without explicit
consideration for seismic effects. Since many aspects of seismic resistance evaluation and
upgrading recommendations are subject to judgement and expertise, the application of
knowledge-based expert system (KBES) methodology is warranted. However, it would be
impossible to create a KBES with a single knowledge base consistent with the expertise and
practice of all professionals performing evaluation and retrofit recommendations.

The report presents an approach towards developing a framework for customizable KBES
containing core knowledge base commonly agreed-upon procedures and providing means for
individual organizations to enter and use their custom knowledge reflecting their individual
heuristics. The proposed framework is illustrated by means of EVAL, a KBES for the evaluation
of seismic resistance of existing buildings based on the proposed framework. EVAL contains
only a rudimentary custom knowledge base, but can be further customized by experts using the
knowledge acquisition facility provided.
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SECTION 1
INTRODUCTION

This section describes the objectives and organization of this work.

1.1 Objective
The principal objectives of this project were:

• the development of a framework for knowledge-based expert systems that allows

customization of the knowledge base; and

• the implementation of such framework in the domain of seismic evaluation of existing

buildings.

Some expert system applications require the customization of their knowledge bases to accommodate

the experience and judgment of different groups of users. Many of the issues in the domain of the

application may not have a single correct definition, or there may not be a single correct procedure to

solve these issues. In expert systems dealing with such domains, there should be room for the

customization of subjective issues in order to allow groups of users with different opinions to share the

same application without conflicts. However, specifically in engineering, not all the tasks to be performed

by the expert system will be subject to customization, since there is a large pool of commonly agreed

domain knowledge not subject to individual interpretation. This coexistence of subjective and non

subjective knowledge in an application should be identified and taken into account in the design of

knowledge-based expert systems.

This work tries to highlight the differences between commonly agreed and custom knowledge in an

application and proposes a framework that accommodates both types of knowledge, as well as a facility

for modifying the custom knowledge.

The framework developed according to the approach described above was applied to the domain of

seismic evaluation of existing buildings. The domain of seismic evaluation of existing buildings was a

good candidate due to the following:

• it is a domain that incorporates individual judgment and heuristic knowledge; many aspects

of evaluating existing buildings are subject to individual experience;

• at the same time, the seismic evaluation of existing buildings relies on a body of common

knowledge, such as structural analysis and structural mechanics; and

• the large number of buildings designed without considerations of seismic loading warrants

the development of computer aids for the evaluation of their seismic resistance.
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1.2 Organization
The remainder of this work is organized into the following sectionss.

Section 2 Background

Previous work in research areas related to the development of this work is reviewed.
The first part of this section gives a general description of expert systems and some
of the development environments for expert systems. Some methods and tools for
knowledge acquisition are reviewed. as well as previous approaches to conflicting
knowledge in expert systems. The second part of this section presents the relevant
sources for knowledge in the domain of seismic evaluation of existing buildings, and
a review of current and previous KBES developed in the domain of earthquake
damage mitigation.

Section 3 A Framework for Customlzable Knowledge-Based Expert Systems

This section presents some common characteristics of certain expert systems
applications and gives the rationale for customization. An example of a real
engineering application is described to further illustrate the customization needs
presented earlier. Finally, a framework for expert systems is proposed that addresses
the needs described in the first part of this section.

Section 4 Knowledge Acquisition Facility

This section presents the representation scheme selected for the custom knowledge
in an expert system application and Eval-KAF, a facility developed for modifying the
custom knowledge.

Section 5 EVAL: A Knowledge-Based System for Evaluating the Seismic Resistance of
Existing BUildings

This section presents the implementation of the framework for expert systems
proposed in section 3 to the domain of seismic evaluation of existing buildings. The
section is a complete description of EVAL. covering: overall architecture. majors
components, control of the system, and evaluation tasks contained in the core
knowledge base.

Section 6 Custom Knowledge Base of EVAL

This section describes the customization of the core knowledge base.

Section 7 Examples of EVAL

This section contains the evaluations produced by EVAL of a sample building and a
discussion of the results produced by EVAL.

Section 8 Conclusions

This section presents the conclusions and potential extensions to the current work.
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SECTION 2
BACKGROUND

This section provides the background relevant to the study, organized into two primary parts. The

methodology background addresses the following issues:

• a general description of expert systems and their characteristics;

• some of the existing environments for developing expert systems;

• an introduction to knowledge acquisition and the existing tools for the different types of

knowledge acquisition; and

• a survey of knowledge-based expert systems (KBES) approaches to conflicting expertise.

The earthquake engineering background presents the following issues:

• a survey of methodologies for evaluating the seismic resistance of existing buildings; and

• a description of previous or current work on KBES applied to the area of earthquake

engineering damage mitigation.

2.1 Methodology Background

2.1.1 Introductory Concepts
There is no standard and widely accepted definition of expert systems. Rather, there are different

perspectives on what they are and what their defining characteristics are. The two most common

perspectives are as follows [12]:

• Performance perspective. Expert systems are "systems that are experts", Le., computer

programs that perform competently on tasks that are usually performed by human experts.

The tasks are usually limited in depth and breadth, and involve symbolic cognitive reasoning

of the sort required in fields that involve specialized training.

• Methodology perspective. Expert systems are a commitment to a certain system

architecture with characteristics such as: explicitness of knowledge encoding, transparency,

availability of explanations and several other features.

A traditional algorithmic application is organized into two parts: data and program. An expert system

separates the program into an explicit knowledge base describing the problem solving knowledge and a

control program or inference engine which manipulates the knowledge base. The data portion or context

describes the problem being solved and the current state of the solution process.

Expert systems have been developed for a variety of tasks. There are two broad classes of tasks for

expert systems [11]. The first is the set of derivation or classification tasks in which solutions are derived

from given facts and data. This class includes:
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• diagnosis, identification of the reasons for a failure or malfunction;

• interpretation, trying to discern a pattern from a set of facts or readings so that their meaning

can be understood; and

• monitoring, tracking the changes in a system dynamically with a view towards intervening if

something critical is about to happen.

The second class of tasks are the formation or synthesis tasks in which a problem is solved by forming

or creating and object or a set of plans for making an object. This class includes

• planning, laying out the sequence of steps required to achieve some objective, and

• design, creating an artifact or set out a plan for making that artifact.

The nature of the domain knowledge and the appropriate scheme(s) for representing that knowledge

depend in part of the nature of the task to be performed. It is clear that before building a knowledge base

that represents the domain knowledge in the application of interest, an adequate framework for modeling

the knowledge of the expert in that particular domain must be developed. Some tasks, such as the

analysis of X-rays, seem to rely on highly developed pattern recognition skills. Others, such as medical

diagnosis, seem to involve primarily specialized knowledge.

A KBES is a computer program that contains the specialized knowledge of an expert or a group of

experts in a particular domain and reproduces this knowledge automatically with a predefined problem

solving strategy. In the remainder of this work, the term KBES is used to refer to an expert system.

2.1.2 KBES Development Environments
The four major types of development tools for creating KBES applications are listed below.

• Programming languages, such as LISP and PROLOG, may be used to develop entire

applications.

• Domain-independent KBES frameworks, usually referred to as shells, provide a single

representation structure and inference mechanism (typically production rules with forward

and/or backward chaining, or inference nets) which can be augmented with domain-specific

knowledge. These tools have their roots in specific KBES projects, from which they derived

their control strategies. Examples of these KBES shells include EMYCIN, KAS, and

HEARSAY III.

• General KBES shells, such as OPS5 and KES, with built-in inference engines allow the

applications developer to concentrate on acquiring the knowledge base and creating rules.

The general KBES shells differ from the domain-independent KBES frameworks in that they

are not tied to a particular control or inference strategy.

• Integrated KBES development environments, such as KEE, Knowledge-Craft, and LOOPS,

are programming languages designed specifically for knowledge engineering. They are not
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tied to any particular architecture or knowledge representation, but they facilitate the

implementation of a wide range of problems. The better environments of this type offer

spreadsheet and database interfaces and user interface utilities for application generation,

and are implemented on a range of hardware platforms including engineering workstations.

The term shell is sometimes used to include general purpose languages (e.g. OPS5) as well as KBES

frameworks such as EMYCIN [11]. The word shell should be used to describe an KBES framework in

which a commitment has been made to a particular knowledge representation and inference strategy.

The use of a particular shell requires a good match between that shell's representation and control

strategies and the application of interest. General purpose language environments offer greater flexibility

because they are not tied to a particular control or inference strategy.

The remainder of this section provides brief descriptions of some of the commercially available KBES

building tools. The market is developing very rapidly and no compilation would be completely up to date.

For a more complete description ofthe commercially available environments for KBES, see [22] and [29].

C. Although C is not traditionally an AI language, it has been used to build several KBES shells, such

as OPS83, TOPSI and RBC (Rule-Based Calculator). OPS83 and TOPSI are commercially available

languages and RBC is a rule-based programming language developed by Skidmore, Owings & Merril for

structural design [34].

LISP. Lisp was developed by John McCarthy in the late 1950's as a specialized language for artificial

intelligence applications. In Lisp, there is no essential difference between data and programs, hence Lisp

programs can use other Lisp programs as data. Lisp is highly recursive, and data and programs are both

represented as lists.

Lisp relies on dynamic memory allocation of space for data storage. Unlike other computer languages,

such as Pascal or C, memory management in Lisp is completely automatic. The disadvantage of

dynamic memory allocation is the need, in some Lisp environments, to stop program execution for

significant periods of time to do garbage collection when the computer runs out of memory space.

Garbage collection is the process of reclaiming previously assigned memory space for reuse. This is a

drawback for applications in which real-time program execution is important. LISP has been used to

create most of the KBES building tools currently being offered for sale.

PROLOG. Prolog was initially developed in 1972 by A. Colmeraruer and P. Roussell at the University

of Marseilles. Prolog is a programming language that implements a simplified version of predicate

calculus and is thus a true logical language. Prolog has been widely used in Europe, Japan and Australia

for AI applications, but less so in the United States.

Like Lisp, Prolog is designed for symbolic rather than simply for numerical computation. Prolog is a

higher level language than Lisp in that it has some kinds of deduction and search facilities already built in.

Prolog is an interpreted language and thus responds to any query by attempting to return an answer
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immediately. A program in Prolog consists of the following:

• specification of facts about objects and relationships;

• specification of rules about objects and relationships;

• queries about objects and relationships.

In a sense, computation in Prolog is simply controlled logical deduction [22]. The user states what he/she

knows (the facts) and Prolog is then prepared to tell whether or not any specific conclusion can be

deduced from those facts. In knowledge engineering terms, Prolog's control structure is logical inference.

The key idea underlying logic programming is programming by description [18]. A Prolog programmer

does not specify how the computer is to perform its tasks, but rather a description of the task as a

sequence of constraints to be satisfied. In traditional software engineering, a program is built by

specifying the operations to be performed in solving a problem, that is, by saying how the problem is to be

solved. In logic programming, a program is constructed by describing its application area, that is, by

saying what is true. Said in few words: in LISP one must specify the how of a computation, while in Prolog

one need only to specify the what, it is the task of Prolog to determine the how.

Prolog lacks the representation flexibility offered by other knowledge representation schemes, such as

frame-based and object-oriented programming. Moreover, there are many kinds of search or program

control strategies besides depth-first backward chaining that a knowledge engineer may wish to employ in

a KBES. Prolog and particularly Lisp are flexible enough languages in which to build arbitrary search

strategies for a given application, but building them can be a very time-consuming and tedious

programming job.

KES. Knowledge Engineering Systems (KES) is a product of Software Architecture and Engineering

[22]. KES is a family of products that support the development of consultation-style knowledge systems.

KES is suited for diagnosis/prescription problems. Facts in KES are represented as attribute-value pairs

with associated confidence factors or probabilities. Attributes and values can be arranged in hierarchies.

Incomplete or inexact knowledge is represented with probability coefficients or certainty factors (ranging

from -1 to 1) attached to the attribute-value pairs. Relations among facts are represented as production

rules, using statistical pattern classification techniques.

From the knowledge engineer's perspective, KES is a batch-processing knOWledge system. A

knowledge base is written with an external editor and stored as a file. Then KES is executed and the

knowledge based file is processed. Syntax and other errors appear at run-time. During a consultation

session the knowledge engineer can assert values for attributes and thus examine how the system

reasons under varying conditions. KES does not supports graphics.

KES is implemented in a variety of Lisp dialects, such as Wisconsin Lisp, Franz Lisp, A-Lisp (for the

Apollo workstations) and IQLlSP for personal computers.

OPS5. OPS5 (Official Production System 5) was originally developed by Charles Forgy at Carnegie
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Mellon University as a tool for psychological research aimed at understanding human memory and

cognition [15J. Specifically, OPS5 was developed to test Newell and Simon's hypothesis that production

rules are sufficient to explain most human cognitive behavior. OPSS is a knowledge engineering

language that supports the rule-based representation model, also known as the prOduction-system model.

In production-systems, the basic unit of computation are data-sensitive unordered rules. An OPS5

program is composed of two sections: a declaration section and a production section. The declaration

section includes the definitions and descriptions of the data types and the user-defined functions

contained in the program. The production section contains the production rules. During execution, the

data operated on by the program are kept in working memory and the rules are kept in production

memory.

The basic control mechanism in OPSS consists of matching, selecting and executing production rules.

The inference engine in OPS5 directly supports only forward chaining, but it is possible to implement

backward-chaining. OPS5 imposes no constraints on the type of application program that can be written.

As a result, the programmer must explicitly handle both data representation and flow of control by means

of rules.

OPSS was originally implemented in Lisp and can be compiled in BLISS to run on Vax-111780

computers. OPS5 is currently available for variety of hardware platforms. OPS5 is inefficient for solving

tasks where an important percentage of the task is represented by quantitative computing. OPS5

supports a single programming paradigm and this characteristic limits its range of applications.

OPS83. OPS83 is a programming language for KBES developed by Production Systems Technologies

Inc.. OPS83 is a descendant of OPSS and it differs from OPS5 in many respects. Some of the unique

features of OPS83 are presented below.

• OPS83 supports the procedural as well as the rule-based programming paradigm. This is

important because it has become clear that rule-based programming alone is simply not

appropriate for some programming tasks. Procedural functions and procedures may be

written by the application developer, using a syntax similar to Pascal's, and then called from

either the left hand side (LHS) or right hand side (RHS) of any rule. OPS83 offers a

comprehensive interface between rules and procedural code.

• The OPS83 system is a compiler, generating object-linkable code that can be combined with

code written in a language other than OPS83, such as C or Ada.

• The Rete algorithm [16] for pattern matching is built into the OPS83 run-time system, and the

application developer can access the Rete network with predefined functions and

procedures. This access is useful when implementing the recognize/act cycle for an OPS83

application, which unlike most other commercially available production-system tools, is not

prespecified.

• The run-time performance of a prOduction-system written in OPS83 is five to ten times faster
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than the equivalent Lisp-based production system on the same machine [81, providing a

significant basis for real-time information processing.

OPS83's most significant disadvantage is that while an application developed in OPS83 is 100%

source code portable between machines for which an OPS83 compiler is available, the variety of

computers currently supported by Production Systems Technologies (PST), the company that distributes

OPS83, is somewhat limited compared to the variety of machines that have C compilers available. Also,

PST is the only vendor for the product.

KEE. KEE (Knowledge Engineering Environment) is an integrated knowledge engineering tool for

developing KBES implemented in Lisp and developed by IntelliCorp (formerly IntelliGenetics) in the early

1980s to be used specifically in genetic engineering. Later, IntelliCorp promoted KEE as a general

purpose KBES development tool. KEE includes a general-purpose knowledge engineering language that

is used primarily for frame-based and object-oriented knowledge representations. It also supports rule

based and procedure-oriented representations.

KEE's basic representational paradigm is frames. Facts and rules in KEE are represented as objects or

frames that have labeled slots containing either values or means for obtaining values. Slots can contain a

number of different entities. A slot may contain a procedural attachment, that is, a set of instructions that

compute a value for a slot. Similarly, a slot may contain a set of rules that conclude values for other slots

in the frame. Procedural knowledge can also be inserted in a slot as a Lisp program. A slot may also

point to another frame and indicate an inheritance relationship.

KEE can accommodate multiple knowledge-bases and has an interpreter that can handle both forward

and backward chaining mechanisms. It contains a graphics utility used in debugging and interfacing with

the user. Using KEE's graphics editor menus, the knowledge engineer can design and construct graphic

models of physical objects, meters, and gauges.

Some KEE users complain that not all the features specified in the manual of KEE are possible, and

that documentation is not always very accurate.

KnowledgeCraft. KnowledgeCraft is a knowledge engineering tool for building KBES developed by

Carnegie Group Inc., based on concepts and methods that originated at Carnegie Mellon University. It is

a general-purpose software package that includes a knowledge representation language called Carnegie

Representation Language (CRL) and a knowledge base editor. KnowledgeCraft supports frame-based,

logic-based, rule-based and object-oriented knowledge representation methods for KBES development. It

also supports database system development.

KnowledgeCraft contains utilities that assist with the creation of graphics and menu systems and allows

for the use of natural language. It incorporates numerous control mechanisms, including an OPS5

forward-chaining system and a PROLOG-like inferencing system. The CRL-OPS combination provides

KnowledgeCraft with a forward-chaining rule-based system, while the CRL-Prolog combination provides a
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backward-chaining capability. Both CRL-OPS and CRL-Prolog can be used simultaneously in a single

application. KnowledgeCraft is implemented in Common Lisp and can run on many workstations,

including some Lisp machines.

LOOPS. LOOPS is a knowledge engineering environment developed at the Xerox Palo Alto Research

Center (Xerox PARC). LOOPS is a software tool that incorporates a variety of different knowledge

engineering constructs in one unified package. The constructs include object-oriented programming, the

use of active values, a knowledge base management scheme, and a rule package.

An active value operates like a probe. By examining an active value, one can see the current status of

a variable being reasoned about. By attaching a graphic picture, such as a gauge or thermometer, one

can see an analog representation of a variable that is being reasoned about. Moreover, one can monitor

changes in that value as processing continues. LOOPS offers the possibility of reviewing programs under

development with a variety of graphical schemes.

LOOPS is more an environment than a tool. In order to build an expert system with LOOPS, one must

choose from a variety of different approaches and write a fair amount of code before starting to structure

the knowledge base. The utility of LOOPS is primarily as a software engineer's environment, where a

variety of useful subroutines have been prepared and are ready to assemble.

The development tools for creating KBES presented in this section were considered for implementing

the KBES application of this work. The final selection of the development environment is presented in

Section 5.

2.1.3 Knowledge Acquisition Methods and Tools
The task of knowledge acquisition for KBES involves building a model of a human expert's knowledge

in some specialized (usually fairly narrow) domain, and incorporating that knowledge into an automatic

reasoning system which is then able to solve the same type of problems as the human expert.

Knowledge acquisition is a major bottleneck in the development of expert systems; it typically involves

long discussions between domain experts and knowledge engineers. In addition to extracting the

appropriate information, the knowledge engineer must translate the knowledge of the expert into the

formal representation scheme used by the KBES. Throughout this process, there must be feedback from

the domain expert, and the knowledge engineer repeatedly refines the system until it achieves something

close to the expert's level of performance in problem-solving.

The human expert's knowledge is vast and complex, making knowledge acquisition a difficult task.

Knowledge acquirers need to be able to understand the expert's often incomplete explanations and be

able to structure and categorize the expert's knowledge. They need to have the ability to specify and

document the acquired domain knowledge based on a good knowledge of AI paradigms and the possible

knowledge representations that may be used.

A wide range of methods and tools, from structured human interviewing techniques to knowledge base
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editing tools, has been developed to facilitate the task of knowledge acquisition [5]. The variety of

methods in existence reflects the fact that knowledge acquisition is a multidimensional process; it can

occur at different stages in the development of an expert system, and can involve many types of

knowledge.

Classification of Knowledge Acquisition Methods. According to Hayes-Roth [23], there are five

main stages in the development of a typical KBES:

• Identification. In this stage one identifies the problem characteristics.

• Conceptualization. Knowledge about the concepts, relations and problem-solving strategies

is acquired from human experts, textbooks, etc.

• Formalization. Conceptual knowledge is translated into structured forms, using a formal

knowledge representation paradigm.

• Implementation. Rules are formulated that embody the knowledge.

• Testing. Performance is evaluated over a large number of test cases.

The available tools and methodologies for knowledge acquisition can be divided into two categories,

corresponding roughly to the second and third stages of KBES development described above:

• methodologies and tools for knowledge extraction from human experts; and

• tools for entering knowledge into a knowledge base.

These categories are distinguished mainly by the knowledge source that each methodology uses. In

the first category, the knowledge source is a domain expert, and the problem lies in uncovering his/her

expert knowledge, and translating it into some intermediate representation understandable by the system

builder, typically in the form of natural language documents, diagrams, tables, etc.. Research in this area

focuses on the psychology of expert knowledge and problem-solving strategies. In the second category,

the knowledge source is usually some intermediate representation of knowledge extracted from domain

experts (e.g. as a result of the application of tools in the first category). The problem lies in accurately

entering this knowledge into the knowledge base of the KBES. Tools to aid in this process are usually

designed for the system builder, and focus on knowledge representation issues for expert knowledge,

information presentation techniques, and user interface technology.

Human Interviewing Methods. The two main approaches to extracting knowledge from a human

expert for the purpose of constructing a KBES are [10]:

• rapid prototyping; and

• structured knOWledge acquisition.

In the rapid prototyping approach, the knowledge engineer conducts a minimal amount of human

interviewing and then quickly implements a prototype system; the prototype is then successively refined

as further rounds of interviewing determine gaps and errors in the system. The second approach,
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structured knowledge acquisition, defers implementation and instead maps the knowledge of the expert

into an intermediate level representation. It is desirable to maintain independence from the final

knowledge representation language during knowledge acquisition so that the expert can express his/her

knowledge in as natural and direct a representation as possible.

Grover [21] proposed a formal methodology for extracting, recording and organizing human expertise

into a hand-written knowledge acquisition document series which multiple experts and designers can

access and update.

The previously described techniques for knowledge acquisition require a human intermediary (a

knowledge engineer) for performing knowledge extraction from domain experts. Prototype knowledge

acquisition systems that interview experts have been built in several KBES problem areas. These

automatic interviewing systems help to eliminate some of the inherent problems of human interviewing,

such as bias and inconsistency, particularly when there are multiple persons interviewing multiple domain

experts. Two of these automatic interviewing systems are reviewed below.

ETS. The Expertise Transfer System (ETS) is a tool developed by John Boose that interviews experts

to help them build KBES [7). The interviewing methodology is based on techniques from personal

construct theory used in psychotherapy. ETS uses a psychological model of human behavior proposed

by Kelly [30] in 1955. and applies some empirically tested interviewing techniques. Kelly theorized that

each individual behaves as a personal scientist, seeking to predict and control the environment by

forming theories and hypotheses, and testing them by categorizing and classifying experiences. Kelly

assumes that there is fundamentally no difference between and individual supporting his point of view

and a scientist supporting his theories.

Kelly developed certain techniques for use in psychotherapy based on this philosophy. The techniques

assume that individuals are capable of expressing their conceptual structure as a series of bipolar

dimensions that Kelly called constructs. It is through this system of personal constructs that an individual

constructs events and categorizes experiences. Since different individuals perceive the world with

different construct systems, individuals are capable of making a unique interpretation of the same event.

Kelly named his collection of ideas about this process personal construct theory.

Kelly felt that patients who were having trouble with the world probably had some major inconsistencies

in their network of constructs. He developed techniques that allowed individual patients to examine their

own systems of constructs, thereby helping them verbalize and structure their attempts to predict, control

and understand the world. Psychologists use personal construct methods to help patients explore their

views of the world; ETS uses these methods to help experts explore the way they solve problems.

Kelly developed several methods for eliciting and analyzing personal construct systems. His most well

developed method, the Role Construct Repertory Grid Test, is used in a modified form by ETS. ETS

employs an automated implementation of the repertory grid test, to allow human experts to identify and

classify their problem-solving knowledge. For a more in-depth look at personal constructs and the
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repertory grid test, see [7], [30], [32] and [31].

ETS proceeds through several phases of interaction with the domain expert in order to acquire a

classification of domain concepts/goals and parameters; from this, ETS can derive implication rules. The

output of ETS can be automatically translated into production rules in several knowledge representation

languages: KS-300/EMICYN, KEE, SUDV (a Boeing C-based tool), MRS (a research tool from Stanford

University) OPSS, LOOPS, Prolog, M.1 and S.1.

The ETS approach suggests promising directions for future research in automating the knowledge

acquisition process. However, it has several limitations. The implication rules extracted from the rating

grid only indicate correlations in the data, and do not necessarily reflect underlying causal relations. It is

difficult to apply the repertory grid methodology to elicit causal or procedural knowledge. ETS elicits traits

and builds relationships but does not find out much about how this information is used in the problem

solving process. Kelly's grid methodology is best suited for derivation problems (e.g., diagnosis and

interpretation) and is not readily applicable to formation problems (e.g., planning or design), or problems

that require a combination of analysis and synthesis. Another problem with ETS is that it is designed

specifically for KBES which use the production rule representation. Consequently, ETS attempts to elicit a

mixture of knowledge about concepts, terminology and problem-solving goals, all in on stage, using a

single representation; this may be a confusing and unnatural way for the domain expert to describe

his/her knowledge. Finally, the knowledge acquired by ETS does not necessarily constitute a sufficient

representation of the problem conclusion set, and errors of omission may be quite difficult for the expert to

detect [7].

Thus ETS, in its present state, is best suited as a preliminary knowledge acquisition tool, and must be

augmented with human interviewing to fill in gaps in the knowledge base.

Roget. Roget, developed by Benett, attempts to elicit the vocabulary or terminological framework for a

diagnostic problem from a human expert [6]. The approach used in Roget is quite different from that of

ETS. Roget incorporates a generic conceptual structure for diagnostic tasks consisting of abstract

categories of goals, subgoals, advice (or results), evidence (or data), and inference steps. This

conceptual structure is derived from Rogel's knowledge about several examples of existing diagnostic

KBES. The expert initially enters a natural language description of a new task, which Roget analyzes,

using rudimentary natural language understanding techniques, to determine the task type. Possible task

types in Rogel's vocabulary include determine-causes, evaluate-evidence, etc.. Next, Roget asks what

sort of supporting inferences, evidence and data will be used to achieve the goal of the particular task.

Roget can tell the expert what general evidence categories it knows about, such as predisposing-factors

or laboratory-tests. It can give domain-specific examples from existing KBES that it knows about. The

final result is a graph of domain-specific instances of Rogel's generic conceptual structures.

Roget offers a structured environment for acquiring knowledge from experts and its approach appears

promising as a way of solving some of the problems of acquiring knowledge from humans. On the other

hand, the types of knowledge that can be expressed using Roget are limited to what has been expressed
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in the existing diagnostic KBES that Roget knows about. New features and task types cannot be easily

incorporated. Roget also has the same limitations in knowledge representation as those discussed for

ETS.

Tools for Entering Knowledge Into a Knowledge Base. In the remainder of this section, some of

the tools that belong to the second category of knowledge acquisition methods (tools for entering

knowledge into a knowledge base) will be presented. Some tools in this category are general systems

that allow the user to construct a knowledge base from beginning to end, and others are intended

specifically for refining existing knowledge bases.

KAS. The knowledge acquisition system (KAS) was developed by Reboh for the PROSPECTOR

KBES [40]. KAS is intended to be used by a computer scientist, or someone who is capable of learning

and understanding in detail the mechanisms of the computer program, command syntax, etc. KAS

provides a complex command language that allows the user to create, modify or delete nodes in

semantic, rule and taxonomic networks. This system represents knowledge in two ways: as probabilistic

inference rules and partitioned semantic networks. KAS's main limitations are that it requires detailed

knowledge about the knowledge base, as well as about the KAS command language which is very

complex and cryptic; thus, it is recommended only for computer scientists.

MORE. MORE is a tool developed at Carnegie Mellon University that assists in eliciting knowledge

from domain experts [35]. MORE stores domain facts in an event model that represents the relations

among occurrences of events and the conditions that affect the relations. From this event model, it

generates a rule model of condition/conclusion assertions used to perform diagnosis. Because MORE

understands how knowledge is used in diagnosis, it understands what knowledge it needs; it has

strategies for detecting errors and for seeking information that will increase the diagnostic power of the

knowledge base. MORE's use has been explored in several application areas: diagnosis of drilling-fluid

problems, epileptic seizures, disk faults and manufacturing defects in the wave soldering of circuit boards.

SALT. SALT is a knowledge acquisition tool developed at Carnegie Mellon University [36]. SALT is

one of the first automated knowledge acquisition methods to address synthesis rather than analysis

problems. SALT is intended for use by domain experts to create and maintain systems that perform

constraint-satisfaction tasks such as designing an artifact or constructing a schedule. It acquires

knowledge from an expert and generates a domain-specific knowledge base compiled into rules. It then

combines this compiled knowledge base with a problem-solving shell to create an expert system. SALT

uses a propose-and-revise problem-solving strategy. The SALT-assumed method constructs a design

incrementally by proposing values for design parameters, identifying constraints on design parameters as

the design develops, and revising decisions in response to constraint violations in the proposal.

TEIRESIAS. TEIRESIAS is a knowledge base refinement tool developed by Davis [9]. TEIRESIAS

was designed to allow a user to update and debug a MYCIN knowledge base. It provides means for

adding new conceptual primitives, attributes and rules. The interaction dialogue is conducted in a

restricted subset of natural language. TEIRESIAS's questions are formed mainly by filling in templates
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and the user's responses are understood by keyword recognition. TEIRESIAS incorporates two kinds of

meta-level knowledge about its object representations: data structures and rule models. This meta

knowledge is used to guide the knowledge acquisition process.

The data structure used in TEIRESIAS is a frame-like representation of generic concepts. By

instantiating schemas, the user can add new generic concepts. New rules can be added similarly by

instantiating rule models. One limitation of TEIRESIAS is that it assumes that the present content of the

rule base is correct, and is a good basis for predicting the structure of new rules; when these assumptions

are false, the system sometimes will persist along the wrong path in guiding the user. Another limitation of

TEIRESIAS is its simple-minded technique for natural language understanding, which presents a

substantial barrier to better performance [9]. TEIRESIAS relies on knowing about what is already in the

knowledge base to provide help to its user(s); thus, it is only suitable as a refinement tool, and cannot be

used as a complete system building tool.

PLANEX. PLANEX is a domain independent knowledge-based process planning system architecture

developed at Carnegie Mellon University [47]. Starting from a description of the physical artifact to be

constructed or manufactured, PLANEX generates the set of activities needed to create the artifact. The

knowledge base of PLANEX consists of the knowledge sources that store the knowledge to generate a

plan. Two versions of PLANEX have been developed: CONSTRUCTION PLANEX and HARNESS

PLANEX. CONSTRUCTION PLANEX generates activity plans for the excavation and structural erection

of concrete or steel-frame bUildings. HARNESS PLANEX generates activity plans for manufacturing

automotive electrical harnesses.

The system architecture of PLANEX contains a facility for acquiring and Updating the required domain

specific knowledge called KSAM: Knowledge Source Acquisition Module. KSAM is an interactive editor

that lets the user create, modify or delete knowledge sources. After changes are made to the knowledge

sources, KSAM translates the tabular representation used to describe the knowledge sources into the

appropriate schema representation used by the knowledge source evaluator of PLANEX.

Several other tools for knowledge acquisition exist currently; it is out of the scope of this work to try to

present them all. Knowledge acquisition research is in progress in industrial and university laboratories.

Effective knowledge acquisition is the key to the realization of useful, cost-effective KBES. KBES are

useful only after the requisite subject domain knowledge is acquired, codified and applied.

The knowledge acquisition methods and tools presented in this section served as a basis for the

selection of the custom knowledge representation presented later in this work and provided useful

guidelines for the design of the knowledge acquisition facility developed.
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2.1.4 KBES Approaches to Conflicting Expertise

Experts in the same domain who try to solve the same problem may use different techniques. For

instance, two experts may use different methods to arrive at similar solutions or at different solutions, both

of which may be acceptable. Experts can also use similar methods to arrive at similar solutions or even

different solutions. These differences in techniques and solutions tend to make it difficult to use several

experts to build a KBES. Differing methods and solutions will tend to be based on different models of

expertise, and the KBES must somehow reconcile these different models and still give reasonable

recommendations.

Typically, a KBES will first be built using the knowledge of only one expert. After this initial prototype

KBES is built, it is often desirable to add knowledge from other experts in the same problem domain.

Difficulties will result from differences in vocabulary, definitions, heuristics, and problem-solving

strategies. Several issues must be addressed by the knowledge engineer when combining knowledge

from several experts:

• How can experts reach an agreement about vocabulary and definitions?

• Do they agree on heuristics and solutions?

• Should the KBES try to model a consensus among a given set of experts when

recommending solutions?

• Should the KBES accommodate conflicting expertise of the possible different users?

There is currently little or no methodology for combining multiple expertise in the same area to build

KBES. Boose [7] conducted several interesting experiments with ETS, using personal constructs and

rating grids, described earlier in this section, to combine expertise from many sources. One of the

experiments consisted in asking several experts to help build a succession of AI Tool Advisor KBES that

would interview an end user and recommend a set of AI tools selected from a larger set. ETS was used to

elicit the information and perform negotiations.

The approach proposed by Boose is shown in Figure 2-1. Several experts in the same problem domain

are interviewed by ETS to produce independent rating grids that capture their knowledge. ETS combines

their knowledge into a single consultation KBES. The consultation system is run on a number of test

cases and compared with each expert's expectations. Rank correlation scores are used to measure

system performance and the areas of difference between experts are derived. The experts participate in

structured negotiation and use ETS to re-rate the rating grids. The performance of the resulting system is

again tested and measured.

Four different scenarios were used in the experiments described by Boose to combine expertise from

different domain experts. In the first scenario, two experts independently used ETS to build an AI tool
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Figure 2·1: Methodology proposed by Boose [7] for interviewing
multiple experts

advisor. A different set of tools (elements1) and traits2 was produced by each of the experts. A combined

consultation system was then produced by ETS using the rating grids produced by each expert. A

coefficient of rank correlation was used to compare ETS's results with the expectations of the two experts.

In the second scenario, a common grid was constructed from the tools and traits of several experts,

and then each expert made ratings using the same grid independently. Each of the experts was asked to

place his/her own ratings on this new common grid. Some experts had to guess what was meant by a trait

elicited from a different expert.

1Elements are the specific conclusion items that will be recommended by the KBES.

2Traits (also referred to as attributes or constructs) refer to those aspects of the problem domain that an expert uses to solve a
given problem.
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In the third scenario, smaller rating grids were used to produce a consultation system using the

expertise of three experts. Next, ETS used an algorithm based on MINUS [42] to show the differences

between each expert's grid and every other grid. A MINUS grid is produced by taking the difference in

ratings between two existing grids with the same elements and traits. These MINUS grids were used to

show the areas of most agreement and most difference. This information guided manual negotiations and

discussions between the experts. During these negotiations, each of the experts explained what they had

meant when using the trait to rate the different AI tools. The experts found that there were significant

differences in the meanings attached to the labels, and significantly different ways in which those

meanings were used to rate the tools. The experts felt that the negotiation session was fruitful and that

they had learned something from discussing the issues.

The fourth and scenario was the simultaneous use of ETS by more than one expert. In this last

scenario, two experts used ETS to build a small consultation system. Both experts together picked the

recommended tool set (elements), discussed each comparison, generated appropriate traits, and rated

each trait against each tool. Again, ETS built a consultation system from this grid. The degree of conflict

with this approach was very low and the system's performance was very good, significantly agreeing with

the experts' expectations in most cases. In this case, only two experts and a relatively small problem was

used. However, this approach might become unwieldy with more experts or with larger problems.

The experiments made using personal construct theory and the knowledge acquisition tool ETS show

some interesting approaches for dealing with knowledge acquisition from multiple experts. This approach

tries to formalize the process of combining multiple expertise and to locate the areas of agreement and

disagreement between the different experts. The approach described by Boose using ETS is certainly

one of the best documented frameworks for dealing with multiple expertise. The disadvantages of this

method are that the type of problems that can be modeled with this approach is limited by the suitability of

using personal construct theory for modeling the domain knowledge of the problem of interest. Rating

grids are best suited for representing knowledge in KBES of the derivation type and cannot be readily

applied to synthesis problems.

The experiments performed by Boose are a good and structured approach to combine the individual

knowledge of multiple experts. However, as it will be described in the next section, experts will not always

agree on the criteria to be embedded in a KBES and consensus might not always be achieved. The

following section presents a framework to accommodate conflicting knowledge in which each individual

expert is able to express his/her individual knowledge without being forced to try to achieve consensus

with other experts in the field.

2.2 Earthquake Engineering Background
Earthquake engineering has been developing at a steadily increasing rate. Research results from many

universities and research centers, lessons learned from studies of ground motion records and earthquake

effects on structures, and other technological developments have been continuously adopted into practice

and incorporated into new codes and standards. Although recent improvements in seismic design codes
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and standards have resulted in increased earthquake resistance for new buildings, they have created a

dilemma for existing ones.

2.2.1 Evaluation Methodologies
In the past years, several studies have been directed to the seismic safety assessment of existing

structures. There are many evaluation methods currently in use for assessing the seismic performance of

buildings. They range from very approximate screening methods for identifying potential structural

problems in large groups of buildings, to detailed analytical approaches for studying performance of

structural members, components, and systems on an individual structure basis. Evaluation

methodologies may be classified into several categories:

• screening methods for quick evaluation of large groups of buildings;

• rapid evaluation procedures for individual buildings;

• procedures for more accurate evaluation of individual groups of buildings; and

• detailed analytical approaches, usually involving dynamic analysis and computer-based

methods.

There is such a large number of approaches that providing a description of each is out of the scope of

this document. In the remaining part of this section, brief descriptions of some of those studies are

presented.

ATe Provisions. The ATC (Applied Technology Council) is a non-profit organization created in 1971

to assist structural engineers in the task of keeping abreast and effectively utilizing technological

developments.

In 1972, ATC, sponsored by the National Science Foundation and in cooperation with the National

Bureau of Standards, initiated a project aimed at the development of practical design provisions. The

results were published in 1978 under the. title "Tentative Provisions for the Development of Seismic

Regulations for Buildings, ATC-3" [3]. Although this publication is intended for the design of new

buildings, it includes three chapters dealing with the following topics about existing buildings:

• systematic abatement of seismic hazards in existing buildings;

• guidelines for repair and strengthening of existing buildings; and

• guidelines for emergency post-earthquake inspection and evaluation of earthquake damage

in buildings.

The relevance of this study is that it includes a chapter on seismic evaluation of existing buildings.

ASK methodology. In 1984, the ABK Joint Venture completed a research project to develop a

methodology for evaluating unreinforced masonry bUildings in regions of high seismicity [1]. ABK is a

joint venture of the Los Angeles structural engineering firms of Agbabian Associates, S.B. Barnes and
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Associates, and Kariotis and Associates. This project included:

• a nationwide survey of unreinforced masonry buildings for purposes of categorization;

• quasi-static and dynamic testing of diaphragm, wall, and anchorage elements typically

employed in unreinforced masonry; and

• the development of a recommended methodology for seismic evaluation of such structures.

The ASK methodology is recommended for seismic evaluation of unreinforced masonry buildings in

regions of moderate or high seismicity. The recommended methodology is an effective tool for evaluating

buildings that have essentially flat and solid wood diaphragms with masonry or concrete shear walls

around the perimeter of the building and sufficient interior cross walls. This methodology is not

recommended for buildings with reinforced concrete floors and/or roofs.

ATC-14. In 1983 ATC initiated a project aimed at developing a procedure for identifying and evaluating

seismic hazard in existing buildings. It was originally entitled "Methods for Evaluating the Seismic

Strength of Existing Buildings". The findings of the project were published in 1987 under the title

"Evaluating the Seismic Resistance of Existing Buildings ATC-14"[2].

The overall objective of the ATC-14 project was to develop a comprehensive but practical methodology

that could guide engineers in all seismic zones of the United States in evaluating existing buildings to

determine potential earthquake hazards and identify buildings or building components that present

unacceptable risk to human life.

The methodology is intended to be used as a guide by structural engineers experienced is seismic

design and analysis of buildings. A major portion of the methodology is dedicated to directing the

evaluating engineer on how to determine if there are any weak links in the structure that could precipitate

structural or component failures. Potential weak links have been identified from detailed reviews of

building performance data from past earthquakes.

There are two steps prior to the evaluation itself. The initial step is the collection of all documentation of

the structure of interest, that is, drawings, specifications, calculations and other information about design,

construction, maintenance, and additions or modifications to the structure. Moreover, site visits are also

essential for the success of the analysis.

The second step is the classification of the structure of interest. This is very important since the entire

evaluation process depends on this classification. The building classification employed in the ATC-14

methodology is based on the material or type of conl:ltruction used in the principal gravity and lateral force

resisting systems.

There is such a large combination of materials and structural systems that to include all of them in the

evaluation methodology was not possible. However, considering the construction types which for

economic reasons are of prevalent use, 98 different building types were identified. Afterwards, based on
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the fact that structures that use like construction materials have exhibited similar performance in past

earthquakes, the number of building types was narrowed to 14 different building types considered in the

ATC-14 methodology. To facilitate the analysis procedure, those 14 types were grouped into six generic

building types, which are: cast-in-place concrete, steel frame, precast concrete, reinforced masonry,

unreinforced masonry and wood frame.

The classification of the structure in analysis is important because the ATC-14 methodology is intended

to cover building features and the characteristics of each subtype of structure which may present a

potential hazard. The evaluation methodology for each subtype consists of the following:

• a general description of the structural features of the specific building type;

• a description of the observed performance of this building type in past earthquakes with

specific examples;

• an explanation of the probable load paths for vertical and lateral loads in the structure; and

• a list of statements of concern about the building features which might present a hazard.

2.2.2 KBES Applications
The problem of assessing the seismic safety of a structure is largely heuristic. The nature of this

problem makes it a suitable task for the application of KBES methodology. This section is devoted to the

literature review of previous or current work on KBES applied to the area of earthquake damage

mitigation. KBES in this particular domain can be categorized into three main groups:

• systems that perform evaluation after earthquake damage has occurred;

• systems that provide advice for the design of new buildings; and

• systems that evaluate the seismic safety of existing buildings.

SPERIL I. Speril-I is a KBES developed at Purdue University [28] for estimating the level of damage

suffered by a structure after an earthquake, so that repair plans can be made accordingly. The primary

concern in Speril-I was the development of its inexact inferencing method.

SPERIL II. Speril-II is an advanced version of Speril-I developed by a joint venture between Purdue

University and the firm of Wiss, Janney, Elstner and Associates. Speril-II is based on a number of

different testing techniques, along with varying approaches to interpreting visible damage. It is aimed to

aid the engineer in deciding whether or not a structure should be repaired or, depending on the level of

damage, destroyed.

Speril II's performance has been improved with respect to Speril I by incorporating both forward and

backward chaining strategies. In addition, the input observations on local damage are changed into global

implications, dependent on the type of component in analysis. In this way, components, such as beams,

columns and joists, are described by a-kind-of relations. Consequently, the damage on specific

components is related to the structure as a whole. Speril II also combines individual inexact inferences
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into local, global and cumulative damage assessments of the entire structure.

When comparing the conclusion reached by Speril II with those of a human expert, the structures are

categorized into three classes: satisfactory, questionable and unsatisfactory. These categories indicate

the extent to which the KBES matches the opinion of the expert. Further details are provided in [28] and

[17].

CMU prototype. A prototype KBES for evaluating the damage state of a structure that has undergone

seismic damage was developed at Carnegie Mellon University [43]. The CMU prototype was intended to

provide an estimate of the amount of damage that a structure has sustained based on available damage

observations. The goal is to make recommendations as to the serviceability of the structure based on the

estimate of the extent of the damage incurred during the earthquake. This study was also intended to

provide the framework for the current work by investigating appropriate KBES languages and shells and

experimenting with appropriate inexact inference mechanisms.

ARCHQUAKE. ARCHQUAKE is a KBES being currently developed at Lehigh University [46]. The

primary goal of ARCHQUAKE is to introduce structural design knowledge early in the architectural design

phase. ARCHQUAKE is intended to:

• provide a structural design perspective to the architect early in architectural design;

• consider the architectural perspective when rendering structural advice; and

• tailor that advice by knowing something about the intent of the architect.

STRAKE. STRAKE is a KBES being currently developed at Cornell University [46]. STRAKE is being

built to assist structural engineers, by checking their design concepts against a knowledge base of facts

and heuristics pertaining to earthquake-resistant design.

ASALVO. ASALVO is a KBES developed at MIT as a decision support tool for structural engineers

evaluating the seismic resistance of existing structures [38]. ASALVO uses ATC-14 as its main source of

knowledge. This system does not make a final decision regarding the structure's overall earthquake

resistance; rather, it issues warnings and recommendations to the user if the existence of hazardous

features are confirmed. The reason for ASALVO not getting to a conclusive decision is that the

knowledge used does not allow such a conclusion. The source of knowledge for ASALVO, ATC-14, is

based on a practical, consensus-based methodology of evaluation. However, it has been pointed out by

the professionals involved in the development of ATC-14 that the evaluation of a given structure is highly

dependent on the judgment of the evaluating engineer. Also, the evaluation depends on the particular

characteristics of the structure under analysis. Moreover, in most warning statements, the methodology

recommends lengthy calculations in order to arrive at a more definitive conclusion about the seismic

resistance of the structure. Hence, ASALVO is only a decision support tool.

AMADEUS. AMADEUS, which stands for the Assessment of Damage after Earthquakes and Usability

Structures, is a knowledge based system developed at MIT [44]. It is an advisory system for the
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assessment of a building damaged by an earthquake. Based on an inspector's observations, AMADEUS

is aimed at helping the engineer to make quick and accurate decisions regarding the degree of building

damage and, consequently, its habitability state.

Of the applications presented above, ASALVO is the only system that is intended to evaluate the

seismic resistance of existing buildings. The other applications described are intended to assist an

engineer in the design of new structures or in the evaluation of structures that have undergone seismic

excitation and may be damaged after the earthquake. However, ASALVO is a mere implementation of the

rules contained in the ATC-14 methodology and does not perform any type of quantitative analysis of the

building.
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SECTION 3
A FRAMEWORK FOR CUSTOMIZABLE KNOWLEDGE-BASED

EXPERT SYSTEMS

This section presents some common characteristics of a class of KBES applications. These

characteristics give rise to the need for customization and the elimination of duplication of effort among

organizations developing KBES for similar applications. To further illustrate the customization needs

presented, a system developed for a real engineering application is described. Finally, a framework for

KBES is proposed that addresses the needs described in the first section of this section.

3.1 Rationale
Knowledge-based expert systems (KBES) provide a methodology for capturing, organizing and utilizing

heuristic knowledge accumulated over many years of experience within an organization. A KBES

incorporating an organization's expertise can faithfully reproduce the heuristics and problem-solving style

that presumably differentiates that organization from other organizations engaged in similar endeavors.

To be useful to an organization, a KBES needs to be highly idiosyncratic in handling situations where

there is no general consensus about the correct way of solving a problem.

A common problem in developing such highly tuned, individualized expert systems is that in order to

incorporate the unique specialized knowledge of an organization, the developers also have to incorporate

large amounts of knowledge that is common to an entire discipline and not SUbject to individual

interpretation. As a consequence, there may be a great deal of duplication of effort among organizations

developing KBES for a particular domain. Worse yet, organizations may abandon or curtail KBES

development before they reach the stage where their custom knowledge can be introduced. The problem

of having to incorporate large amounts of common knowledge further compounds the severe difficulty of

knowledge acquisition, acknowledged to be the major bottleneck of KBES development. Another

problem that may arise when different organizations develop separately a KBES for the same domain is

that some of these organizations may misinterpret or incorrectly encode some portions of the general

knowledge of the domain. This possible misinterpretation of the domain concepts and/or terminology may

cause confusion among the different professionals involved in the same discipline.

The need for customization in KBES is evident in domains where no single interpretation of the domain

concepts satisfies the criteria of all the possible organizations. In such domains, the ability to customize

the knowledge base is imperative to make the KBES usable by more than one organization. As described

in the last section of the previous section, it is likely that experts may disagree on particular issues in their

domain, creating a conflict of expertise. Managing conflict and achieving consensus among multiple

sources of true expertise is a difficult task. Disagreement between experts is not inherently bad; it may

simply represent different and valid approaches to the same problem. Hence, KBES must accommodate

the individual knowledge bases of the different users of the system, if these users have or may have

conflicting expertise on specific issues of the domain to be represented in the knowledge base.
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The ability of customizing the knowledge base of a KBES, due to conflicting expertise in selected

issues of the domain, implies the need of updating the individual knowledge bases of the different users.

It is unlikely that the knowledge or heuristics that represent the expertise of an organization or individual

user will remain static. Additional experience gained by an individual user or organization and external

influences, such as new legislation or modifications of relevant codes, may change with time from the

original knowledge specified by the user organization when the KBES was originally developed. For a

KBES to be valuable and useful to anyone organization, it must be able to grow with newly acquired,

highly individual, expertise.

In conclusion, there is a need to separate commonly agreed knowledge from custom knowledge in

many KBES applications. This separation requires a very high level conceptualization of the entire

domain knowledge to be represented in the knowledge base. According to the different stages of

development of a KBES proposed by Hayes [23] and described in the previous section, this separation of

the domain knowledge must be made in the conceptualization-formalization stage of development.

3.2 An Example of an Engineering Problem that Requires Customization
There are many engineering problems that reqUire the customization characteristics described in the

previous section. To further illustrate these customization needs, this section presents a computer system

developed in 1985 by the first author while working for an engineering firm in Mexico City.

A computer program was to be developed for performing analysis and structural design of reinforced

concrete retaining walls. The general shape of a reinforced concrete retaining wall is illustrated in Figure

3-1.

The program was to receive as input the following data:

• an initial size and shape of the retaining wall and the portions of soil profile at both sides of

the wall;

• the pressures exerted by the soil to the retaining wall;

• the density of the soil contained by the wall;

• the f'c and fy parameters of the concrete used in the retaining wall;

• the allowable vertical pressure to be resisted by the underlying soil;

• the friction coefficient of the soil; and

• external forces that could optionally be applied to the wall.

The following constraints must be met by the design of the wall and had to be checked by the program:

• the wall must be stable with respect to overturning;

• the friction force generated at the base of the wall should be greater by a given safety factor

than the force exerted by the soil to the wall to prevent sliding of the wall;
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Figure 3-1: Reinforced Concrete Retaining Wall

• the tip deflection of the stem of the wall should be less than a specified limit;

• the pressure developed at the base of the wall should be less than the allowable vertical

pressure on soil.

One of the functional requirements of the program was that if any of the above constraints is violated,

or if the maximum percentage of steel allowed by the code was exceeded in any component of the wall,

the program was to modify the initial size/shape of the wall to try to satisfy violated constraints. If, after a

number of modifications to the original design, all of the constraints were not yet satisfied, the program

was to abort informing the user what problems there were with the design originally specified.

This program was developed to be used by different groups of engineers working on different projects.

One of the groups was working on the design of a new highway, another on the design of the intersection

of two freeways, and the last on the design of a box-section tunnel for a SUbway. These engineers were

both the experts who suggested the tasks to be performed by the computer program and the end users of

the program. All of the experts agreed on the constraints that the design had to satisfy. Similarly, the

experts agreed on the analytical procedures to be followed. However, there were significant conflicts
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among the experts about the measures to be taken in case that a certain constraint was violated.

This lack of consensus was a significant problem in the design of the computer program, since the

program was to be designed as a single application for all the engineers in the company. It became clear

that a single hard-coded solution was not going to satisfy the criteria of all the individual users. If the

functional requirements of the program had been purely the analysis portion, no conflicts would have

been arisen, since the users agreed on the constraints to be checked and in the analytical procedures to

be used. However, it was decided that in order to make the computer program more useful, the program

would modify the original design in cases where it was not appropriate.

The solution that was finally taken was the simultaneous generation of multiple designs in cases where

a constraint with non-consensus corrective measures was violated. Each engineer would then pick the

design that resembles most his/her group's criteria, or would refine its original input manually and re-run

the program until he/she was finally satisfied with the design. The program worked at the end but its

output never truly satisfied the criteria of all the users.

If any of the constraints is violated, there are a number of different corrective measures that can be

taken to try to comply with that constraint. Figures 3-2 and 3-3 illustrate some possible measures that can

be taken to try to comply with a given constraint.

If a wall tends to slide, there are basically two measures that can be taken to overcome this problem

(see Figure 3-2):

• add a key at the base of the wall;

• increase the weight of the wall.

Some engineers definitely disliked the use of a key while others considered it an efficient corrective

measure. According to the relevant literature in the domain, the addition of a key is a valid measure for

increasing the stability of a retaining wall against sliding; however, there are engineers who have their

reasons for not liking this option. Among the group of experts that preferred the second option (increasing

the weight of the wall) there were conflicts in the strategies to be taken when changing the dimensions of

the wall. The program makes several attempts to re-size/re-shape the wall in order to increase the weight

of the wall. However, there are multiple options and strategies that can be taken in every successive

re-sizing operation. There was significant conflict in trying to define a commonly-agreed criterion. Some

engineers preferred to increase the base of the wall first and after several attempts to increase the vertical

dimensions. Other engineers disagreed with this strategy and some of them did not accept a significant

increase in the size of the base of the wall since excavation in the particular conditions on the project was

very expensive. The resizing strategy that was finally selected was the result of negotiations between the

engineers but it did not satisfy all the users.

A similar problem occurred when the elements of a wall were subject to excessive internal forces or

experienced deflections beyond an acceptable limit. As seen in Figure 3-3, there are multiple alternatives
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Corrective measures:

Add a key at the base
of the retaining wall OR

Increase the weight of
the retaining wall

Figure 3-2: Measures for increasing the sliding stability of a retaining wall

and combinations of these alternatives to increase the resistance of the elements of the wall.

Some engineers argued that increasing the percentage of steel was not economical and that low cost

was an important characteristic of their project, while others did not have the economic restriction and

preferred not to increase the dimensions of the wall.

The simple engineering application presented in this section presents the following key characteristics:

• the system has to be used by multiple groups of users;

• a single application was going to be developed to be used by all the users;

• the users proposed the tasks to be performed by the system;

• all the users agreed with the procedures and methodologies to be taken in some of the tasks

to be performed by the system; and

• for other tasks to be performed by the system, each individual user group had its own criteria

and methodology and it was very difficult to achieve consensus between all the users to

define a unified criterion to be embedded in a single application.

The kind of conflict described in this section is characteristic of many engineering situations. The
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Corrective measures:
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• increase b2 and/or b5
dimensions; and/or

• increase the percentage
of reinforcing steel.

Figure 3-3: Excessive deflection or internal forces in the components of a wall

remainder of this section presents a framework for dealing with KBES applications with characteristics

similar to the ones described in this section.

3.3 Proposed KBES Framework
This section presents a KBES architecture that addresses the key problems presented in the first

section of this section, namely:

• the need for customization;

• the desire to avoid duplication of effort in developing a KBES in a particular domain by

incorporating the common knowledge in that domain; and

• the ability to incorporate newly acquired, highly individual expertise.

The proposed framework for a customizable KBES is illustrated in Figure 3-4. The architecture shown

in Figure 3-4 has the following key characteristics:

• it provides a repository of pre-compiled common knowledge in the domain;

• it allows a user organization to personalize the system by incorporating its own criteria and

expertise; and

• new applications can be rapidly prototyped using the core knowledge base.

By splitting the knowledge base of a KBES into common and custom knowledge bases. the architecture

provides a pool of commonly agreed domain knowledge and a separate repository for the personal

expertise of individual users.
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Figure 3-4: Overall architecture of the proposed framework

3.3.1 Components of Architecture
This section describes the components of the architecture shown in Figure 3-4.

Core Knowledge Base. The central component of the KBES is the core knowledge base. The core

knowledge base contains the commonly agreed knowledge in the domain. This commonly agreed

knowledge consists of at least a partial definition of all the different main tasks that can be executed by

the KBES. The processes contained in the core knowledge base can be either heuristic or algorithmic.

Any portion of the processes contained in the core knowledge base that is subject to individual

interpretation must reside in the custom knowledge base.

Custom Knowledge Base. The custom knowledge base allows the individual users of the system to
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personalize the processes that can be performed by the KBES. The custom knowledge base is used to

allow each individual user to accommodate his/her own criteria in particular aspects of general processes

where there is no consensus about the way these aspects must be interpreted or performed. The degree

of personalization of the different tasks to be performed by the KBES is to be decided at the time of the

definition of the contents of both the core and custom knowledge bases, and is a result of the consultation

sessions with the different experts and/or end users.

An empty custom knowledge base will prevent the KBES from running since the contents of the custom

knowledge base completes some of the processes contained in the core knowledge base. Therefore, a

KBES developed with the approach suggested in this work can be distributed to the different individual

users with default knowledge. This default knowledge may be modified by the user using the knowledge

acquisition component of the KBES. In this way, the same KBES in the hands of two individual users with

different opinions on the aspects that can be customized may produce substantially different results. By

replacing the custom knowledge base of one individual user or organization by another one, the KBES

may reproduce the individual expertise of individual users or organizations engaged in similar endeavors.

The operation of replacing the custom knowledge base of an individual user by another one may be as

simple as replacing a single file.

Knowledge Acquisition Facility. The knowledge acquisition facility is the component responsible for

reviewing, modifying, and augmenting the custom knowledge base of the KBES. Through this

component, individual user organizations can incorporate and update their specific expertise.

Context. The context is a model of the physical problem; it consists of a collection of facts that form an

abstraction of the problem to be represented and all the factors involved in that problem. The context

describes the problem to be solved as well as the current state of the solution process.

Inference Engine. The inference engine of a KBES applies the knowledge contained in the

knowledge base to the context, which contains the description of the problem to be solved, and guides

the application of these knowledge to arrive at a conclusion/solution. The inference engine component of

a KBES should be independent of the contents of the knowledge base and must be built or selected by

the knowledge engineer according to the nature of the problem to be solved by the KBES. Depending on

the location of the application of interest in the derivation-formation spectrum of problems, a backward,

forward or mixed backward-forward chaining strategy may be needed.

User Interface. The user interface is the link between the computer program and the outside world. A

single program may have several interfaces that pass information to and from humans, other programs,

data bases, display devices, or sensors.
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3.3.2 Proposed Development Process
This section describes the four phases of the proposed development process.

Knowledge Base and Context Conceptualization. The development of a KBES following the

approach shown in Figure 3-4 starts with the definition of the contents of the core and the custom

knowledge bases by the knowledge engineer. The definition of the contents of each knowledge base

(core and custom) is made, identifying the different processes that can be executed by the KBES and the

aspects of the processes in which there is no general consensus of how they should be executed or

interpreted. This identification of the contents of each knowledge base is made through consultation

sessions with the different experts participating in the development of the KBES. In addition to identifying

the contents of the core and custom knowledge bases, the knowledge engineer has to define in parallel

the contents and structure of the context of the KBES. The definition of the context involves identifying the

entities to be represented and their attributes, the relationships between these entities and an appropriate

representation schema for such entities.

Once that the conceptualization of the contents of the two knowledge bases has been done (core and

custom knowledge bases), appropriate knowledge representation schemes must be selected for both

knowledge bases. The core knowledge base may contain tasks represented with different programming

paradigms operating on different data structures. The representation scheme for the custom knowledge

must be able to represent adequately the expertise and concepts of individual users and should keep this

knowledge in a form that is easy to review and modify. The representation scheme for custom knowledge

must also be adequate enough to allow the interaction of custom knowledge with the tasks contained in

the core knowledge base.

The design of the knowledge acquisition facility of a KBES, the component responsible of modifying

and reviewing the custom knowledge, depends on the representation scheme selected. A proper

knowledge acquisition tool must present the custom knowledge in an easily understandable form and

must allow the user to modify and incorporate this modifications to the custom knowledge base. The

following section presents a representation scheme for custom knowledge.

Implementation olCore Components. Once the components of the core knowledge base have been

identified and defined, they are implemented. Using the knowledge acquisition facility, a default custom

knowledge base is created by consulting an expert or a set of experts. This initial custom knowledge

base is used during the development of the KBES to allow the execution of the system.

Customlzatlon. Using the knowledge acquisition facility, the user groups modify the default custom

knowledge base to include their own specific criteria and expertise.

Production. The production phase includes:

• the implementation of a proper inference engine;

• the implementation of an adequate user interface; and
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• the integration of all the components of the KBES.

Once the system has been completed, tested, and distributed to a particular user, the custom knowledge

base can be maintained using the knowledge acquisition facility.

3.3.3 illustration
As an illustration, let us assume that the application described in section 3.2 had been implemented in

the framework proposed. The following tasks, which are only a subset of all the tasks related to the

application, would have been placed into the core knowledge base, since there was agreement between

the experts:

• check the stability of the wall against sliding;

• modify the wall if the safety factor against sliding is not met;

• compute the deflection of a cantilever beam; and

• modify the wall if the maximum allowable displacement in the stem is exceeded.

The following concepts would have been placed into the custom knowledge base since a consensus

was not reached among the experts:

• measures to be taken if the wall tends to slide;

• definition of the maximum allowable deflection in the stem of the wall; and

• measures to be taken if the maximum deflection of the stem of the wall is exceeded.

Figure 3-5 illustrates the tentative classification of some of the processes involved in the application

described in section 3.2 and the relationship between the tasks placed in each knowledge base.

The engineers consulted for developing the application agreed in using the same method for

computing the deflections of a cantilever beam (Newmark's method); however, there were disagreements

in the measures to be taken in case that the maximum allowable deflection was violated. Similarly, the

definition of the maximum allowable deflection may vary from project to project. Hence, the procedures

that implement Newmark's method and the procedure that verifies that the maximum allowable deflection

of the stem of the wall is not violated reside in the core knowledge base. However, the definition of the

maximum allowable deflection and the measures to be taken if the maximum deflection is exceeded

reside in the custom knowledge base so that the user can express his/her own criteria and modify it any

time.

3.3.4 Control of Customlzatlon
In a large KBES, the access for modifying the custom knOWledge base by the different users of the

system may be restricted by a pre-defined access hierarchy of users. Thus, users with a low hierarchy

may have the right to modify a limited portion of the custom knowledge base while users with a high

access priority may access more and more relevant knowledge or criteria contained in the custom
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(Newmark's method)

Modify the wall if the Measures to be taken if...
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displacement in the ... of the stem of the wall

stem is exceeded is exceeded.

Figure 3-5: Tentative classification of some of the processes involved in
the analysis and design of retaining walls

knowledge base. Similarly, the headquarters of a company may distribute the KBES to the different

branches allowing them to modify only a portion of the custom knowledge base.

3.4 Conclusions about the Proposed Framework
The productivity of KBES developers can be greatly increased using core knowledge bases since

experts providing the basic domain knowledge will be consulted only once. The work of building the core

knowledge bases will not need to be repeated for subsequent applications, saving time of both the expert

and the knowledge engineer. However, creating a core knowledge base for a host of applications is not

an easy task since the core knowledge must be both general enough to be broadly applicable and

specific enough to be valuable. Moreover, in some domains, it may be very difficult to draw a line between

custom and commonly agreed knowledge.

The approach of consulting a number of experts for identifying the contents of the knowledge base of a

KBES and defining what is commonly agreed knowledge and what is custom knowledge provides further

advantages. The consultation sessions with the experts will eventually lead to a greater uniformity in the

terminology and reduce the chances of misinterpreting domain concepts, leading to a better collective

understanding of the domain. In the experiments performed by Boose [7] in which he combined multiple

individual expertise for the creation of KBES, he demonstrated that the KBES with the best performance
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were those in which multiple users worked simultaneously in the definition of the terminology and the

attributes of the context to be represented in the KBES.

Although defining the contents of a core knowledge base is not trivial, once a solid base of several core

processes is established, the productivity gained as new applications are produced should be significant.

A similar approach has been successfully used in the domain of the retail brokerage business [19].
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SECTION 4
KNOWLEDGE ACQUISITION FACILITY

This section presents the representation scheme selected for the custom knowledge of individual users

and Eval-KAF, a knowledge acquisition facility developed for entering, reviewing and modifying the

custom knowledge. Chapter 2 of [27] contains the details about the use of Eval-KAF.

4.1 Representation of Custom Knowledge
A key issue in the design of the custom knowledge base of a KBES is the selection of an adequate

representation format for the custom knowledge of the individual users. The result of this selection

provides fundamental guidelines in the design of the knowledge acquisition component of the KBES. The

knowledge acquisition component must help users without a knowledge engineering background to

capture, review and modify their own expertise. The knowledge acquisition component also needs a

clear specification of the function of the custom knowledge required. An understanding of the ways the

custom knowledge will be used provides useful guidelines for the design of an appropriate knowledge

acquisition tool.

The schema selected for the representation of individual expertise is a decision table format. This

selection was based on the following observations:

• individual expertise is reflected by:

• the kinds of attributes, values, and conditions on these values entering into the left

hand (condition) side of rules; and

• the alternate assignments of inferred attribute values or alternate paths of logical

inference in the right-hand (action) side of rules;

• experts tend not to think about individual rules, but about tasks represented by clusters of

rules containing various combinations of conditions leading to alternate solutions or inference

for the task;

• the appropriateness and usefulness of decision tables was demonstrated in the work

developed by Zozaya [47].

A decision table is an orderly presentation of the reasoning leading to a decision [13]. A decision table

is conventionally considered as consisting of four quadrants, as shown in Figure 4-1. The upper left

quadrant is the condition stub defining all logical conditions that have a bearing on the actions. The lower

left quadrant is the action stub defining all possible actions. The upper right quadrant is the condition

entry and the lower right quadrant is the action entry. The rules defining the logic of the decision table are

the columns spanning the entry quadrants. A rule can be thought of as a logical AND function, that is, the

rule is not satisfied unless each of the condition entries it contains is matched. The action entry indicates

which actions are to be executed for each rule. In addition to the explicit rules in the table, a decision

table can optionally have an ELSE rule. This ELSE rule will be executed if none of the rules in the
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Figure 4-1: Conventional structure of a decision table

decision table are satisfied.

The most general form of a decision table, the extended entry table, can have multi-valued condition

stubs. Another form, the limited entry table, only allows boolean condition stubs. The limited entry type of

table lends itself to an examination of its logic. It is also easier to implement in computer programs than

the extended form. Allowable condition entries and the character abbreviations representing the entries in

limited entry decision tables are:

• Immaterial ("I" or "."); the rule is independent of the value of the condition in that row.

• Explicitly True (''T'' or "Y"); the rule is satisfied only if the condition in the row is true.

• Explicitly False ("F" or "N"); the rule is satisfied only if the condition in the row is false.

In addition to the explicit entries defined above, a limited entry decision table can contain implicit entries,

derived from non-independent conditions in a decision table. The implicit entries are:

• Implicitly True ("+"); the value of the condition in the row is predetermined as true by values

of other conditions in the same rule.

• Implicitly False ("-"); the value of the condition in the row is predetermined as false by other

conditions in the same rule.

According to Weiland [45], the advantages of using decision tables over other representation

techniques are that:

• the logic is stated explicitly and precisely in a compact form;

• a decision table can be easily modified to reflect a change of circumstances; and

• a decision table is easily comprehensible to a non-computer specialist.

One of the major applications of decision tables has been the representation of standards. A standard is a

provision or normative statement stipulating that a product or process shall have or be assigned some

quality [13]. In 1966, Fenves introduced the idea of using decision tables for representing the logic of a

standard in a clear and systematic fashion [14]. Since then, research by a variety of organizations has

been done to implement and continually improve upon this representational scheme.
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4.2 Function of Eval-KAF
Eval-KAF is a tool constructed for building, reviewing and modifying a custom knowledge base

consisting of a collection of individual knowledge sources represented as decision tables that can be

linked together, forming a network of interdependent knowledge sources.

Eval-KAF was developed as the knowledge acquisition facility for EVAL, the application developed in

this study and described in the following section. Eval-KAF can also be used as a general purpose

knowledge acquisition tool in other applications in which the custom knowledge can be adequately

represented in decision table format. Eval-KAF is implemented in ANSI C using a SUN3/60 workstation

as the developing platform. Eval-KAF can perform the following operations:

• create new knowledge sources;

• erase existing knowledge sources;

• modify the information about existing knowledge sources;

• print the knowledge sources and the information associated with them;

• generate ANSI C source code that implements the knowledge sources; and

• generate a C program that can test individual knowledge sources.

The C source code generated by Eval-KAF as the implementation of the knowledge sources can be

compiled and linked to other applications. This characteristic allows the knowledge sources to be called

by any programming language that can call external C routines. Eval-KAF can help rule-based

programmers to reduce the number of rules in a rule-based program and to introduce the possibility of

modifying the domain knowledge of their application in a rapid and convenient way, without having to

modify the source code of the program. The ability to modify a program rapidly can be important in some

environments, and a program automatically generated from decision tables can be very flexible in this

respect.

4.3 Use and Structure of Decision Tables in Eval-KAF
This section describes the anatomy of the different types of decision tables handled by Eval-KAF. This

section also describes the process of generating a computer program from a decision table and the

capability of associating multiple decision tables to represent complex concepts.

4.3.1 Types of Decision Tables
Decision tables are used to represent the individual knowledge sources that compose the custom

knowledge base. Two types of knowledge sources3 are used in Eval-KAF:

• Assignment KS. This type of knowledge source contains rules for assigning a value to a

3Using the work of Zozaya [47J as a precedent, from now on, the terms knowledge source and decision table are equivalent.
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particular concept. The concept to be inferred is called the main result and the principal task

of decision tables of the assignment type is to infer a value for the main result. The action

stub of this type of knowledge source contains the possible values to be assigned to the

main result. Associated with this type of knowledge sources there is control information, to be

described later, that governs the way in which a knowledge source derives the main result.

• General KS. This type of knowledge source does not derive the value of a main concept.

The action stub of this type of knowledge source does not contains a main result, but instead

contains combinations of the different allowable actions that can be performed by the

knowledge source. Control information is not applicable to this type of knowledge source;

however, knowledge sources of this type can have different rule-firing strategies, as will be

described later.

Figure 4-2 illustrates an assignment knowledge source that expresses the criterion for resizing a

retaining wall in order to increase its weight. Figure 3-1 illustrates the dimensions of a retaining wall. The

criterion contained in the knowledge source in Figure 4-2 can be summarized as follows:

NAME: Increase_welght_of_wall TYPE: assignment

CONDITIONS R1 R2 R3 R4 R5

verticaLheight = "fixed" T F T F F

base_size = "fixed" F T T F F

height I base > 1.5 T F

ACTIONS R1 R2 R3 R4 R5

measure = "increase_base" X X

measure = "increase_height" X X

measure = "increase_h1- h2_h3" X

Figure 4-2: Knowledge source of the assignment type

• Rule 1. If the height of the wall cannot be increased and the dimension of the base can, then

increase it.

• Rule 2. If the dimension of the base cannot be modified and the height can be increased,

then increase it.

• Rule 3. If neither the height nor the horizontal size of the base can be modified, then

increase the vertical dimension of the base of the wall.

• Rule 4. If neither dimensions are fixed and the ratio height/base is greater than 1.5, then
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increase the horizontal dimension of the base of the wall .

• Rule 5. If neither dimensions are fixed and the ratio heightlbase is less than or equal to 1.5,

then increase the height.

The above criterion for determining the wall resizing strategy is expressed in the knowledge source as

five explicit rules. Explicit rules are numbered from left to right and that is the order in which they are

evaluated by Eval-KAF. It can be seen in Figure 4-2 that the action stub of knowledge source

increase_weighLoLwall contains assignments to the same argument (measure). The argument measure

is called the main result of the knowledge source. It can also be seen in Figure 4-2 that each rule has a

single action entry; this is obvious since a variable can only contain a single value. Thus, only a single

action per rule is allowed in assignment knowledge sources.

Figure 4-3 illustrates a general knowledge source that contains the knowledge needed to solve the

quadratic equation:

AX2 + BX + C =O.

It can be seen from the figure that general knowledge sources do not contain a main result variable,

instead, the action stub of a general knowledge source can have a variety of different actions.

Furthermore, a rule in a general knowledge source can have multiple action entries. Rules in general

knowledge sources are numbered from left to right and, as with the assignment knowledge sources, the

rules are also evaluated from left to right. The actions in general knowledge sources are executed

sequentially from top to bottom. Hence, an earlier action can compute an intermediate result that can be

used by a later action in the same rule. This principle is applied in rules R1 and R3 of the knowledge

source shown.

The knowledge sources are implemented by Eval-KAF as C functions. These functions can be called

by any routine capable of interfacing with C functions. When a decision table is invoked, once that the

table has been evaluated, the control always returns to the calling routine. The knowledge sources in

Eval-KAF cannot alter directly the overall control of the application that makes use of the knowledge

sources.

4.3.2 Evaluation of Rules
The assignment knowledge sources have a fixed rule-firing strategy, while the general knowledge

sources can have different rule-firing strategies. Regardless of the rule-firing strategy, if none of the

explicit rules are satisfied and the decision table contains an ELSE rule, the actions specified by the

ELSE rule will be executed. If none of the explicit rules are satisfied and the decision table has no ELSE

rule, Eval-KAF will exit the decision table printing a warning message.

In assignment decision tables, as soon as all the condition entries of a rule are satisfied, the action

entries of that particular rule are executed and control is returned to the calling program. Thus, only a

single rule can fire in assignment decision tables. In general knowledge sources, the user can select one

of the following two rule-firing strategies:
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NAME: solve_quad_eqn TYPE: general

CONDITIONS R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7 R8

A<> 0.0 T T T T F F F F

B> 0.0 T T F F T T F F

B*B-4*A*C >= 0.0 T F T F T F T F

ACTIONS R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7 R8

D = B*B-4*A*C X X

X1 = (-B-sqrt(D))/(2*A) X

X1 = (-B+sqrt(D))/(2*A) X

write("Complex roots") X X

X2 = C/AlX1 X X

write("not quadratic") X X

write("impossible") X X

Figure 4-3: Knowledge source of the general type

• Fire one. This strategy is identical to the one followed in the assignment knowledge sources:

find the first executable rule, execute it and return.

• Fire all. This strategy starts to evaluate rules from left to right and it executes every rule that

is satisfied.

The actions of a rule are executed starting from the top of the action stub and proceeding with the

subsequent lower actions in the stub. In assignment knowledge sources, the main action is executed first

and if there are additional actions in the rule, these are executed. As mentioned earlier, this characteristic

can be used for using upper rows in the action stub to compute intermediate results used by actions

defined in lower rows. Similarly, if the fire-all strategy is selected in a general knowledge source, earlier

rules can be used to execute intermediate processes or to compute intermediate concepts that can be

used by later rules in the knowledge source. Figure 4-4 illustrates a general knowledge source with a fire

all rule-firing strategy.

The knowledge source in Figure 4-4 receives an argument that specifies whether a given material is

concrete (is_materialconcrete). The first two rules in the knowledge source prompt the user whether

he/she knows the values of parameters fe and fy of the material in case that these parameters are
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NAME: det_fc_and_fy I TYPE: general

RULE FIRING STRATEGY: Fire all

CONDITIONS R1 R2 R3 R4

is_materiaLconcrete = "yes" T T T T

is_fc_known = "yes" F T

is_fy_known = "yes" F T

ACTIONS R1 R2 R3 R4

is_fc_known = ask the user X

is_fy-known = ask the user X

fc = ask the user X

fy '" ask the user X

fc_source = "provided by the user at run-time" X

ty-source = "provided by the user at run-time" X

Figure 4-4: General knowledge source with a fire all rule firing strategy.

unknown. The results of those two prompts are stored in the arguments is_fc_known and is_fy_known

respectively. The values of the arguments is_fc_known and is_fy_known are used in subsequent rules of

the knowledge source. If the user replied that he/she knows the value of fc, the third rule performs two

actions: prompt the user for the actual value of fc, and sets the value of the argument fc_source to

"provided by the user at run-time". The fourth rule is similar to the third one but works with the argument

is_fy_known.

4.3.3 Evaluation of Networks of Decision Tables

Assignment decision tables can be used to derive the values of variables in other decision tables, as

illustrated in Figure 4-5. The knowledge source compute_discount uses the value of parameter

wholesale_customer in the condition stub for defining the criteria for assigning a discount percentage. The

value of parameter wholesale_customer can be derived by another knowledge source, as illustrated in the

figure.

If knowledge source X has parameters the values of which are derived by other knowledge sources, all

the knowledge sources that are linked to parameters of X are executed before X can actually be

evaluated. When X is invoked, the calling program passes the control of the program to X and X invokes

each of the auxiliary knowledge sources that derive values of parameters of X. After an auxiliary
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NAME: compute_discount TYPE: assignment

CONDITIONS
···:":··:":;:':':;:t;:;':'··:::;;::::;::;::·; ::';:::;:::::;':'::;';':';';':';';';':;:::::::::::::;';': :::::;:;:::.;.:;::::

,....-----I~..,:::::W~pi~~j!~4~B~mm~t::".:~:::·::~~~r'i
ordered items > 60

delivery_distance < 75.0

ACTIONS

R1 R2 R3 R4 E

T T T F
E

T T F T
L
S

T F T
E

R1 R2 R3 R4 E

discountyercentage = 14.0 X

discountyercentage = 7.0

discountyercentage = 0.0

l'
NAME: classlfy_cust I TYPE: assignment

CONDITIONS R1 R2 R3 E

customer_name = "Sears" T E
L

customer_name = "K-mart" T S
E

customer_name = "Homes" T

ACTIONS R1 R2 R3 E

wholesale_customer = "yes" X X X

wholesale customer = "no" X

Figure 4-5: Association of knowledge sources.

x X

X X

knowledge source is executed, it returns control to X. After X is finally evaluated, X returns control to the

calling program. Knowledge sources can be arbitrarily linked, the only restriction is that a parameter can

only be linked to an assignment knowledge source.

The capability of networking decision tables is useful for breaking down a complex concept into

different simpler concepts. The approach of decomposing a large decision table into smaller interrelated

decision tables increases the transparency of the logic involved in deriving a concept.
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4.3.4 Control Information
Assignment knowledge sources have control information attached to them. Control information

governs the behavior of knowledge sources at run-time. Control information is divided into two parts:

• global control (affecting all the decision tables); and

• local control (affecting a particular decision table).

Each knowledge source contains two control flags that determine the way in which the knowledge

source is' executed. These control flags are part of the description of an assignment knowledge source

and constitute the local control information. When an assignment knowledge source is invoked, it is by

default evaluated in order to derive the result of interest. This is called the automatic mode of using a

knowledge source. The automatic mode of execution can be changed with the first control flag: volunteer.

The effects of the two possible values of volunteer on the behavior of the knowledge source are:

• volunteer = OFF: the knowledge source is automatically evaluated to produce the result of

interest;

• volunteer = ON: the knowledge source stops as soon as it is invoked, presents to the user

the value of all the condition variables and asks the user whether he/she wants to provide the

value of the main result associated with the knowledge source; if the user agrees to provide

the value, the knowledge source will exit and return the value provided by the user; if the

user declines to provide a value for the main result, the knowledge source will be executed to

provide the main result.

The effects of the two possible values of override on the behavior of the knowledge source are:

• override = OFF: after the knowledge source has been evaluated to derive the result of

interest, control returns directly to the calling program;

• override = ON: after the knowledge source has been evaluated to derive the result of

interest, the knowledge source consults the user about the validity of the result produced; if

the user agrees with the result produced by the knowledge source, control returns to the

calling program, otherwise, the user is prompted for the result to be returned to the calling

program.

The local control information consists of the two previously defined control flags and cannot be

modified at run-time. For each knowledge source, the values of each of these two flags is part of the

description of the knowledge source. The user must use Eval-KAF to modify the control information of the

knowledge sources.

The global control information is used to override the local control information of all the knowledge

sources and is set at run-time. The application that makes use of the knowledge sources must either set

or prompt the user for the values of two flags: globaLvolunteer and globaLoverride. These flags are

passed as an argument to all the knowledge sources and they carry what has been called the global
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control information. The effect of the global control variables in the behavior of the knowledge sources is:

• globaLvolunteer = OFF: the knowledge source will behave according to the value of the local

volunteer flag;

• globaLvolunteer = ON: the value of the local volunteer flag will be overridden regardless of

its value and will be set to ON;

• globaLoverride = OFF: the knowledge source will behave according to the value of the local

override flag;

• globaLoverride = ON: the value of the local override flag will be overridden regardless of its

value and will be set to ON.

4.3.5 Explanation Capabilities
Assignment knowledge sources can use an explanation argument for storing a message that explains

the reason that leads to the action taken by each rule of the knowledge source.

When the user creates a knowledge source of the assignment type, Eval-KAF asks the user whether

he/she wants to add an explanation argument to the knowledge source. If the response of the user is

affirmative, Eval-KAF adds automatically an extra variable to the knowledge source called explanation

(explanation is a reserved variable name in assignment knowledge sources). The explanation variable

can then be used in the additional actions stub to store a message with the justification for each of the

actions of the rule. Figure 4-6 shows an assignment knowledge source with an explanation variable.

The explanation variable in assignment knowledge sources receives a special treatment in case that

the control information of the knowledge source causes the main result variable of the knowledge source

to have its value assigned by the user. The knowledge source will return one of the following values of the

explanation variable:

• if the knowledge source is executed and the value of the main result variable is assigned by

one of the rules of the knowledge source, the explanation variable will have the value that the

user specified as an additional action in the corresponding rule; if the user does not explicitly

assigns a value to the explanation variable in a given rule, the explanation variable will

contain a NULL string;

• if the VOLUNTEER flag is on and the user agrees to provide the result of the main result

variable prior to executing the knowledge source, the explanation variable will contain the

message: "volunteered by the user";

• if the OVERRIDE flag is on and the user overrides the value produced by the knowledge

source, the explanation variable will contain the message: "overridden by the user".

The explanation argument can be used by the application that calls the knowledge sources to keep track

of the user interaction with the knowledge sources or to monitor the criteria contained in the knowledge

sources.
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NAME: Infer_fc_of_concrete I TYPE: assignment

CONDITIONS R1 R2 R3 E

year_built >= 1904 AND year_built < 1950 T F F E
L

year_built >= 1950 AND year_built < 1970 F T F S
E

year_built >= 1971 F F T

ACTIONS R1 R2 R3 E

fc_oCconcrete = 3000.0 X

fc_oCconcrete = 3500.0 X

fc_oCconcrete = 4000.0 X

fc_oCconcrete = ask the user X

explanation = "SEES -> a KBES written by J. F. Peters" X X X

explanation = "provided by the user at run-time" X

Figure 4-6: Assignment knowledge source with an explanation argument

4.3.6 Conversion of Decision Tables into Executable Code
The knowledge sources, implemented as limited entry decision tables, are translated by Eval-KAF into

C source code. This section describes how Eval-KAF converts a knowledge source into a C function and

how this function evaluates the decision table.

There are two main approaches to convert a limited entry decision table into a computer program. The

first approach consists of generating a decision tree from the decision table, usually by bifurcating the

original decision table. The logic contained in a decision table can be expressed as a decision tree, which

is a network with one condition at each node. The branches from each node represent the possible

condition entries and the termination of each path, or limb, is a rule. Figure 4-7 gives an example of a

decision tree generated from a hypothetical decision table.

The expression of logic in a decision tree strongly resembles a conventional flow chart. These

flow-chart-like networks can then be compiled into a computer program. More than one decision tree can

be generated from any decision table, depending on the order of selection of the conditions for testing,

but it should be remarked that a unique set of condition entries will always isolate the same rule.

Significant research has been made in the search for good tree-based algorithms (see [45] and [13]).

Decision trees are a good tool for checking tables for uniqueness, completeness and, to a lesser degree,
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R1 R2 R3 R4

C1 T T T F
C2 T T F
C3 T F

R4 T R1 R2 R3

C2 C2 T T F
C3 C3 T F

C3

Figure 4-7: Generation of a decision tree from a decision table.

clarity.

In summary, the first major approach of converting a decision table into a computer program relies on

decomposing the logic contained in a decision table into a decision tree. This decision tree is then used to

compile the decision table into computer code.

The second approach is to encode the decision table in such a way that the conditions can be

evaluated at execution time. This second approach differs from the first one as it relies on interpreting the

decision table rather than compiling the table directly into code. The basis of the current methods for

interpreting decision tables is the technique first advocated in a paper by Kirk [33], commonly called the

rule mask method.

Kirk's technique will be described by giving an example of his algorithm applied to the decision table

shown in Figure 4-8 [45]. From the original decision table shown in Figure 4-8, three binary matrices are

generated, called the mask matrix, M, the decision matrix, 0, and the action matrix, A. The mask matrix is

coded so that there is a 1 for every position corresponding to a relevant entry in the table ("T" or "F") and

a 0 otherwise. The decision matrix is created by inserting a 1 wherever there is a ''T'' entry in the

corresponding decision table and 0 otherwise. Similarly, the action matrix is created by inserting a 1

wherever there is an "x" entry and 0 otherwise. These matrices are static, because they are not changed

during program execution. For the example of Figure 4-8 the matrices shown in Figure 4-9a, 4-9b and

4-9c are generated.
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C1 T T T F

C2 T F F

C3 T F

A1 X X X

A2 X

A3 X

Figure 4-8: Decision table used for illustrating the rule mask approach.

M= [i 1 1

~] 0= [i 1 1

~] A= [~
1 1

~]1 1 0 0 0 1
1 1 1 0 0 0

(a) (b) (c)

d=[ ~]
(d)

Figure 4-9: Mask matrices of the decision table in Figure 4-8.

At execution time, when the decision table is to be invoked, a data vector, d, has to be generated to

reflect the current state of the conditions being tested. For example, if C1 is true, C2 is false and C3 is

true at the time the decision table is to be executed, then d would be coded as shown in Figure 4-9d. This

data vector, d, is then logically multiplied, or ANDed, with each of the columns of M in turn. The result of

each of these operations is compared with the corresponding element of D (column) and if equality

occurs, then the relevant rule is satisfied and the appropriate actions are executed. The actions to be

executed are specified by the column of matrix A corresponding to the column of matrix D that matched

the Mild vector. An example of this process is shown in Figure 4-10.

Depending on the rule-firing strategy being followed, this process of logical multiplication and

comparison is continued until a rule is satisfied or until all columns in matrix D have been tested, meaning

that all explicitly stated rules in the original table have been checked. Failure to find a match between any

corresponding column of the logical combination "d II M" and D simply means that the ELSE rule applies.
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d M(col 1) O(col 1)

[~] "G]=[n<> [i]
d M(col 2) O(col 2)

[~] "[i] = [~] = [~]
Figure 4-10: Logical multiplication and comparison of mask matrices.

Unlike most methods based on decision trees, Kirk's algorithm does not fail when the table contains an

ambiguity. If two or more rules in the table overlap, the algorithm will simply assume that the first such

rule encountered is satisfied. On the other hand, Kirk's algorithm makes no attempt to optimize the

process of condition testing since all conditions have to be evaluated before applying the algorithm.

Eval-KAF uses the second approach, rule masking, for converting the knowledge sources into C

functions. Eval-KAF generates two text files when converting the knowledge sources into C code:

• a file containing the mask (M), decision (0) and action (A) binary matrices of each knowledge

source; and

• a file containing C source code with the necessary instructions to execute each of the

knowledge sources; one C function per knowledge source is produced.

All the C functions that implement the knowledge sources have a similar structure. The execution

process of a knowledge source is summarized in Figure 4-11. The necessary code for each of the

individual processes executed by a knowledge source is generated by Eval-KAF.

4.4 Interaction Between Core and Custom Knowledge Bases
The custom knowledge base of EVAL consists of a collection of knowledge sources, implemented as

decision tables, created and maintained by the knowledge acquisition facility developed for EVAL and

described in the previous section.

The knowledge sources customize some of the tasks performed by EVAL. The different tasks of EVAL

that can be customized and the degree of customization of these tasks will be described in the next

section. This section describes the interface mechanism between the tasks in the core knowledge base

and the knowledge sources that form the custom knowledge base.
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Determine ij global
control information
overrides the local
control information

of the KS

Convert variables of
type real back to

their original units
ij applicable

no

Find the first rule
that can fire and

execute its actions.
ij none of the rules

I-------t was satisfied and there
is an ELSE rule, then
fire the ELSE rule.

all
If none of the

rules was satisfied
and there is an ELSE

rule present, then fire
the ELSE rule

Convert variables of
type real back to ...---r-_....

their original units
~ applicable

Figure 4-11: Summary of the execution process of a knowledge source
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The knowledge sources work with variables, which carry the values needed for evaluating the

knowledge source and the result or results produced by the knowledge source. When invoking a

knowledge source, these variables have to be mapped to attributes of working memory elements (OPS83

objects) to retrieve and store the values needed and produced by the knowledge source.

Essentially, the mechanism for interfacing a core knowledge base task with a knowledge source is as

follows:

• a rule is used to gather on the left hand side all the ingredients needed by the knowledge

source;

• the right hand side of the rule calls the knowledge source, implemented as a C function,

prOViding the knowledge source with all the necessary parameters it needs; and

• after the knowledge source has been executed, the results produced by the knowledge

source are stored in their proper place in working memory; this correspondence is provided

by the working memory elements bound on the left hand side of the rule.

In EVAL, the design of this interface is part of the construction of the core knowledge base. The design

of such an interface consists of the following steps:

• once a portion of a given task is selected for customization, the parameters involved in the

definition of the criteria for that specific sub-task are defined;

• an OPS83 rule is created for gathering on the left hand side of the rule all the attributes

involved in the definition of the criteria for the given sub-task; these attributes are the

necessary ingredients needed for constructing a rule or group of rules;

• a call to the C function that implements the knowledge source is prepared and the results

produced by the knowledge source are stored in the appropriate working memory elements.

As an example, consider the problem of selecting the upgrading measures for reinforcing the stem of a

retaining wall due to excessive deflection, illustrated in Figure 3-3. Selecting the measure for reducing the

deflection in the stem of the wall is a task subject to individual judgment. Consider that, as a result of a

survey among the different persons providing the expertise in the domain, the following attributes were

identified as relevant for selecting the corrective measure to be taken:

• the dimensions of the beam that idealizes the stem of the wall: length and width of the two

ends of the beam (a unit length of depth is assumed);

• the actual deflection of the wall and the maximum deflection allowed;

• the flexural moment acting on the wall and the percentage of steel in the cross section of the

wall (per unit of depth); and

• the costs of reinforcing steel and concrete.

The above parameters are provided to the knowledge source as ingredients for defining the criteria for
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selecting a corrective measure. These ingredients are used to build a knowledge source that reflects the

expertise or preferences of a particular domain expert.

AND (WALL allowable_stem_deflection = exceeded);

AND (CORRECTIVE_MEASURES);

AND (CONCRETE);

AND (STEEL);

I-T H EN: -----------------------.....

beam_length = WALL.H - WALL.h3;

beam_width_A = WALL.b2;

beam_width_B = WALL.b5;

actual_beam_deflection = WALL.stem_deflection;

moment_acting_on_beam = WALL.stem_moment;

steelJlercentage = WALL.stem_steeIJlercentage;

steeLcost = STEEL.price;

concrete_cost = CONCRETE.price;

.---II--#~nK:§[®n~§lf~i~¥119Mi@miri (beam_length, beam_width_A, beam_width_B,
actual_beam_deflection,allowable_beam_deflection,
momenCacting_on_beam, steelJlercentage, steeLcost,
concrete_cost, measure_to_be_taken);

Knowledge Source: correct_stern_deflection

measure_to_be_taken = "increase_b2"
measure_to_be_taken = "increase_bS"
measure_to_be_taken = "increase_steeIJlercentage"

x x
x

Figure 4-12: Interaction of a rule and a knowledge source

The rule shown in Figure 4-12 fires if the current active goal set by the control of the KBES is

selecLmeasure_to_decrease_deflection and the attribute allowable_stem_deflection of the wall has the
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value exceeded. The remaining lines in the left hand side of the rule collect objects the attributes of which

will be referenced in tt}e right hand side of the rule.

In the right hand side of the rule in Figure 4-12, the ingredients needed to evaluate the knowledge

source correcLstem_deflection are gathered from the objects bound in the left hand side of the rule. After

the call to the knowledge source has been made, the results are mapped back to their corresponding

attributes of objects. In the rule of Figure 4-12, only one result, measure_to_be_taken, is produced by the

knowledge source and is stored in the attribute excessive_stern_deflection of the object

CORRECTIVE_MEASURES. Any other result or possible results must be mapped back to working

memory elements after the call to the knowledge source has been made.

Chapter 2 of (27) shows the interaction between an OPS83 rule and a C function implementing a

knowledge source.
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SECTION 5
EVAL: A KNOWLEDGE-BASED SYSTEM

FOR EVALUATING THE SEISMIC
RESISTANCE OF EXISTING BUILDINGS

This section presents a comprehensive description of EVAL, a KBES for evaluating the seismic

resistance of existing buildings. EVAL is an expert system implemented according to the framework

proposed in Section 3.

5.1 Introduction
The evaluation of existing buildings for seismic safety is a major technical and economic Issue,

particularly in the Eastern sections of the United States, where most existing bUildings were designed and

constructed without explicit consideration of seismic loading. The large building stock in this category

makes it necessary to consider developing computer aids for addressing seismic safety on a broad scale.

As states and municipalities introduce seismic design requirements for new buildings into their building

codes and regulations, there will arise a corresponding concern for the seismic safety of existing

buildings. Even if retrofitting on a large scale is not undertaken, the safety of critical buildings required to

remain operational after an earthquake will become a major concern. Similarly, the safety of buildings

undergoing rehabilitation and restoration, and thus falling within the scope of regulations for new

buildings, will have to be addressed. In situations such as these, it will be important to ascertain the extent

to which conservative design practices of the past may have provided a degree of reserve strength that

can be counted on to resist seismic loads. On the other hand, factors such as age, corrosion,

modifications, etc. may have contributed to reducing the original strength and integrity of these buildings.

Many aspects of evaluating existing buildings and recommending upgrading procedures are subject to

experience and judgment. What constitutes the critical members and connections, what their condition

and dependable seismic strength are, and what the most appropriate retrofit alternative is are all issues

where assumptions and heuristics are required. Trying to develop a single algorithmic solution, with a

built-in set of heuristics, would be inapplicable, or the resulting computer aid would be too cumbersome

and restrictive. Thus, the use of KBES methodology is warranted. However, it would still be impossible to

create a KBES with a single knowledge base that will produce evaluations and recommendations

consistent with the experience and practice of all the different experts. Experts disagree on many aspects

of the safety evaluation of a building and will want to use their own expertise in their evaluations.

EVAL is intended to address the issue of providing a general purpose computer aid for the evaluation

of buildings, yet allowing each user organization to incorporate its own specific expertise. EVAL is

implemented using the framework for customizable KBES described earlier in this work. The idea is to

provide a common core containing general, commonly agreed knowledge and permit each user

organization to expand and customize the knowledge base in order to accommodate its criteria and

practices.
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The need for customization in the domain of evaluation of the seismic resistance of existing buildings is

illustrated in the following statements from the ATC-14 publication [2]:

.7.1.5.2 The building has been provided with a redundant system for the transmission of

lateral loads.

• 7.1.5.4. There are no significant strength discontinuities in any of the vertical lateral force

resisting elements.

• 7.1.6.4 The lateral force resisting elements form a well-distributed and balanced system that

is not subject to significant torsion .

• 10.5.7 The exterior concrete or masonry walls are anchored to each of the diaphragm levels

for out-of-plane loads.

Each of the underlined keywords is subject to individual interpretation. EVAL is intended to give each

individual user organization the possibility of incorporating its own definitions of subjective concepts such

as the ones presented above.

EVAL is implemented in two programming languages: OPS83 and C. OPS83 supports the rule-based

programming paradigm and offers a comprehensive interface with routines written in C. Both OPS83 and

C offer source code portability and they can be run on a number of different computers. One of the initial

goals of this project was to be able to run EVAL on a PC platform in order to insure maximum portability

of the system, allowing the distribution of EVAL among a diverse group of experts in the field of seismic

evaluation of structures. The combination of OPS83 and C provided the desired portability, offering the

means of developing the system on a workstation and then transferring the source code to a PC.

However, the size of the system exceeded the capacity of PCs running under MS-DOS. This limitation

forced the use of a workstation for developing and running EVAL, restricting its distribution.

5.2 Overview
This section presents the overall architecture of EVAL as well as the major tasks executed by the

system.

5.2.1 Overall Architecture
The knowledge base of EVAL is divided into two components: the core, containing procedural and

commonly agreed knowledge and a customized knowledge base, consisting of knowledge sources

represented as decision tables, containing individual heuristics. The approach is to synthesize the

commonly agreed knowledge into the core knowledge base and provide it as a primitive for the

development of a more personalized KBES.

EVAL was implemented according to the framework illustrated in Figure 3-4 and described in Section

3. The knowledge acquisition facility and the representation of custom knowledge were described in

Section 4.
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The core knowledge base is the central component of EVAL and contains at least a partial description

of all the tasks that can be executed by the system. Tasks are components of the evaluation process and

are represented by procedures that execute these task. Some of the tasks in the core knowledge base

are customizable via knowledge sources. The knowledge contained in the core knowledge base is

represented in two paradigms: procedural and rule based.

Some of the tasks performed by EVAL are achieved by algorithmic procedures. Among these tasks are

the organization and classification of the geometrical information of the building, as well as the reasoning

about this information. The structural analysis capabilities of EVAL, as well as the algorithms for

computing the strength of concrete sections also belong to this category.

Other tasks performed by EVAL are achieved using the rule-based paradigm. Tasks that involve

pattern matching, such as the identification of nodes in the model of the building, or tasks that involve the

evaluation of the compliance of several attributes with a set of conditions, are represented in the rule

based paradigm. The combination of rule-based and procedural paradigms considerably increases the

problem-solving capabilities of an environment in comparison to a single-paradigm environment.

Typically, an engineering problem has some major subproblems that are amenable to formal quantitative

modeling and numeric computation techniques. However, some other subproblems, or the overall solution

process, may require insight, qualitative reasoning, and/or pattern matching operations in order to obtain

a solution or interpret the results of the solution process. Thus, it is only natural to expect that the

coupling of symbolic and numeric computing in knowledge-based systems is needed to solve complex

problems.

The custom knowledge base is a repository of knowledge sources that customize some of the tasks

contained in the core knowledge base. Knowledge sources are represented as decision tables, as

described in Section 4, and are implemented as C functions that evaluate these knowledge sources.

5.2.2 Major Tasks

This section presents a summary of the different evaluation processes that can be performed with

EVAL. A detailed description of these processes is given later in this section.

EVAL can perform any of the following four seismic evaluation processes:

• quick evaluation of the building;

• evaluation of the transmission of seismic shears from the floor systems4 to the elements that

support these floor systems to determine the redundancy in the transfer of seismic loads;

• evaluation of torsion in floor systems; and

• evaluation of the resistance of individual elements at connections.

4Floor systems are also referred to as horizontal subsystems
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At the beginning of a consultation session with EVAL, the user is presented with the following menu

showing the above evaluation options.

Enter an option from the menu:

1 -> Quick evaluation
2 -> Evaluation of redundancy in horizontal subsystema
3 -> Torsion evaluation of the building
4 -> Reactions at the foundation and end forces of individual elements
S -> Check individual elements and connections
6 -> Quit

Enter an option (1 - 6):

The user can select any number of evaluations from the above menu. Each of the evaluation tasks

presented above has an associated list of subtasks. The entries on these lists may be repeated in more

than one task. Once the user has selected the evaluation tasks to be executed, the control of the system

determines the subtasks to be executed and the sequence in which they must be executed.

Each of the evaluation tasks displayed in the menu produces a written report with the results of the

evaluation. The outcome of EVAL is a written report, contained in a text file called eva/-rep, with the

reports of all the evaluations selected by the user.

Except for the quick evaluation of the building (option 1 in the above menu), the remaining evaluation

options require the execution of a structural analysis. If the user selects an option that requires structural

analysis, he/she is given the option of releasing force components of selected members of the building

prior to performing the evaluation(s) selected. Each member and each support joint is assumed to provide

full fixity in all directions and all distortion components in a member are incorporated in the stiffness matrix

of the member unless the user imposes a release on a force component of a particular member. This

option may be used to reflect observations made during a site visit. If a particular connection is visibly

deteriorated, the user may wish to release a force component of one or several of the members in that

connection. EVAL uses an interactive dialogue with the user to select the structural members to be

released.

5.3 Input
The task of evaluating the seismic resistance of an existing building starts by describing the building to

be evaluated. The description of the building is performed by creating a text file containing commands in a

Problem Oriented Language (POL) with arguments that describe the building and the seismic

characteristics of the zone where the building is located. Detailed descriptions of EVAL's input POL and

the process of creating an input file are presented in Chapter 3 of [27]. The initial description of a building

is intended to be very simple, consisting basically of the following information:

• the name of the building;

• the definition of a three dimensional grid that provides the global geometry;

• the location of the individual elements (linear and planar);
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• the available data on the geometric and structural properties of the different groups of cross

sections of individual elements;

• the available data on the materials;

• the applicable seismic coefficients;

• the force and length units used in the preparation of the input file; and

• the location and magnitude of optionally applied external loads.

The above information will be described in the remainder of this section.

The geometry of the building is defined by a series of identical parallel horizontal (X,Y) grids as shown

in Figure 5-1. In this representation, a grid point can be specified by giving the numbers of the X and Y

axes that intersect at that point and the floor number that contains the point. This set of grids defines the

boundaries of the building as well as the valid addressable points within the grid. Figure 5-1 illustrates a

sample grid for defining the geometry of a building.

X3

YO Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4

Figure 5-1: Sample grid for describing the geometry of a building

The grid shown in Figure 5-1 is used to specify the location of the individual elements. There are two

types of individual elements: linear and planar. Linear elements are represented as straight lines and are

defined by the end points of the line. Planar elements are represented as convex polygons and are

defined by the number of vertices and their location within the grid. Planar elements are forced to be
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convex polygons. If the user provides a concave polygon as input, EVAL will issue an error message and

will abort the execution of the program. Convex polygons can be decomposed into several concave

polygons as shown in Figure 5-2. This decomposition has to be done manually by the user when

preparing the input file.

Convex Polygon (accepted) Concave Polygon (not allowed)

Figure 5-2: Convex and concave polygons

An individual element in a building is described not only by its location within the building; there is also

a cross section and a material associated with the element. It is unlikely that the properties of the cross

sections of the individual elements in a building will all be different or that the individual elements in a

building will all be made of different materials. In order to avoid duplication, the information describing the

elements is organized in a relational fashion. The number of different cross sections of individual

elements must be identified by the user so as to provide the information on only these different cross

sections. Similarly, the different materials that form the building must be identified and related to the

different cross sections of individual elements. Figure 5-3 illustrates the way in which the description of

the building are organized by the user.

The information about the materials and the cross sections of individual elements might not be

complete, implying that some of this information will have to be derived or inferred by either EVAL or the

user. The information that the user can provide about the materials present in the building is:

• the name or label of the material; it is required that the user provide a name or label in order

to serve as a reference;

• the density of the material;

• Young's modulus of the material;
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Figure 5-3: Relational organization of the description of the building

• the shear modulus of the material;

• the year the building was built; and

• the type of material (e.g., reinforced concrete, steel, etc.); depending on the type of material,

parameters such as f'c, and fy may also be specified in the input file.

Except for the name of the material.• the user may omit any of the above information relative to any of the

materials in the building.

There are two types of cross sections: linear cross sections and planar cross sections. These two types

of cross sections correspond to the linear and planar elements, respectively. The information that the user

can provide about the linear cross sections is:

• the name or label of the linear cross section;

• the label of the material of which the cross section is made;

• the area of the cross section;

• the moments of inertia with respect with two orthogonal axes passing through the center of

the cross section (Iy and Iz);
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• the torsional constant (J) of the cross section;

• an optional angle of rotation (alta) that rotates the cross section with respect to the principal

axes of the element; this angle will be described later in this section; and

• the type of section (rectangular or circular); depending on the type of section, the width and

height or the radius of the section will have to be provided.

The information needed for the planar cross sections is:

• the name or label of the planar cross section;

• the label of the material of which the cross section is made; and

• the thickness of the plates in this group.

In the case of the planar cross sections, all the information listed above is required.

The Iy and Iz parameters of linear cross sections are the moments of inertia of the section with respect

the local Y and Z axes of the linear element. Figure 5-4 shows the local coordinate system of a linear

element. The cross section of a linear element can be rotated with respect the principal axes as shown in

Figure 5-5. The alta angle is used to specify the orientation of the cross section with respect the principal

axes of the element. If omitted, the value of the alta angle is assumed to be zero.

XL
ZL

Figure 5-4: Local coordinate system of a linear element

There are two seismic coefficients required as input: csx and csy. Seismic forces acting on the building

are idealized as statically applied lateral forces acting on each floor of the building. The coefficients csx

and csyare used in the computation of the applied lateral forces. The coefficient csx is used to compute

the lateral forces acting on the X direction (see Figure 5-1); similarly, the csy coefficient is used to

compute the lateral forces acting on the Y direction. They are considered different since some earthquake

design codes include not only the seismicity of the zone in these coefficients but also the characteristics

of the structural systems in each of the two orthogonal directions [4].

As part of the input, the user must specify in the input file the force and length units used in the input

data. All numeric quantities in the input file will be assumed to have appropriate units according to the

length and force units specified in the input file. For example, if the user specified that the length units are

pounds and the force units are feet, Young's modulus (E) of a material will have Ib/ft2 units; similarly, the
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Figure 5-5: Rotation of a linear cross section with respect the principal axes

area of a cross section and the density of a material will have ft2 and Ib/fts units respectively. If the user

omits the specification of units in the input file, EVAL will assume the use of kilograms as force units and

meters as length units.

Finally, the user can optionally specify in the input file gravity loads acting on the building. Gravity loads

can be either concentrated or area loads and can represent appendages or mechanical equipment within

the building. The convention for specifying these loads is described in Chapter 3 of [27].

5.4 Context of EVAL
This section describes the context of EVAL, consisting of a series of domain and control facts. Domain

facts constitute the information that models the physical world. Control facts are the information used for

managing the evaluation task.

5.4.1 Domain Facts

This section illustrates the overall representation of the building used by EVAL. Figure 5-6 shows the

representation of the various types of information that describes the building and the relationships among

these types.

The original input data provided by the user is processed by EVAL and new information is derived from

it. As it will be described later, the geometric information in the original input is changed to a

representation scheme of edges and vertices. EVAL contains a pre-processor that performs this change

of representation and derives the information that is not explicitly provided in the input file, such as the

connections between elements. The function of the pre-processor will be described in detail later in this

section.

The information illustrated in Figure 5-6 constitutes the context on which the knowledge base of EVAL

operates. Except for the information about edges and vertices, seismic coefficients, and units, the context
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is represented in Object-Attribute-Value (O-A-V) triplets implemented as OPS83 objects. A detailed

presentation of the objects that form the context is presented in Chapter 4 of [27].

The information about edges and vertices is stored in random access disk files. The number of edges

and vertices can be very large and representing this information in the RAM will occupy large amounts of

memory inefficiently. The routines for creating and accessing random access files are implemented in

C. The seismic coefficients and the length and force units are scalar values and are stored in variables.

Figure 5-6: Domain context generated by the pre-processor

5.4.2 Control Facts
The control of EVAL is regulated with three classes of objects:

• goal;

• goaLqueue; and
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• goaLsequence.

The objects that implement the facts above are listed in Chapter 4 of [27]. The basic unit of control

information is called a goal. A goal represents a task to be performed. A task consists of a sequence of

related goals.

The tasks performed by EVAL are represented as lists of goals that have to be sequentially executed

to complete each task. These lists of goals are represented as goaLqueues, as shown in Figure 5-7. A

goal queue is defined by its name, its status (active or inactive). and the active goal in the queue, that is,

the goal currently being executed. A queue will have an active goal only if the status of the queue is

active, otherwise none of the goals in the queue will be executed.

QUEUE: sample_queue

QUEUE STAlUS

mActivem Inactive

•

Figure 5-7: Queue of goals representing a task

Goals contain an attribute in_queue that references the queue to which they belong to. Additionally,

goals have a priority assigned to them; this priority number is used to determine the position of the goal

within the queue of goals. The goals in a queue are executed from lower to higher priority.
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Since the user selects the evaluations to be performed at the beginning of a session, the goal queue

representing all the necessary goals for performing the evaluations selected by the user is assembled at

run-time. EVAL contains declarative information about the goals that need to be performed in order to

execute each of the evaluation options. Besides determining the goals that need to be performed, EVAL

has to determine the sequence in which these goals must be executed. The knowledge for determining

the sequence of goals is stored in the objects goalsequence.

5.5 Control
At the beginning of a consultation session with EVAL, the user selects from a menu the evaluation

tasks to be executed. Each of the evaluation tasks displayed in the menu has a series of sub-tasks,

represented as goals, associated with that particular evaluation task, representing all the activities that

need to be performed. The information about the goals associated with each evaluation task, as well as

the information about the sequence in which goals must be executed are static in EVAL.

After the user has selected the evaluation tasks he/she wants to perform, EVAL performs the following:

• create all the goals required to perform each evaluation task selected by the user;

• create the goalsequence objects which contain the information about the sequence in which

goals must be executed.

The goals that EVAL creates correspond exclusively to the evaluations selected by the user; the facts that

determine the sequence in which goals must be executed correspond to all the different goals in EVAL.

After creating the required goals and the information about the sequence in which goals must be

executed, EVAL deletes and/or modifies the information about the sequence in which goals must be

executed, depending on the goals created. To illustrate this operation, assume the following goal

sequence information:

• goala must be executed before goalb; and

• goaLb must be executed before goalc.

If, according to the evaluations requested by the user, goalb is not required and is thus not created, the

information about goal-sequences will be adjusted so that goala must be executed before goalc, as

illustrated in Figure 5-8. Similarly, the sequence facts in which the predecessor goal was not created are

deleted.

Once that the goals to perform the evaluations selected by the user and the relevant goal-sequence

information have been created, the sequence in which the present goals must be executed has to be

determined.

The information about the goals to be executed and the sequence of execution form a directed graph.

The edge direction reflects a precedence relationship between two nodes. Figure 5-9 illustrates a directed

graph in which the nodes are goals and the edges are precedences in the execution of these goals. The

directed graphs formed with the goal-precedence information in EVAL correspond to a directed acyclic
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Figure 5-8: Modification of the information that determines the sequence in
which goals must be executed

graph; the defining property of acyclic directed graphs [41] is that a cycle should never form when

following the edges in the direction indicated. A cycle will represent an inconsistency in the definition of

goal-precedences.

A fundamental operation on directed acyclic graphs is processing the vertices of the graph in such an

order that no vertex is processed before any vertex that points to it. This operation is called topological

sorting, because it involves ordering the vertices of the graph. In EVAL, the topological sort of the graph

of goals is performed using the standard recursive depth-first procedure. Figure 5-9 illustrates the result of

a topological sort of the graph in the figure. In general, the vertex order produced by a topological sort is

not unique, since other legal topological sorts may be produced for the same graph.

The results of the topological sort operation is the sequence in which the required goals must be

executed. These goals are placed in a goal queue, as illustrated in Figure 5-7. A consecutive priority

number is assigned to these goals; goals with lower priority are executed first.

When the status of a goal in a goal queue is set to active, the goal is enabled for execution. EVAL uses

a backward chaining strategy to execute goals:

• a goal is split into simpler subgoals;

• each subgoal is solved independently;

• the subgoals are then fused; and

• the original goal is solved.

When the status of the currently active goal in a goal queue is set to completed, the goal is eliminated

from the goal queue and the goal with the next immediate higher priority attribute is made active. This

operation is performed successively until the goal queue is empty.
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TOPOlOGICAL
SORT

1) goal_a
2) goaLd
3) goaLe
4) goaL!
5) goaLe
6) goaLb
7) goal-9
8) goaLh
9) goaU

(goaLsequence • goal = goal_b
• predecessor-9oal = goaLa)

(goaLsequenee • goal = goal_e
• predecessor-9oal = goal_a)

(goaLsequenee • goal = goal_g
• predecessor-9oal = goal_b)

(goaLsequence • goal = goal_g
• predecessor-9oal = goaLe)

(goaLsequenee • goal = goaJ-9
• predecessor-9oal =goaLd)

(goaLsequenee • goal = goal_g
• predecessor-9oal =goal_e)

(goaLsequence • goal = goaJ-9
• predecessor-9oal =goaL!)

(goal_sequence • goal = goaLh
• predecessor-90al = goal-9)

(goaLsequenee • goal = goaU
• predecessor-9oal = goal_h)

(goaLsequenee • goal = goaU
• predecessor-9oal =goaL!)

(goaLsequence • goal = goaJ_e
• predecessor-9oal = goal_d)

(goaLsequence • goal = goaL!
• predecessor-9oa1 = goal_e)

(goaLsequenee • goal = goaLd
• predecessor-9oal = goal_a)

Figure 5-9: Topological sort of a graph formed by goals and precedences among
these goals

5.6 Core Knowledge Base
This section describes the tasks contained in the core knowledge base of EVAL. Some of these tasks

can be customized via knowledge sources. The customization of these core tasks will be detailed in the

next section.

5.6.1 Generation of the Domain Context
The first task of EVAL is a pre-processor that reads the input file created by the user, checks its

correctness and consistency, and generates the context used by the knowledge bases of EVAL. This

section describes the sub-tasks performed by the pre-processor and the building representation created
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in the context.

Classification of Individual Elements. The individual elements are classified according to their

orientation.

Linear elements are classified into one of the types listed in Figure 5-10. The end points of the line that

defines the linear element are reordered according to the criteria specified in Figure 5-10. Figure 5-11

illustrates the different linear elements that can appear in a building.

Linear element defined by its end
points: (Xa,Ya,Za) and (Xb,Yb,Zb)

Type Conditions
End points
swapped if

column Xa=Xb
Ya=Yb Zb<za

za<>Zb
Xa=Xb

beam_xx za=Zb Yb<Ya
Ya<>Yb

Ya=Yb
beam_yy za=Zb Xb<Xa

Xa<>Xb
Za=Zb

beam_xy Xa<>Xb Xb<Xa
Ya<>Yb

Xa=Xb
diag_xz Ya<>Yb Yb<Ya

za<>Zb
Xa<>Xb

dia9-Yz Ya=Yb Xb<Xa
za<>Zb

Xa<>Xb
diag_xyz Ya<>Yb -

za<>Zb

Figure 5-10: Classification of the linear elements in a building

Planar elements are classified into one of the types listed in Figure 5-12. Figure 5-13 illustrates the

different types of planar elements. The equation of each individual plate is computed using three vertices

of the plate. The equation of a plate is used by EVAL to identify the location and orientation of the plate in

space and to find the connections between the plate and other elements. EVAL makes sure that the

three vertices picked to compute the equation of a plate are not colinear, otherwise the equation of the

plate cannot be computed. The general equation of a plate is:

AX + BY + CZ + D =0.0.

and the coefficients A, B, C and D are computed according to the following formulas:
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Figure 5-11: Illustration of the different types of linear elements

Point 1: (X1, Y1, Z1)
Point 2: (X2, Y2, Z2)
Point 3: (X3, Y3, Z3)

Ap = (Y2-Y1)*(Z3-Z1) - (Y3-Y1)*(Z2-Z1)
Bp = (Z2-Z1 )*(X3-X1) - (Z3-Z1 )*(X2-X1)
Cp = (X2-X1)*(Y3-Y1) - (X3-X1)*(Y2-Y1)
Dp = -(Ap*X1 + Bp*Y1 + Cp*Z1)

IF(Dp < 0.0) sign = 1 ELSE sign = -1

V2 2 2 I
S = Ap + Bp + Cp * sign

A =-iliL
S

B=~
S

Geometric Representation Scheme. The user originally describes linear elements by specifying their

end points and planar elements by specifying their vertices. EVAL changes the original representation of

the elements, creating geometric data tables that contain the geometric properties of the elements,

organized to facilitate processing of individual elements. Geometric data tables contain boundary

coordinates and parameters to identify the spatial orientation of the plates (polygon surfaces). Geometric

data can be organized in several ways [24]. A convenient method for storing coordinate information is to

create three lists: a vertex table, an edge table, and a polygon table. Coordinate values for each vertex in

the object are stored in the vertex table. The edge table lists the endpoint vertices defining each edge.

Each plate or polygon is defined in the polygon table as a list of component edges. This scheme is

illustrated in Figure 5-14. The surface table contains pointers back to the edge table, which, in turn,

contains pointers back to the coordinate values in the vertex table.

Listing the geometric data in three tables, as in Figure 5-14, provides a convenient reference to the

components (vertices, edges and polygons) of an object. The representation shown in Figure 5-14
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General Equation of a Plane:
AX + BY + CZ + 0 = 0

plate_type --. slab

Figure 5·12: Classification of planar elements in a building

=__---".~--~- X2

+-"""'7---~-X2

Figure 5-13: Illustration of the different types of planar elements

prevents the duplication of information for vertices that appear in more than one edge and for edges that

appear in more than one surface.

Initial Identification of Vertices and Edges. Using the original description of the building provided by

the user, EVAL changes the internal representation of linear elements, planar elements and externally
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VERTEX TABLE

V1: x1, y1, z1
V2: x2, y2, z2
V3: x3, y3, z3
V4: x4, y4, z4
VS: xS, yS, zS

EDGE TABLE

E1: V1, V2
E2: V2, V3
E3: V3, V1
E4: V3, V4
ES: V4. VS
E6: VS, V2

POLYGON-5URFACE
TABLE

51: E1, E2, E3
52:E2, E4, ES. E6

Figure 5-14: Geometric data tables for representing individual elements

applied loads, into the scheme shown in Figure 5-14. EVAL recognizes the following as a vertex:

• a grid point which is the endpoint of at least one linear element;

• a vertex of a planar element;

• a vertex of a surface load; and

• a grid point where a concentrated load is applied.

Similarly, the edges are:

• linear elements;

• sides of polygons defining a plate; and

• sides of polygons defining a surface load.

The above lists of vertices and edges are updated during the process of finding the connections

between individual elements, since connections are also represented as vertices or edges. Not all grid

points are vertices. To keep track of the grid points that correspond to vertices and the enumeration of

these vertices, an internal table is created that identifies whether a grid point corresponds to a vertex or

not.

The user specifies the address of a grid point by providing three integer numbers: the X and Y axes

that intersect in the point and the floor number or Z level where the point is located. The maximum
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number of grid points in the three-dimensional grid is known, and if a convention for numbering the grid

points is established, the (X,Y,Z) address of a grid point can be compressed into a single integer. This

number, representing the address of a grid point, can be easily expanded into the original (X,Y,Z) address

of the grid point by re-tracing the convention used.

Figure 5-15a illustrates a three dimensional grid and the convention followed by EVAL to number the

points inside the grid. Figure 5-15b illustrates the conversion operations between the two different

representations for a grid point. Figures 5-15c and 5-15d illustrate the tables used to keep track of the

grid points that correspond to verti~es.

3,. ~~ lyX2

"-'7.7Q$2j&P--:':
w: ~: w n: :· . . .· . . .· . . .· . . .· .· .· .

ZO,
"""7---"""'7".e;....--"""'7".e:-----::;_

YO Yl Y2

(a)
Y3

Xaxis(8) = 1
grid_num(Xl,Y2,Zl) = 8 Yaxis(8) = 2

Zlev(8) = 1

Xaxis( 18) = 2
grid_num(X2,Y1,lO) = 18 Yaxis(18) = 1

Zlev(18) =0

(b)

NODE_TO_VERlEX

Node is- vertex vertex- ID

1 false 0

2 false 0

.....

8 true 1

.....

20 true 2

.....

24 false 0

(c)

VERTEX_TO_NODE

vertex_1D node

1 8

2 20

(d)

Figure 5-15: Different representations for grid points. Tables for mapping
grid nodes and vertices

Identification of Connections Between Individual Elements. All connections between individual

elements are identified by the pre-processor. This identification is done in four steps:

• connections between linear elements;

• connections between planar elements;
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• connections between linear and planar elements; and

• connections between linear and planar elements and the ground.

Connections between linear elements are represented as vertices and are located by finding the

intersection between two linear segments. Connections between plates can be represented by either a

vertex or an edge, as shown in Figure 5-16a. It is assumed that two coplanar plates do not overlap;

defining two coplanar plates that overlap is an error detected in the stage of reading the input file.

Connections between linear and planar elements, as well as connections between these elements and

the ground, can also be represented by either a vertex or an edge. Figure 5-16b shows several types of

connections between linear and planar elements.

...

(a)

(b)

Figure 5-16: Intersections between individual elements

Generation of Local Edges. Once all the connections have been identified and the tables of vertices

and edges have been completed, a second table of edges is generated. The reason for generating this

second table is that edges representing linear elements must not contain more than two vertices. When

the user specifies the addresses of individual elements in the building, he/she is not aware of any
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intermediate vertices between the end points of a linear element or on a side of a planar element. After

identifying the connections between elements, an original edge that defines a linear element can contain

several intermediate vertices between the endpoints. It is necessary that a linear element contain only two

endpoints; otherwise, when performing structural analysis, the contribution of that element to the stiffness

will be improperly considered in the mathematical model.

Figure 5-17 illustrates the generation of local edges. The table of edges shown in Figure 5-17b

corresponds to the three linear elements in Figure 5-17a. Edge E1 corresponds to the column placed by

the user between the points (X1,YO,Z3) and (X1,YO,ZO); these two points were labeled by EVAL as V1

(vertex 1) and V6; similarly, E2 corresponds to the bea17LYY between V2 and V3 and E3 corresponds to

the beam_xx between V4 and V5. The connection between the column and the beam-yy created a new

vertex (V7), located at (X1,YO,Z2). The column represented by E1 has two intermediate vertices: V7 and

V4. In structural analysis, it is necessary to consider the column not as a single element spanning from V1

to V6, but as three contiguous column-segments, spanning respectively from V1 to V7, V7 to V4, and V4

to V6. These segments of the original edge are called local edges and the original edge is called global

edge. The table shown in Figure 5-17c shows the table of local edges for the elements shown in Figure

5-17a; an auxiliary table, shown in Figure 5-17d is created to map the local edges of a global edge.

Identification of Horizontal Subsystems. A plate with a concave shape can be defined as a series

of convex polygons, as shown in Figure 5-2. The last process performed by the pre-processor is to group

all the slabs connected to each other into single units called horizontal subsystems. The algorithm for

grouping all the elements topologically connected is presented in Chapter 4 of [27].

Another reason for defining separate contiguous slabs is the case when there are adjacent slabs of

different materials or adjacent slabs with different thicknesses. A horizontal subsystem is formed by either

a single slab not in contact with any other slab, or by a group of slabs topologically connected. Horizontal

subsystems are revised later in the evaluation task to determine whether they can behave as a single

rigid unit. This process will be described later in this section.

The information generated about the horizontal subsystems includes:

• the number of slabs in the horizontal subsystem and their identification;

• the identification of the connections between the slabs that form the horizontal SUbsystem;

• the identification of all the connections between the slabs in the subsystem and other

elements; this information is used for determining the redundancy in the transmission of the

seismic forces acting on the horizontal subsystem.

5.6.2 Quick Evaluation of the Building

This task is the simplest evaluation that can be performed on a building. The qUick evaluation

procedure is not subject to customization and consists of the computation of the following:

• the total weight of the building;
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E1: V1. V6
E2: V2, V3
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LOCAL EDGES

e1: V1, V7
e2: V7, V4
e3: V4, V6
e4: V2, V7
e5: V7, V3
e6: V4, V5

(c)

GLOBAL-LOCAL
MAPPING

YO Yl

(a)

Y2 E1: e1, e2, e3
E2: e4, e5
E3:e6

(d)

Figure 5-17: Global and local edges

• the base shears acting on the building along the X and Y directions; the procedure for

computing the seismic loads acting on the building is described later in this section;

• the overturning moments in the X and Y direction; and

• the center of gravity of the building.

5.6.3 Determination of Material and Cross Section Properties

The user might have incomplete information about properties of materials and cross sections of linear

elements. The properties of sections of planar elements are required to be provided as input data. The

properties of materials needed are:

• Young's modulus (E); and

• shear modulus (G).

The properties of cross sections needed are:

• area (A);
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• moments of inertia (Iy and Iz); and

• torsional constant of the section (J).

The above properties of materials and cross sections are the ingredients needed for computing the

stiffness matrices of individual elements. Additionally, if the material is reinforced concrete, the following

properties need to be known in order to compute the resistance of elements made of concrete:

• f'c of concrete and fy of reinforcing steel;

• percentage of reinforcing steel in the concrete; and

• depth of the concrete cover of reinforcing steel.

If any above property is missing for any given material, cross section, or concrete material, it has to be

inferred in order to continue with the evaluation task. EVAL keeps track of the sources that provide or

derive the values of material and cross section parameters.

The process of determining the needed properties of materials and cross sections is summarized in

Figure 5-18. The goal is to derive the values of:

• Young's (E) and shear (G) moduli of a materials;

• geometric properties of cross sections required for the computation of the stiffness matrix;

and

• the properties and parameters that define a reinforced concrete material.

If any of these parameters is not provided as input, it has to be inferred. In the current implementation, if

a material is reinforced concrete, Young's and shear moduli can be derived from the properties of

concrete (f'c). Several knowledge sources control the criteria for inferring the parameters mentioned

above. Inferences for other types of material can be incorporated if there is sufficient knowledge for

inferring E and G. In the case of properties of cross sections, if any of the necessary geometric

parameters are not provided as input, EVAL has to either compute them or request them from the user. If

there is not sufficient information for computing a missing parameter, the value of this parameter will have

to be provided by the user at run-time.

5.6.4 Evaluation of HorIzontal SUbsystems
The pre-processor of EVAL groups interconnected slabs into units called horizontal subsystems (HS).

Horizontal subsystems are considered rigid (infinitely stiff) units formed by one or more slabs; this

assumption is used in the idealization for structural analysis. The horizontal subsystems identified by the

pre-processor need to be evaluated to insure that they behave as rigid units. Horizontal subsystems not

considered rigid are either decomposed into smaller groups of slabs or classified as flexible subsystems,

with no in-plane stiffness.

The process of evaluation of a horizontal SUbsystem is summarized in Figure 5-19. The sub-tasks of

the evaluation task that are subject to customization are highlighted in the figure.
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Infer parameters
of a reinforced

concrete material
(e.g. f'c, !y, d, P)

9
customizable

processes

no

Figure 5-18: Process of determining the properties of materials and cross sections

The process of evaluating a HS starts by classifying the materials of the slabs that form the HS as rigid

or flexible. Slabs made of rigid materials are assumed to be infinitely rigid and slabs made of flexible

materials are assumed to have no in-plane stiffness. Classification is done by the name of the material. If

the material of a given slab has already been classified, the classification process is not repeated. The

classification criteria are controlled via a knowledge source.

If the HS contains more than one slab, the connections between the slabs of the HS are reviewed. The

purpose of this evaluation is to determine whether a group of individual interconnected slabs can behave

as a single rigid unit.

A monolithic slab in a building can have a concave shape. If this is the case, the user must break this

slab into several convex slabs in order to provide valid input to EVAL. In this case, the group of slabs (if

rigid) should be considered to act as a single rigid body. On the other hand, there may be cases in which

the connection between two rigid slabs can not be considered adequate enough to make the slabs

behave as a single rigid unit. Finally, there may be cases where two slabs made of different materials or
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no

Classify material of
the slab as

"rigid" or "flexible"

Evaluate the connections
between all the slabs
contained in the HS

Using only the approved
connections, re-group

the slabs in the HS

Create new HSs from
the new groups of slabs

Complete the information
of the newly formed HSs
(weight, area, centers of

weight and area, connections
with other elements, etc.)

According to the classification previously
made of the materials that form the slabs

of the HS (or newly formed HSs),
classify the HS(s) as "rigid" or "flexible"

,2,.
processes

Figure 5-19: Evaluation process of a horizontal subsystem

two slabs with different thicknesses are contiguous. In this evaluation task, the connections between

slabs are approved or disqualified. If the connection between two slabs is disqualified, it will be assumed

that the slabs are not rigidly connected.

A knowledge source provides the criteria for approving or disqualifying connections between

contiguous slabs, based on the thicknesses of the connected slabs and their materials.
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After reviewing all the connections between slabs in a HS, if there are any disqualified connections, the

slabs are regrouped considering only the approved connections. Depending on the number of

disapproved connections between slabs, a HS may be split into several subsystems, as shown in Figure

5-20. If a HS is decomposed into several new ones, information about the newly formed HSs is

recomputed.

Original horizontal SUbsystem

disapproved
connection

Newly formed horizontal subsystems:

FIgure 5·20: Decomposition of a horizontal subsystem

Once all the materials of the slabs have been labeled as rigid or flexible, the original HS, or the newly

formed HSs, are labeled as rigid or flexible according to the following simple criterion:

• if all the slabs in a HS are flexible, the HS is classified as flexible;

• otherwise, the HS is classified as rigid.

5.6.5 Structural Analysis of the Building

This section describes the model created by EVAL for structural analysis, including the computation of

the seismic forces. The tasks of modeling and analysis are not subject to customization.

Model of the BUIldIng. This section presents the idealization of the building and the different behavior

models for analysis.
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The bUilding is idealized as a series of interconnected nodes forming a network. The connectors

between nodes are the individual elements. This network idealization is then translated into the stiffness

matrix used to compute the response of the model to the seismic forces in terms of:

• displacements of the nodes of the building; and

• internal forces developed in the individual elements.

EVAL considers two models for analysis: three dimensional and two dimensional models. In the three

dimensional model, EVAL uses the tier building model, with three degrees of freedom (OOF) per

structural node:

• translation in the X direction;

• translation in the V direction; and

• rotation about the Z axis.

Figure 5-21 shows the OOF of a structural node according to the tier building model.

In the two dimensional model, the building is analyzed separately in two orthogonal directions (X,V)

and in each direction only one OOF per node is considered: translation in the current direction (X or V)

without rotation.

c .... center of gravity
of the node

Figure 5-21: Nodal degrees of freedom considered in the tier building model

The following are considered structural nodes:

• horizontal subsystems previously classified as rigid;

• connections between linear elements not contained inside a rigid horizontal subsystem;

• free-standing walls or walls not completely contained inside a rigid horizontal subsystem; and

• connections between individual linear or planar elements and the ground.

The walls are treated as wide columns and the effects of shear deformation are included. Figure 5-22

illustrates examples of structural nodes. There can be three types of structural node:
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• two-dimensional nodes (0-2); corresponding to rigid horizontal subsystems formed by one or

more individual slabs:

• one-dimensional nodes (0-1); corresponding to sections of walls treated as structural nodes;

and

• zero-dimensional nodes (0-0); corresponding to intersections between two linear elements or

a linear element and the ground.

0-2 nodes are considered as infinitely rigid bodies. Every horizontal SUbsystem corresponds to a 0-2

node and only slabs made of materials previously classified as rigid can belong to horizontal subsystems.

A slab made of a flexible material is assumed to provide no in-plane stiffness; however, it has a weight

and this weight generates seismic forces acting on the center of gravity of the slab. These seismic forces

are distributed among the elements that support the flexible slab. Similarly, 0-1 nodes are assumed to be

inextensible, infinitely rigid, linear segments.

NOTa node

WALL

"0-2 node

NOT a node

Figure 5-22: Examples of structural nodes

N"'7""':""" WALL

t
0-1 node

,. , , , , ,
, , , , ,

Constraints. As mentioned, the analysis model considers two types of rigid bodies: 0-2 and 0-1

nodes. In case that a rigid body is connected to one or more other rigid bodies, the displacements of the

connected rigid bodies are coupled, imposing constraints on the displacements. EVAL identifies cases in

which rigid bodies are connected to generate the appropriate constraints on the displacements. There are

three general cases of constraints:

• contact between a horizontal subsystem and a wall;
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• contact between two horizontal subsystems; and

• contact between two walls.

In the treatment of these constraints, presented below, small rotations are assumed.

Figure 5-23 illustrates the case of a wall in contact with a horizontal subsystem. In the figure, both the

horizontal subsystem (HS) and the wall are structural nodes and each of them has its own set of

displacements (dx,dy,rz). However, since the two rigid bodies are connected, their displacements are

coupled. In the three dimensional case, two constraints are generated. The first constraint (C1) specifies

that the rotation of both rigid bodies is the same. The second constraint (C2) states that the displacement

of both rigid bodies along the axis of the wall is the same. The constraints in the case of the two

dimensional analysis enforce the displacements of both rigid bodies to be the same along the axis of the

wall.

ANALYSIS TYPE: 2D

X-dir: (W.dx - HS.dx) • Cas(alfa) = 0

Y-dir: (W.dy - HS.dy) • Sin(alfa) = 0

ANALYSIS TYPE: 3D

C2: (W.dy - HS.dy + (HS.Xe - W.Xe)) • Sin(alfa) +
(W.dx - HS.dx + (W.Ye - HS.Ye)) • Cas(alfa) = 0

C1: W.rz - HS.rz = 0

~/ --.-WALL

(w.xc.-:.VC)~ (W)

Figure 5-23: Coupling of the displacements of a horizontal subsystem and a wall

Figure 5-24 illustrates two HSs in contact; both HSs are individual structural nodes. In the three

dimensional case, three constraints are generated. The first constraint (C1) equates the rotation of the

two HSs, and the second and third constraints (C2, C3) state that the displacements (dx,dy) of both HSs

must coincide with the simultaneous center rotation of the two HSs. In the two dimensional case, rotations

are not considered and the constraints state that the displacements of both HSs must be the same in the

Xor Y directions.
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ANALYSIS TYPE: 3D

C1: HS2.rz - HS1.rz = 0

C2: HS2.dx - HS1.dx + (HS2.Yc - HS1.Yc) • HS1.rz = 0

C3: HS2.dy - HS1.dy + (HS2.Xc - HS1.Xc) • HS1,rz = 0

ANALYSIS TYPE: 20

X-dir: HS2.dx - HS1.dx = 0

Y-dir: HS2.dy - HS1.dy = 0

Figure 5-24: Coupling of the displacements of two horizontal subsystems

The last case of two rigid bodies in contact is when two walls touch, as shown in Figure 5-25. The

constraints for both types of analysis, two and three dimensional, are the same and state that the

displacements of both walls along their axis must be the same. This constraint represents the

inextensibility of the walls along their axes.

ANALYSIS TYPE: 3D

C1: (W2.dy - W1.dy) • Sin(alfa) +
(W2.dx - W1.dx) • Cos(alfa) = 0

ANALYSIS TYPE: 20

X-dir: (W2.dx - W1,dx) • Cos(alfa) = 0

Y-dir: (W2.dy - W1.dy) • Sin(alfa) = 0
(W1.Xc. W1.Yc)

"

(W2.XC. W2.Yc)

"

~W1

-.. W2

Figure 5-25: Coupling of the displacements of two walls

Determination of Seismic Forces. The seismic forces are considered static horizontal loads acting

on the centers of gravity of all the masses. It is assumed that these masses are the slabs; slabs have

their own weight and can carry superimposed gravity loads. Gravity loads are transferred from the slabs

to the elements that support the slabs and finally to the ground. Two sets of seismic forces are

computed: one for the X direction and one for the Y direction.
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The first step for computing the seismic forces is to consider the superimposed gravity loads in the

building, if any. Once the superimposed gravity loads have been incorporated, the sum of all the weights

of the slabs in each floor is computed. The seismic forces acting at each floor level of the building in both

the X and Y direction are computed according to the model shown in Figure 5-26, where csx and csyare

the seismic coefficients in the X and Y direction respectively. These coefficients are provided by the user

~ weight in floor n

P2 --. 4. W2 = ~ weight in floor 2

hn

P1 --. 4. W1 = ~ weight in floor 1

h1

h2

r r

PiX = Wi hi csx Wi
~Wihi

PiY = Wi hi csy Wi
~ Wi hi

Figure 5-26: Model for computing the seismic forces

in the input file. The forces PiX and PiY represent the total seismic forces acting on floor i in the X and Y

direction, respectively. The total seismic force at each floor level is distributed among the horizontal

subsystems and flexible slabs at that floor level, proportional to the weight of each element.

Structural Analysis Task. The structural analysis task consists of computing the response of the

building to the seismic forces. The structural analysis task is summarized in Figure 5-27. As can be seen

in Figure 5-27, the structure is analyzed twice if 20 analysis is requested: first in the X direction and then

in the Y direction.

After identifying the OaFs in the building, the equations of the constraints on the displacements of the

nodes are entered into the constraint matrix G. The position of the coefficients of the constraint equations

within the matrix G is dictated by the OaF numbers associated with the constrained displacements.

Matrix G is included with the stiffness matrix of the building, as shown in Figure 5-28a.

The stiffness matrix is symmetric and sparse. To reduce storage, EVAL takes advantage of these

properties. The stiffness matrix of the building, K, is stored in column skyline format as shown in Figure

5-28b. Before assembling the stiffness matrix, the shape and size of the skyline of K must be determined

by reviewing the OaF numbers of the end nodes of all elements.

Once the skyline of K has been defined, the matrix K is assembled. The process of assembling K

consists of accumulating all the stiffness matrices of the individual elements using the direct assembly
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Assign 1 OOF per free
structural node according
to the current direction

of analysis (dx or dy)

Assign 3 DOFs per
free structu ral node

(dx.dy.rz)

Generate the matrix [ G 1of
r--------.I constraints according to the type

of analysis and. in the case of
20 analysis. the current direction

Determine the column skyline of
the augmented system stiffness

matrix (stiffness plus constraints)

Assemble the system stiffness
matrix [ K I and the vector ( P )
of external loads applied to the

building.

Compute the displacements { U }
of the DOFs in the building. Solve:

[K](U}-{P}

Assign 1 DOF per free
structural node according
to the current direction

of analysis (dx or dy)

clear current DOFs

curren,-direction -.Y

Compute the end forces acting on
the different individual elements

of the building

Figure 5-27: Summary of the structural analysis process
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I n I r I

K =[.K.~.. ~:] 1:
n > r

n = number of OOFs in the
structure

r = number of constrained
OOFs in the structure

n

(a)

K=
n

(b)

Figure 5-28: Stiffness matrix of the building; skyline representation of the
stiffness matrix

method. The process of computing the stiffness matrix of an individual element is illustrated in Figure

5-29 and detailed below.

The computation of an element stiffness matrix starts by computing the stiffness matrix of the current

element with respect its local coordinate system (see Figure 5-4). Figure 5-30 shows the stiffness matrix,

in the local coordinate system, of an individual element of a space frame. The stiffness matrix in Figure

5-30 includes the effects of shear deformation; these effects are included because walls are idealized as

wide columns. In Figure 5-30, dxA, dyA, and dzA are the displacements of the first end of the element,

node A, along the X, Y and Z local axes respectively; similarly, rxA, ryA and rzA are the rotations of node

A around the X, Y and Z local axes respectively. The same displacements are considered at the second

end of the element, node B. The origin of the local coordinate system of the element is considered to be

at node A.

The stiffness matrix of the element is rotated from the local coordinate system of the element to the

global coordinate system by the following matrix operation:

[ ~Iob ] =[Rot]T [ k10c ] [ Rot].

The rotation matrix, Rot, used in the transformation operation is shown in Figure 5-31 for an element of a

space frame, that is, an element with six degrees of freedom per node. Figure 5-31 a illustrates the

rotation matrix for an element arbitrarily oriented in space; the terms Cx, Cyand Cz are the direction
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Compute the stiffness matrix
[kloc) of the element in local

coordinate system

Compute the rotation matrix
[Rot) for rotating coordinates
from the local to the global

coordinate system

Rotate the stiffness matrix of
the element from local to

global coordinates:
[kglob) = [Rot)T [kloc] [Rot]

Extract from [kglob] the terms
relative to the OOFs of interest

and store them in matrix
[kcond]

Include the effects of
released force components

in [kcond]

Translate [kcond] to the
centers of weight of the
end nodes of the element:

[k) = [H) [kcond) [H] T

[k)........ stiffness matrix
of the individual element

Figure 5-29: Procedure for computing the stiffness matrix of an individual element

cosines of the axis of the element and alta is the angle defined in Figure 5-5. The rotation matrix in

Figure 5-31 a is valid for any orientation of the element, except when the axis of the element is vertical.

The rotation matrix for vertical members is shown in Figure 5-31 b.

The 12x12 stiffness matrix of the element in global coordinates, kg/Db' considers six OOFs per node.

The model of behavior assumed in EVAL considers three OOFs per node in the 30 analysis mode and

one OOF per node in the 20 analysis mode. The contents of the 12x12 matrix kg/Db relevant to the OOFs

considered in the behavior model assumed by EVAL are extracted and stored in a new, smaller matrix,
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I"li 0 0 0 0 0 IQ 0 0 0 0 0 dxB
L L

0 - 12 E Iz 0 0 0 - 6 E Iz 0 12 E Iz 0 0 0 - 6 E Iz dyB
L3 (1+PhiY) L2 (1+PhiY) L3 (1+PhiY) L2 (1+PhiY)

0 0 - 12 E IV 0 6 E IV 0 0 0 12 E IV 0 6 Ely 0 dzB
L3 (1+PhiZ) L2 (1+PhiZ) L3 (1+PhiZ) L2 (1+PhIZ)

0 0 0 ~ 0 0 0 0 0 ~ 0 0 rxBL L

0 0 ·6 E IV 0 E Iv (2·PhiZ) 0 0 0 6EIy 0 E Iy (4+PhiZ) 0 ryB
L2 (1+PhiZ) L (1+PhiZ) L2 (1+PhiZ) L (1+PhiZ)

0 6 E Iz 0 0 0 E Iz (2·PhiY) 0 - 6 E Iz 0 0 0 E Iz (4+PhiY\ rzB
L2 (1+PhiY) L (1+PhiY) L2 (1+PhiY) L (1+PhiY)

L _ Longitudinal length of the element

A _ Area of the cross section of the element

J _ torsional constant of the cross section

Iy, Iz_ moments of inertia of the cross section with respect the local Y and Z axes

PhiY _ 24 Fs (1 + V) (ry I L)2

PhiZ _ 24 Fs (1 + V) (rz I L)2

Fs _ Shape factor of the cross section; Fs = A I Shear_Area

Shear_area _ Area where the shear stress is supposed to be acting

r y - radius of giralion of the cross section in the local Y direction: ry =ViYfA1
r z _ radius of giration of the cross section in the local Z direction: rz =VIifAl
V _ Poisson ratio of the material

E - Young's modulus of the material

G _ Shear modulus of the material

Figure 5-30: Stiffness matrix in local coordinate system of an individual
element in space
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Figure 5·31: Rotation matrices for elements of three-dimensional frames

The force components in an element associated with the OOFs of its end nodes might be released

either by the user or as result of the seismic evaluation process. If an individual element contains

released force components, the effects of these releases must be incorporated into the stiffness matrix of

the element. The procedure for including the effects of releases is presented in [37] and involves a series

of matrix operations and condensations. The reason for shrinking kg/ob into k cond is to perform the matrix

operations on a smaller matrix, increasing the speed of the process.

At this point, the stiffness matrix of the element has been:

• rotated into the coordinate system of the building;

• reduced to the OOFs of interest. and

• modified to reflect the effects of possible releases of force components of the element.

If the two end nodes of the element are 0-0 nodes, the process of computing the stiffness matrix of the

element has been completed. However, if either of the two end nodes of the element is not a 0-0 node,

the stiffness matrix of the element has to be translated to relate the displacements of the centers of

gravity of the two end nodes. Figure 5-32 shows an element whose two end nodes are 0-2 nodes.
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C --. center of gravity of HS1
D --. center of gravity of HS2

Figure 5-32: Translation of the stiffness of an element to the centers of gravity
of the end nodes of the element

Elements are links that join two structural nodes, and the stiffness matrix of an element must relate the

displacements of the centers of gravity of both end nodes. In the case of D-2 and D-1 nodes, an element

can be in contact with the node at a point different from the center of gravity of the node; if this is the

case, the stiffness of the element must be translated into the centers of gravity of each node with the

procedure summarized in Figure 5-33. In Figure 5-33, matrix Hij represents the translation of a force

{ Px, Py, Mz}T

from point i to point j.

Once the stiffness matrix, K, and the vector of external loads, P, have been assembled, the following

system of simultaneous equations is solved to find the displacements of the DOFs and the interaction

forces that insure the constraints between the displacement of rigid bodies connected between them:

In the above system of equations, U is the vector of displacements of the free nodes and R is the vector

of interaction forces that insure the constraints between the displacement of rigid bodies connected

between them (Lagrange multipliers). The system of equations is solved using a modified version of the

Cholesky method [26].
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Figure 5-33: Procedure for translating the stiffness of an element from the end
points of the element (A,B) to two arbitrary points (C,D)

If matrix K is found to be singular, the bUilding is either unstable or overconstrained. EVAL aborts the

execution of the system if the building is unstable and issues a warning message. The reason of

singularity is pointed out by EVAL: instability or overconstraint. If the building is unstable, EVAL reports

the first node that was found to be unstable and identifies the particular DOF of that node that caused

singularity.

The displacements induce internal forces in the individual elements. These forces are computed by

multiplying the stiffness matrix of the element by the displacements of the end nodes. Since the

displacements of the end nodes of an element refer to the center of gravity of these nodes, the

displacements of the end nodes have to be translated to the points where the element is in contact with

the end nodes. For computing the end forces of the element AB shown in Figure 5-32, the displacements

of node HS2 have to be translated from point D to point B, and the displacements of HS1 have to be

translated from point C to point A. A displacement vector of the type

{ dx, dy, rz }T

is translated from point i to point j with the following operation:

{ dj } =[ Hij ]T { dj },

where Hij is the matrix shown in Figure 5-33.

To insure that the results of the analysis are correct, the equilibrium of each free node is checked. The

process of verifying equilibrium is done simultaneously with computing the end forces of individual

elements; this process also leads to the computation of the reactions at the supports.

The end forces of an element are rotated, using the rotation matrices of Figure 5-31, to the global
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coordinate system of the building, and translated, using matrix H, to the centers of gravity of the end

nodes and accumulated. The interaction forces R are also accumulated at the nodes that are coupled

between them. If the result of the accumulation of forces in the center of gravity of a free node is equal to

the external forces applied to that node, then the node is in equilibrium. A building is in equilibrium only if

all the nodes of the building are in equilibrium. In the case of restrained nodes (supports), this procedure

of accumulation of forces leads directly to the reactions in the global coordinate system.

5.6.6 Determination of Redundancy in the Transmission of Seismic Loads

This task, summarized in Figure 5-34, evaluates the way in which the seismic loads are transmitted

from a horizontal subsystem to the elements that support it, to determine whether there is sufficient

redundancy in the transmission of seismic loads.

Identify all the elements
that support the HS

Compute the percentage
transferred by each supporting
element of the total seismic

shear acting on the HS in each
direction (X and Y)

Identify in each direction the
element transfering the largest
percentage of the seismic shear

acting on the HS

For each direction. determine if
there is sufficient redundancy in
the transmission of the seismic

shear acting on the HS

9
customlzable

processes

Figure 5-34: Determination of redundancy in the transmission of the seismic
shears acting on a horizontal subsystem

A horizontal subsystem should not depend significantly on a small number of structural elements to

transfer the seismic loads acting on the subsystem to the rest of the building and later to the ground.
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Such dependency will jeopardize the stability of the horizontal subsystem in case that the relevant

structural elements fail. However, the definition of redundancy in the transmission of lateral loads is highly

subjective. This section describes the procedure for computing the ingredients for assembling a definition

of redundancy in the transmission of lateral loads. The default definition of redundancy in EVAL is

presented in the next section.

This task requires a previous two-dimensional analysis; the reason for specifically requiring the 20

analysis will be justified below. Once the analysis has been performed, the individual elements that

transmit the seismic forces acting on the horizontal subsystems are identified and a load percentage is

assigned to them. This load percentage corresponds to the ratio of the force carried by the element in a

particular direction (X or V) to the total seismic shear acting on the horizontal sUbsystem in that direction.

Once these percentages have been assigned, the maximum percentages on each direction are identified

and the number of elements carrying the seismic forces of the horizontal subsystem are counted; the

elements with released force components are not taken into account. The above procedure is

summarized in Figure 5-35.

The reason for using the results of a 20 structural analysis is that in this type of analysis all the end

forces of the individual supporting elements, in the two orthogonal directions, have the same orientation.

If a 30 analysis were to be performed, the end forces of elements supporting the same horizontal

subsystem may have different orientations due to the effects of torsion; this causes negative percentages

in the table shown in Figure 5-35 that would not be meaningful in the determination of redundancy.

5.6.7 Evaluation of Torsion in Horizontal Subsystems

This task, summarized in Figure 5-36 has two main objectives:

• determine whether a horizontal subsystem is SUbject to excessive torsion; and

• identify the elements that make a significant contribution to the torsional stability of a

horizontal subsystem; these elements are pointed out since they are critical to the torsional

stability of the horizontal subsystem.

This task requires a previous three-dimensional analysis. Once the building has been analyzed, the

center of torsion (CT) of each horizontal subsystem is computed according to the following formulas.

Xt =
~Fyi Xi

l Fyi

~Fxi Vi
Vt =

~ Fxi

Fxi and Fyi are the forces, in the global coordinate system, acting on the ends of the elements that

support the horizontal subsystem. Only the elements that support the horizontal subsystem are

considered in the above formulas. Beams completely contained within a horizontal SUbsystem are not
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HORIZONTAL SUBSYSTEM

Seismic shears acting on the center
of gravity of the HS

Px = 12 Py =20

Elements supporting the HS:

10 Fx Fy %Px %Py

Col 1 3 6 25.0 30.0

Col 2
.

0 3 0.0 15.0

Col 3 2 5 16.7 25.0

Col 4 7 6 58.3 30.0

~= 12 l= 20 ~= 100 ~ = 100

Max % Px =58.3 IMax % Py =30.0

Number of elements that transmit the
seismic shears:

In the X direction = 3
In the Y direction = 4

• Fx component previously released

Coil

Figure 5-35: Information for defining redundancy in the transmission of seismic
loads

taken into account since they are self-equilibrating. Xi and Yi are the coordinates of the points where the

elements are in contact with the horizontal subsystem. If the center of torsion is significantly far away from

the center of gravity of the horizontal sUbsystem, the subsystem is subject to considerable torsion. The

diagnosis of a significant torsion problem is controlled with a knowledge source.

After the centers of torsion of the horizontal sUbsystems have been computed, EVAL determines the

contribution to the torsional stability of a horizontal subsystem made by each of the elements that support
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Determine if the HS has
a significant torsion

problem

Compute the contribution
to the torsional stability

of the HS made by each
element that supports

the HS

Print in the evaluation
report the elements that

provide a significant
contribution to the
torsional stability

of the HS

Figure 5-36: Evaluation of torsion in a horizontal subsystem

it. The process of computing the contribution to the torsional stability of a horizontal subsystem made by

the elements that support it is illustrated in Figures 5-37 and 5-38.

Figure 5-37 illustrates a simple building consisting of four columns supporting a slab. This structure is

subject to two seismic forces of magnitudes 13.46 and 6.73 respectively, acting on the center of gravity of

the building along the X and Y directions. The center of gravity (CW) of the horizontal sUbsystem (the

slab) does not coincide with the geometric center of the horizontal subsystem. This eccentricity, due to

the symmetry in the location of the columns, causes an unequal distribution of the end forces acting on

each of the four columns that support the horizontal subsystem. The values of the end forces acting on

each of the columns are shown in Figure 5-37. The values in the figure were used for computing the

location of the center of torsion of the horizontal subsystem (CT). The world coordinates of the centers of

gravity and torsion are listed in Figure 5-37. Once the center of torsion is known, the sets of end forces of

the elements are translated to the center of torsion of the building. This translation of forces, as illustrated

in Figure 5-38, is made with matrix H, shown in Figure 5-33.
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2.26
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Point X Y Z

CT 2.02 1.96 2.50

CW 1.13 1.51 2.50

C1 0.00 0.00 2.50

C2 0.00 6.00 2.50

C3 3.00 0.00 2.50

C4 3.00 6.00 2.50

Figure 5·37: Sample building used for illustrating the evaluation of torsion in
a horizontal sUbsystem

The sum of moments of all the elements that support the horizontal subsystem, translated to the center

of torsion, must add to zero. Once all the set of forces have been translated into the the center of torsion,

the moments of each sign, negative and positive, are accumulated; the result is two identical moments,

M+ and M_, with opposite signs. The contribution made by each element to the torsional stability of a

horizontal subsystem is measured in terms of a percentage, which can be positive or negative. This

percentage is computed by dividing the moment component of a set of forces acting on the center of

torsion by M+, as illustrated in Figure 5-38. Elements with a higher contribution percentage associated to

them, in absolute value, make a more significant contribution to the torsional stability of the horizontal

subsystem than elements with a lower percentage. The elements that provide a significant contribution to

the torsional stability of a horizontal subsystem are presented to the user in the evaluation report. A

knowledge source controls the threshold that defines what percentage of contribution starts to be

relevant.
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Figure 5-38: Determination of the contribution to the torsional stability of a
HS made by each of the elements that support the HS

5.6.8 Evaluation of the Resistance of Individual Elements and Connections

This task consists of determining whether the internal forces acting on individual elements can be

resisted by these structural elements. This task is executed after analyzing the building with the 3D

analysis model. The 3D model of analysis is used because it is more realistic than the 2D model.

As a result of the structural analysis, each of the local segments of a linear element has a set of forces
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at its end nodes (local segments are illustrated in Figure 5-17). The purpose of this task is to check all the

connections between elements and disconnect or release the force components of individual elements if

the capacity of these elements for transmitting these force components is exceeded. Figure 5-39

illustrates a connection between several elements. According to the tier building model, each structural

element will have three force components at each end of the element. These force components are:

• Px: force acting in the X direction;

• Py: force acting in the Y direction; and

• Mz: moment around the Z axis.

The above moments are referred to the global coordinate system of the building.

I
+4."

-~ ...~'r4-

~i

Figure 5-39: End forces of individual elements in a structural connection

A force component of the set (Px,Py,Mz), acting at the end of an element, is released if the element on

which the component is acting cannot transmit the magnitude of such force component. In EVAL, the

release of a force component can be made only in global coordinates. Depending on the orientation of an

element, the forces in the global coordinate system can have different meanings. For example, Mz

corresponds to a torsional moment in a column and to a flexural moment in a beam; similarly, Px

corresponds to an axial force in a beam_xx, to shear in a beamyy, and to axial and shear forces in a

beam_xy, since Px is decomposed in two orthogonal components relative to the principal axis of the

beam_xy.

The process of reviewing the elements in a building is done connection by connection. The first step is

to locate all the members involved in a a structural connection; after all the elements have been identified,

their end forces are evaluated to determine which of these forces will be released. Figure 5-40
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summarizes the process followed by EVAL to determine when a force component acting on the end of an

individual structural element must be released. The process starts by rotating the set of end forces

{ Px, Py, Mz }T

from the global coordinate system to the local coordinate system of the element on which the forces are

acting on. Since the behavior model assumed in 3D structural analysis considers only translations along

the X and Y global direction and rotation around the Z axis, the global components Pz, Mx and My are

assigned a value of zero. The purpose of the rotation operation is to have a uniform reference for

evaluating the force components acting on an element, and to avoid the different interpretations of these

components according to the orientation of the structural element.

The procedure for releasing the force components of a linear element in the local coordinate system is

illustrated in Figure 5-41. Since the meaning of each force component in local coordinate system is known

and always the same, appropriate judgments are made to determine if each of these components, in local

coordinate system, should be released. There are four type of force components acting on a structural

element:

• axial force;

• shear force;

• torsional moment; and

• flexural moment.

The user sets the criteria for evaluating when the above force components must be released. The criteria

implemented in EVAL for releasing the above force components is presented in the following section.

After determining which local force components must be released and releasing them, they are translated

back to the global coordinate system.

Since EVAL does not handles releases in local coordinate system, it must be determined which of the

force components of interest (Px, Py or Mz), referred to the global coordinate system, should be released.

If a structural element is aligned with one of the principal global directions X, Y, or Z (beam_xx, beamyy

or column respectively), it means that a global force component corresponds precisely to one and only

one of the local force components. If this is the case, the correspondence between a local release and a

global release is precise. However, if a structural element is not aligned with any of the principal

directions, the correspondence between a local and a global release is not precise since a global force

component corresponds to fractions of several local force components.

To deal with the problem of having to determine global releases from local releases, EVAL follows the

procedure described below:

• the vector of force components in global coordinate system, { P }, is rotated to the local

coordinate system and stored in vector { P'};

• the forces { P' } in local coordinate system are evaluated to determine which components

must be released;
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Figure 5-40: Procedure for releasing the relevant force components acting
on an element
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release ---.- reJease_axial_component(Px')

__.....=_y_e_s~ Px' = 0.0

release ---.- release_shear_component(Py')
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~.J--~~ Py' = 0.0-----

release ---.- release_shear_component(Pz')
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'--.J--_~ pz' = 0.0

release _ release_lorsion_componenl(Mx')

= yes
~~~~.o--_~ Mx' = 0.0

release ---.- release_f1exural_moment(My')

= yes
____-'-~--~My' = 0.0

release ---.- release_f1exural_moment(Mz')

= yes
~~~:..J-.l---~ Mz' = 0.0

,"2,.
processes

Figure 5-41: Procedure for releasing the force components, in local coordinates
system, acting on an element

• { P' }, containing the releases, is rotated back to the global coordinate system and stored in a

third vector, { Pr };

• the components of interest in vector { P } and { Pr } are compared: [Px,Prx], [Py,Pry] and

[Mz,Mzr], to determine if they should or should not be released.
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The user has control on the criteria for comparing these forces; the criteria established for EVAL is

presented in the next section.

If a release of a force component is made in any element of the building, EVAL activates the system

flag MADE_A_RELEASE that indicates that an element has been disconnected in some component from

a structural connection. The flag MADE_A_RELEASE is used by the control of EVAL to determine

whether the building should be re-analyzed to include the effect of a release.

5.6.9 Generation of Evaluation Report
Each of the tasks contained in the core knowledge base generates a report segment with the results or

diagnostics produced by the task. The generation of the final evaluation report is a task performed by

EVAL after all the evaluations selected by the user have been executed. Each evaluation report segment

is represented by a goal. The final evaluation report of EVAL is stored in a text file called eva/-rep in the

current working directory.
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SECTION 6
CUSTOM KNOWLEDGE BASE OF EVAL

This section describes an individual customization of the core knowledge base processes, described in

the previous section, that are subject to customization. Custom knowledge is represented in decision

table format, as described in section 4.

Sources used for defining the heuristics contained in this section.

• relevant literature in the domain of seismic evaluation of existing buildings;

• textbooks of structural mechanics and design;

• previous works developed to infer missing or incomplete information about existing

structures; and

• heuristics defined by the authors based on the sources listed above.

6.1 Determination of Material and Cross Section Properties
This section describes the customization of the process of determining the properties of materials and

cross sections. As can be seen in Figure 5-18, the process of determining the properties of a material has

three sub-processes that are subject to individualization. These sub-processes are illustrated in Figure

6-1. The heuristics for inferring missing parameters of reinforced concrete were taken from [39].

Determination of the Type of Material. It can be seen in Figure 5-18 that if the E or G properties of a

material are unknown, and the type of material was not specified, EVAL checks whether the material is

reinforced concrete. This sub-task of checking whether the material is reinforced concrete is carried by

knowledge source infer_iLmaUs_concrete, presented below.

**************************************************************
* ** Knowledge Source: infer_if_mat_is_concrete *
* ** used by: det_mat_rigidity *
* *
**************************************************************

Parameter list: material_name -> string
density -> real
is_concrete -> string => RESULT
explanation -> string

b force units -> string
:=b:=length_units -> string

"density" is-a --> density; units: "Ton/mJ"
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r-l infer_fc_of_concrete I
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Figure 6·1: Sub-processes subject to individualization in deriving the
properties of materials

Iname_matches_concrete(material_name) != 0 I T TI ELSE I
Idensity > 1.5 I T FI I
1------------------------------------------------+----+------1
lis_concrete = "yes" I X I I
lis_concrete = "no" I XI I
lis_concrete = ask the user I I X I
1------------------------------------------------+----+------1
Iexplanation = "inferred by EVAL" I X X I I
lexplanation = "provided by the user at run-time"l I X I

The determination of whether a material corresponds to reinforced concrete is made using the density

and name of the material. The default criteria is that if the substring "coner" appears somewhere in the

name of the material and the density of the material is greater than 1.5 metric tons per cubic meter, then

the material is concrete. If KS infer_iCmaUs_concrete determines that the material is concrete, then

EVAL asks the user if he/she can provide the parameters and properties of concrete. If any of these

parameters and/or properties are unknown, they will be inferred later by EVAL.

Determination of the properties of concrete. If any of the following properties and/or parameters of
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concrete is unknown:

• f'c (fc),

• fy (fy),

• percentage of reinforcing steel (steelPe", or

• depth of concrete cover of reinforcing steel (cove",

it must be inferred by EVAL. There are four knowledge sources, one for each of the parameters above,

that infer the missing information. These four knowledge sources are listed below.

**************************************************************
* ** Knowledge Source: infer_fc_of_concrete *
* *
**************************************************************

Parameter list: year built -> int
fc -> real --> RESULT
explanation -> string
_b_force_units -> string
_b_length_units -> string

"fc" is-a --> pressure; units: "lb/in2"

(year_built >= 1904 AND year_built < 1950 IT. FI
Iyear built >= 1950 AND year built < 1970 I . T . FI
Iyear=built >= 1971 - I .. T FI
1-----------------------------------------------------+--------1
Ifc = 3000.0 I X I
(fa = 3500.0 I X I
Ifc = 4000.0 I X I
Ifa = ask the user I XI
1-----------------------------------------------------+--------1
lexplanation = "SEES -> a KBES written by J.F. Peters"l X X X I
(explanation = "provided by the user at run-time" I XI

**************************************************************
* ** Knowledge Source: infer_fy_of_steel *
* *
**************************************************************

Parameter list: year_built -> int
fy -> real -> RESULT
explanation -> st.ring
_b_forae_units -> string
_b_length_units -> string

"fy" 1s-a --> pressure; units: "lb/1n2"
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Iyear_built >= 1904 AND year_built < 1970 1T . FI
Iyear_built >= 1971 I . T FI
1------------------------------------------------+------I
Ify = 33000.0 I X I
Ify = 40000.0 I X I
Ify = ask the user I XI
1------------------------------------------------+------I
lexplanation = "SEES -> a KBES by J.F. Peters" I X X I
(explanation = "provided by the user at run-time" I XI

**************************************************************
* ** Knowledge Source: infer_steel-P8rcentage *
* *
**************************************************************

Parameter list: year built -> int
steel-P8rcentage -> real
explanation -> string

Iyear_built < 1950 I T FI
1--------------------------------+----1
Isteel-P8rcentage = 1.5 I X I
Isteel-percentage = 1.0 I XI
1--------------------------------+----1
lexplanat.ion = "Inferred by EVAL" I X XI

==> RESULT

**************************************************************
* ** Knowledge Source: infer_st.eel_cover_dept.h *
* *
**************************************************************

Paramet.er list.: use -> string
year_built -> into
depth_of_steel_cover -> real
explanat.ion -> string
_b_length_unit.s -> st.ring

--> RESULT

luse = "out.door" T T T F F F(
luse = "indoor" F F F T T TI
Iyear_built >= 1904 AND year_built < 1920 T F F T F FJ
Iyear_built >= 1920 AND year_built < 1924 F T F F T FI
(year_built >= 1924 IFF T F F FI
1------------------------------------------------------+------------1
Idept.h of st.eel cover = 1. 0 I X X I
Idepth-of-steel-cover = 1.5 I XI
ldept.h:of:st.eel:cover = 2.0 I X X X 1
1------------------------------------------------------+------------1
(explanation = "SEES -> a lCBES written by J. F. Pet.ers"l X X X X X XI

Essentially, the properties and parameters of concrete are derived by the year the material was built. In
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a more elaborate highly customized version of EVAL, additional parameters could be easily incorporated

to participate in the process of inferring the properties of concrete, including properties such as:

geographic location of the building, visible deterioration, and other parameters that refer to additional

knowledge for inferring properties of concrete.

Determination of E and G from concrete data. Young's and the shear modulus of concrete can be

determined in EVAL from the properties of concrete. The user selects the relationship between the

parameters of concrete and the mechanical properties of the material through two KSs:

determine_E_oLconcrete and determine_G_oLconcrete, listed below:

**************************************************************
* ** Knowledge Source: determine_E_of_concrete *
* *
**************************************************************

Parameter list: is_E_known -> string
E -> real => RESULT
fe -> real
explanation -> string

b force units -> string
:b:length_units -> string

"E" is-a --> pressure; units: "kg/cm2"
"fc" is-a --> pressure; units: "kg/cm2"

lis_E_known = "no" I T(
1---------------------------------+--1
IE = 10000.0 * sqrt(fc) I XI
1---------------------------------+--1
lexplanation = "inferred from f'c"l XI
lis_E_known = "yes" I XI

**************************************************************
* ** Knowledge Source: determine_G_of_concrete *
* *
**************************************************************

Parameter list: is G known -> string
G -> real -> RESULT
fc -> real
explanation -> string
_b_force_units -> string
_b_length_units -> string

"G" is-a --> pressure; units: "kg/cm2"
"fe" is-a --> pressure; units: "kg/cm2"

lis_G_known = "no" I TI
1--------------------------------+--1
IG = 2500.0 * sqrt(fc) I XI
1--------------------------------+--1
lis G known = "yes" 1 XI
lexPl~ation = "assumed as E/4" I XI
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The assumptions made for deriving the Young's (E) and shear (G) modulus of concrete are that,

according to [4], E can be computed as:

E=10000~

If the shear modulus of a material is unknown, it is assumed in EVAL that its value is a fourth of the

Young's modulus

G =E/ 4.0

Determination of the geometric properties of cross sections. If any of the geometric properties of

the cross section of a linear element is missing, EVAL computes them according to the formulas

contained in the following knowledge source:

**************************************************************
* ** Knowledge Source: det_secyroperties *
* *
**************************************************************

Parameter list: b -> real
d -> real
radius -> real
is_area_known -> string
is_IY_known -> string
is_Iz_known -> string
is_J_known -> string
section_type -> string
area -> real
Iy -> real
Iz -> real
J -> real
area_source -> string
Iy_source -> string
Iz_source -> string
J_source -> string
_b_length_units -> string

"b" is-a --> length; units: "in"
"d" is-a --> length; units: "in"
"area" is-a --> area; units: "in2"
"Iy" is-a --> inertia; units: "in4"
"Iz" is-a --> inertia; units: "in4"
"J" is-a --> inertia; units: "in4"
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Iis_ar__Jcnown = "no" T T . I
I is_IY_Jcnown = "no" T .. T . I
lis_Iz_Jcnown = "no" T . T . I
lis_J_Jcnown = "no" T TI
Isection_type = "rectangular" T T T T .1
Isection_type = "circular" ITT T TI
1---------------------------------+----------------1
larea = b * d X I
IIy = d*pow(b,3.0)/12.0 X I
lIz = b*pow(d,3.0)/12.0 X I
IJ = J_of_rect_secs(b,d) X I
larea = 3.141S93 * radius * radius X I
IIy = 3.141S93/4.0*pow(radius,4.0) X I
lIz = 3. 141S93/4. O*pow (radius, 4.0) X I
IJ = 3.141S93/2.0*pow(radius,4.0) XI
lis_area_Jcnown = "yes" X X I
lis_Iy_Jcnown = "yes" X X I
lis_Iz_Jcnown = "yes" X X I
lis_J_Jcnown = "yes" X XI
larea_source = "computed by EVAL" X X I
IIy_source = "computed by EVAL" X X I
lIz_source = "computed by EVAL" X X I
IJ_source = "computed by £VAL" X XI

Control strategy for firing rules --> fire all.

The KS deCsecyarameters works only with rectangular and circular sections. Other types of sections

could be easily incorporated by defining a KS with the proper formulas for the new sections. In the current

implementation of EVAL, the geometric properties of unknown section types are asked directly to the

user.

6.2 Evaluation of Horizontal Subsystems
There are two sub-tasks in the process of evaluating the horizontal subsystems, illustrated in Figure

5-19, that are SUbject to customization: the classification of the material of the slabs and the evaluation of

the connection between two slabs. This tasks are related to several KSs, as shown in Figure 6-2.

Classification of the materials in the slabs. The materials classified as rigid will be assumed to be

infinitely rigid; the materials classified as not rigid will be assumed to have no in-plane stiffness. This

classification is made using the name and the density of the material. The knowledge source that

classifies the materials is deLmacrigidity.

**************************************************************

* *
* Knowledge Source: det_mat_rigidity *

* *
**************************************************************

Parameter list: material_name -> string
density -> real
is_material_concrete -> string
rigid -> string => RESULT
explanation -> string
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KIIOWLEDGE
SOURCES

Classification of the
materials of the slabs det_mat_rigidity I
as "rigid" or "flexible"

rl det_fixity_of_slab_connl

Evaluation of the connections
between all the slabs
contained in the HS Y discard_slab_connectionl

Figure 6-2: Customization of the process of evaluating the horizontal
sUbsystems

_b_force_units -> string
_b_length_units -> string

If the user is requested to provide a value for the variable
"rigid", the value provided by the user will be limited to:

1) yes 2) no

The paralllQter "is_material_concrete" is derived by KS: "infer_if_mat_is_concrata
material_naJIIQ -> sent as "material_naJllQ"
density -> sent as "density"
is material concrete -> sent as "is concrete"
explanation- -> sent as "explanation7r"

b force units -> sent as " b force units"
:=b:=length_units -> sent as 7r"j;_lengt~units"

"density" is-a --> density; units: "Ton/m3"

Jis_material_concrete = "yes" T F FI ELSE
1density > 1.5 FT .. 1
Imaterial_n&lllQ = "steel-deck" F T FI
lmaterial nalllQ = "wood" I ii' F TI I
1------------------------------------------------+--------+------1
Irigid = "yes" I X I I
Irigid = "no" I X X XI I
Irigid = ask the user I I X I
1------------------------------------------------+--------+------1
lexplanation = "inferred by EVAL" I X X X XI I
Iexplanation = "provided by the user at run-tilllQ" I I X I

KS deLmatJigiditycontains a very small list of materials. This list is mainly illustrative and a larger and

more complete list can be easily incorporated. The process of classifying the materials of the slabs can

easily involve additional issues if the knowledge is provided.

Evaluation of the connections between slabs. The purpose of this sub-task is to approve or
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disqualify the connection between two individual slabs. If any connection between two slabs within a

horizontal subsystem is disapproved, the slabs are regrouped again considering only the approved

connections; this may lead to the decomposition of the current horizontal subsystem into new smaller

horizontal subsystems. There are two knowledge sources that control the process of evaluating the

connections: deLfixity_oLslab_conn and discard_slab_connection.

**************************************************************
* ** Knowledge Source: c1et_fixity_of_slab_conn *
* *
**************************************************************

Parameter list: matl_rigid -> string
mat2_rigid -> string
thickl -> real
thick2 -> real
mat_ slabl -> string
mat_ slab2 -> string
fixed -> string -> RESULT
explanation -> string

lmatl rigid != mat2 rigid 1FT FI ELSE I
Irmin(thickl,thick2)!rmax(thickl,thick2) < 0.75 IF. TI I

1------------------------------------------------+------+------1
Ifixed = "yes" I X I I
Ifixed = "no" I X XI I
Ifixed = ask the user I I X I
1------------------------------------------------+------+------1
lexplanation = "inferred by EVAL" I X X XI I
Iexplanation = "provided by the user at run-time'" I X I

**************************************************************
* ** Knowledge Source: discard_slab_connection *
* *
**************************************************************

Parameter list: fixed -> string
mat_ slabl -> string
mat slab2 -> string
matl_rigid -> string
mat2_rigid -> string
approve_slab_conn -> string => RESULT
explanation -> string

Ifixed = "no" I T .1 ELSE I
lmatl rigid != mat2 rigid I . TI I
1----=-------------=-------------+----+------1
lapprove_slab_conn = "yes" I I X I
lapprove slab conn = "no" I X XI I
1-------=----=-------------------+----+------1
Iexplanation = "inferred by EVAL" I X X I I

The first KS, deLfixity_oLslab_conn defines whether a connection can be considered fixed, that is, the

two connected slabs act as a unit. The second KS, discard_slab_connection, decides whether a
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connection is approved or disqualified.

6.3 Determination of Redundancy in the Transmission of Seismic Loads
This section presents the definition of redundancy in the tranfer of seismic loads implemented in the

present version of EVAL. The existence of redundancy in the transfer of seismic loads is verified for each

orthogonal direction (X,Y) separately. As it can be seen in Figure 5-34, the parameters provided to the

user for defining redundancy are the following:

• the number of elements supporting the horizontal subsystem in the current direction; and

• the maximum percentage of the seismic load acting along the current direction carried by an

individual element.

The definition of redundancy is expressed in the knowledge source deLHSJedundancy, presented

below.

**************************************************************
* ** Knowledge Source: def_HS_redundancy *
* *
**************************************************************

Parameter liat: n_elementa_reaiating_F -> int
MAX.J>8rcentage_ of_F_in_ el. -> real.
HSyas_redundancy -> atring => RESULT
explanation -> atring

In_elements_resiating_F < 3 IT. I ELSE I
IMAX-percentage_of_F_in_el > 50.0 I . TI I
1----------------------------------------------------------------+----+------1
IHS has redundancy = "yes" I I X I
IHS-has-redundancy = "no" I X XI I
1----------------------------------------------------------------+----+------1
lexplanation = "less than 3 elements resisting the aeiamic force"l X I I
lexplanation = "a single el.ement resista more than 50% of the aeil XI I

The default knowledge source deLHSJedundancy in EVAL states that if a horizontal subsystem has

less than three elements supporting it, or if a single element carries more than the 50% of the seismic

load acting on the horizontal subsystem, then there is no redundancy in the transfer of the seismic load

acting on the current horizontal subsystem.

6.4 Evaluation of Torsion in Horizontal Subsystems
As it can be seen in Figure 5-36, in the process of evaluating torsion in a horizontal subsystem, the

user has control over two issues:

• defining when a horizontal subsystem has a significant torsion problem; and

• the listing of elements with a significant contribution to the torsional stability of a horizontal

SUbsystem.
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The parameters provided for diagnosing a relevant torsion problem in a building are:

• the location of the center of weight of the horizontal subsystem (Xm,Vm);

• the location of the center of torsion of the horizontal sUbsystem (Xt,Vt); and

• the dimensions of the horizontal subsystem along the X and V direction (XL and VL).

Knowledge source identify_torsionyroblem, presented below, defines whether a horizontal subsystem

has a significant torsion problem or not.

**************************************************************

* *
* Knowledge Source: identify_torsion-problem *

* *
**************************************************************

Parameter list: XL -> real
YL -> real
Xm -> real
Ym -> real
Xt -> real
Yt -> real
torsion-problem -> string ==> RESULT
explanation -> string

Irabs(Xm-Xt) >= O.2*XL OR rabs(Ym-Yt) >= O.2*YL I TI ELSE I
1------------------------------------------------------------------+--+------1
Itorsion-problem = "yes" I XI I
Itorsion-problem = "no" I I X I
1------------------------------------------------------------------+--+------1
lexplanation = "excessive distance between the centers of weight ani XI I

Basically, the criteria in the above knowledge source states that if the distance, in any direction, between

the centers of weight and torsion of the horizontal subsystem is greater than 20% of the corresponding

dimension, the horizontal subsystem has a significant torsion problem.

For reporting the elements that make the most significant contribution to the torsional stability of a

horizontal subsystem previously diagnosed with a significant torsion problem, the following knowledge

sources is used.

**************************************************************

*
* Knowledge Source: rep_torsion_element

*

*
*
*

**************************************************************

Parameter list: HS_is_flexible -> string
torsion-Pflrcentage -> real
report_element -> string => RESULT
explanation -> string
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IRS_ia_flexible = "yea" 1 T i'l ELSE I
Iraba(toraion,.J?8rcantaqe) >= 25.01 T .1 I
Iraba(toraion,.J?8rcantaqe) >= 50.01 . TI I
1--------------------------------+----+------1
Ireport_element = "yea" 1 X XI I
Ireport_element = "no" 1 I X I

The elements with the most significant contribution to the stability of a horizontal subsystem are

included in the evaluation report. The user controls with the above knowledge source the threshold for

determining the elements to be included in the evaluation report.

6.5 Evaluation of the Resistance of Individual Elements and Connections
This section presents the customizable procedures of determining whether local and global force

components acting on structural elements must be released. The contents of the knowledge sources in

this section are mainly illustrative and correspond to an initial approximation of more precise and detailed

procedures.

Releases In local coordinate system. It can be seen in Figure 5-41 that a knowledge source is used

for each of the four type of possible forces acting on a structural element. The following is the meaning of

the relevant parameters used in the knowledge sources that release components in local coordinate

system.

• Mx: torsional moment acting on the element;

• Mf: flexural moment acting on the element;

• force_magnitude: magnitude of a shear or axial force acting on the element;

• b, h:dimensions of the beam;

• d: depth of the concrete cover of reinforcing steel; the distance from the extreme of the cross

section subject to compression to the reinforcing steel is equal to h-d;

• P: percentage of reinforcing steel in the cross section;

• fc, fy: fcof concrete and fyof reinforcing steel;

• R: radius of the section, used only if the section is circular;

• E: E is the Young's modulus of the material;

• I: moment of inertia of the section in the direction of the moment;

• area: area of the cross section; and

• release: main result of the knowledge source (yes or no).

The knowledge source release_axiaLcomponent, listed below, determines whether the axial force
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acting on the end of an element should be released or not.

**************************************************************

* *
* Knowledge Source: release_axial_component *

* *
**************************************************************

Parameter list: material_is_concrete -> string
force_magnitude -> real
area -> real
fc -> real
release_axial -> string => RESULT
explanation -> string
_b_force_units -> string
_b_length_units -> string

"force_magnitude" is-a --> force; units: "kg"
"area" is-a --> area; units: "cm2"
"fc" is-a --> pressure; units: "kg/cm2"

lmaterial is concrete = "yes" I T i'l ELSE
Irabs(£or~e ;&gnitude/area) >= 0.6*£cl T . I
Irabs(force:magnitude/area) >= 120.0 I . TI I
1------------------------------------+----+------1
(release_axial = "yes" I X XI I
(release_axial = "no" I I X I

The criteria in knowledge source release_axiaLcomponent is arbitrary; the allowable axial stress was

set to 60% of f'c, if the material is concrete, or to 120 [kg/cm2], for any other type of material. Other types

of materials or more accurate procedures for determining axial capacity could be included.

The shear forces are evaluated by knowledge source release_shear_component. The criteria for

releasing shear force components is presented below.

**************************************************************

* *
* Knowledge Source: release_shear_component *
* *
**************************************************************

Parameter list: material_is_concrete -> string
force_magnitude -> real
area -> real
fc -> real
release_shear -> string => RESULT
explanation -> string
_b_force_units -> string
_b_length_units -> string

"force_magnitude" is-a --> force; units: "kg"
"area" is-a --> area; units: "cm2"
"fc" is-a --> pressure; units: "kg/cm2"
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Imaterial is concrete = "yes" I T F I ELSE
Irabs (force_;'gnitude) larea >= 0 .5*sqrt (fc) IT. I
Irabs(force_magnitude)/area>= 7.5 I . TI I
1------------------------------------------+----+------I
Irel_se shear = "yes" I X XI I
Irelease=shear = "no" I I X I

The allowable shear stress was set to half the square root of the f'c if the material is concrete, or to 7.5

[kg/cm2] if the material is not concrete. The following formula for estimating the allowable shear stress in

concrete elements:

vc = O.5VfC

was taken from [20] and corresponds to an approximation of the shear resistance of a concrete section

without shear reinforcement. The value of 7.5 [kg/cm2] was selected arbitrarily.

The torsional moment is evaluated by knowledge source release_torsion_component, presented

below.

**************************************************************

* *
* Knowledge Source: release torsion component *
* - - *
**************************************************************

Parameter list: material is concrete -> string
section_type -> string
Mx -> real
b -> r_l
h -> real
radius -> real
fc -> real
area -> real
J -> real
release_torsion_component -> string => RESULT
explanation -> string
_b_force_units -> string
_b_length_units -> string

"Mx" is-a --> moment; units: "kg*cm"
"b" is-a --> length; units: "cm"
"h" is-a --> length; units: "em"
"radius" is-a --> length; units: "em"
"fc" is-a --> pressure; units: "kg/cm2"
"area" is-a --> area; units: "cm2"
"J" is-a --> inertia; units: "em4"
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lmaterial_is_concrete = "yes" T T T T TTl' 1'1
Isection_type = "rectangular" TTl' I' I' I' . 1
Isection type = "circular" I I' I' TTl' I' .1
Irabs(M%) >= 0.6*rmin(b,h)*rmin(b,h)*rmax(b,h)*sqrt(fc)I T I' 1
Irabs(M%) >= 0.1*3.1416*pow(radius*2.,3.)*sqrt(fc) 1 T I' 1
Irabs (M%)/J*sqrt (area/3.1416) >= 0.6*fc 1 •••• T I' .. 1
Irabs (M%)/J*sqrt (area/3.1416) >= 120.0 I T 1'1
1------------------------------------------------------+----------------1
Irelease torsion component = "yes" I X X X X I
Irelease::::torsion::::component = "no" I X X X XI

The criteria in knowledge source release_torsion_componentcontain the following cases:

• rectangular sections of concrete;

• circular sections of concrete;

• cross sections, other than rectangular or circular, made of concrete;

• sections not made of concrete.

For rectangular sections of concrete, the following formula, taken from [20], is used to compute the

allowable torsion moment in a given element.

Mx <= 0.6 b
2

h jfC

In the above formula, Mx is the actual torsional moment acting on the element. In knowledge source

release_torsion_component, the parameter b in the above formula is taken as MIN(b,h), and h as

MAX(b,h), to be in the conservative side. For circular sections of concrete, the following expression is

used to compute the allowable torsion moment.

Mx <= 0.1 Tr d3 .JfC
The above formula was taken from [20] and, as the formula for rectangular sections, is based in the

theory developed by Hsu [25] about failure mechanisms in concrete elements subject to pure torsion. For

concrete sections other than circular or rectangular and for sections not made of concrete, the allowable

torsional stress is set to be the same as the shear stress defined in release_shear_component.

Knowledge source release_flexuraLmoment is responsible for releasing the force components that

correspond to flexural moment. These components, in local coordinate system, are My' and Mz'.

Knowledge source release_bending_moment is presented below.

**************************************************************

* *
* Knowledge Source: release_bending_moment *

* *
**************************************************************

Parameter list: material is concrete -> string
section type -> string
element.::::t.ype -> st.ring
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Mf -> real
b -> real
h -> real
d -> real
P -> real
fc -> real
fy -> real
R -> real
E -> real
I -> real
area -> real
releaae -> atring ==> RESULT
_b_force_unita -> atring
_b_length_unita -> atring

"Mf" ia-& --> DlOlllQnt; unita: "kg*em"
"b" ia-& --> length; unita: "em"
"h" ia-& --> length; unita: "em"
"d" ia-& --> length; unita: "em"
"fe" ia-& --> preaaure; unita: "kg/cm2"
"fy" ia-& --> pressure; unita: "kg/cm2"
"R" is-& --> length; unita: "em"
"E" is-a --> pressure; unita: "kg/cm2"
"I" ia-& --> inertia; unita: "em4"
"area" is-& --> area; units: "cm2"

lmaterial_ia_concrete = "yes" T T T T T T F F F F .
Isection_type = "rectangular" T T T T F F T T F F F F
Isection_type = "circular" F ]j' ]j' ]j' T T ]j' ]j' T T ]j' ]j'
lelement_type = "beam" T T F ]j'
Irabs(Mf) >= Mr_in_minor_axia(fc,fy,b,h,d,P) T]j' ..
Iraba(Mf) >= Mr_of_rect_col(fc,fy,b,h,d,P) I T ]j'
Irabs(Mf) >= Mr of circular beam(fc,fy,R,d,P) I T ]j'
Irabs(Mf) >= O.0009*E*I/h - I T ]j'
Iraba(Mf) >= O.0004S*E*I/R I T F
Irabs(Mf) >= O.0004S*E*I/sqrt(area) I T F
1--------------------------------------------+------------------------
Irelease = "yea" I X X X X X X
Ireleaae = "no" I X X X X X XI

As in the case of the release of torsion, several cases are included in the knowledge source

refease_bending_moment

• continuously reinforced concrete columns with rectangular sections;

• simply reinforced concrete beams with rectangular sections and bending with respect the

minor axis;

• circular sections of reinforced concrete;

• rectangular sections not made of concrete;

• circular sections not made of concrete;

• sections other than rectangular or circular. regardless of the type of material that these

sections are made of.
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The reinforcement in columns and diagonals made of reinforced concrete and with rectangular sections is

assumed to be uniformly distributed around the rectangular section, at a distance d from the external

perimeter of the section. The depth of the uniform reinforcement, t, is computed. Beam elements are

subject to bending moment around their minor axis. Beams are assumed to be singly reinforced. The

assumptions for columns and bending of beams with respect their minor axis is illustrated in Figure 6-3.

The resistance of sections of the type shown in Figure 6-3 is computed using the iterative balanced

section method.
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Figure 6-3: Assumptions made for computing the flexural resistance, using the
balanced section method, of rectangular sections of reinforced concrete

For circular sections, a procedure was implemented to compute the allowable flexural moment using

the iterative method of the balanced section [20]. Since the exact location of the reinforcement bars in the

section is not known, it is assumed that the reinforcement steel is distributed uniformly around the circular

section, at a distance d from the external perimeter of the section. The depth of the assumed steel ring, t,
is computed. Figure 6-4 illustrates the assumption made for computing the allowable flexural moment in

circular sections of reinforced concrete. The method of the balanced section consists of finding iteratively
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the depth of the neutral axis of the section; the neutral axis is found when the tension and compression

resistances are the same for a given depth of the neutral axis. Since the steel is assumed to be

distributed uniformly around the element, there is a portion of the steel ring that contributes to tension and

another portion that contributes to compression. This method was implemented as an external C function

made available to the knowledge acquisition facility of EVAL; the function that computes the allowable

flexural moments of circular elements of reinforced concrete is called Mr_oLcircular_beams.
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P = percentage of reinforcing steel
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p

. I 2 I
t = 21T (R-d) -V [2 1T (d-R)) -4 1T As

2Tf
c = depth of the neutral axis of the circular element

As

Figure 6·4: Assumptions made for computing the flexural resistance, using the
balanced section method, of a circular section of reinforced concrete

For rectangular sections not made of concrete, the assumptions illustrated in Figure 6-5 are made to

compute the maximum allowable flexural moment in a given section.

A similar assumption as the one shown in Figure 6-5 is made to compute the maximum allowable

flexural moment in circular and arbitrary sections not made of concrete. The formulas for the latter two

cases are listed below.
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Figure 6-5: Assumptions made for computing the maximum flexural moment in a
rectangular section made of a material different than concrete

Circular section:

Mf < 0.00045 E I
R

Non-circular and non-rectangular section:

Mf < 0.00090 E I

~

Releases In global coordinate system. As it is illustrated in Figure 5-40, a global release 'IS

determined by:

• rotating the force components from global to local coordinate system;

• determining the releases of components in local coordinate system;

• rotating the force components in local coordinate system, including the releases, back to

global coordinate system; and

• comparing the original force components in global coordinate system, to the components

obtained from rotating the released components from local to global coordinate system.
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Knowledge source setpe,-fo,_,elease, presented below, compares the values of a force component in

global coordinate system before and after the local releases are made.

**************************************************************
* ** Knowledge Source: aet-P8r_for_release *
* *
**************************************************************

Parameter list: force before rel -> real
forc~after_~el -> real
release -> string => RESULT

Iraba(force_before_rel-force_after_rel)/force_before_rel > 0.351 TI ELSE I
1--------------------------------------------------------------+--+------(
Irelease = "yea" I XI I
Irelease = "no" I I X I

The criteria in setye,-fo,-,elease says that a force component In global coordinate system is released

if after including the releases made in local coordinate system, the value of that component is changed

more than 35% of its original value.
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SECTION 7
EXAMPLES OF EVAL EXECUTION

This section illustrates the evaluation results produced by EVAL in several sample runs.

7.1 Problem Description
The hypothetical building used in this section is illustrated in Figures 7-1 and 7-2. The output created

by EVAL for the evaluations performed, as well as the input file that describes the building are presented

in Chapter 5 of [27).

YO

z

!Lx
Y1 Y2

5m

Y3

X2

Figure 7-1: Sample bUilding

7.2 First Evaluation Example
The first example consists of executing all the possible evaluation processes on the sample building

assuming that the slabs in both floors are made of a rigid material. According to the custom knowledge in

EVAL (KS deLmaLrigidity) , slabs made of reinforced concrete are assumed to be rigid, so it will be

specified that both slabs are made of concrete with a density of 2.4 [Ton/M3]. The beams, columns and

the wall in the building are assumed to be made of the same concrete material. The known data of this
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FLOOR 1

wall_xx 1

X2

X1

XO
Col 1

YO Y1

Col 2

Y2

FLOOR 2

Col 4

Y3

beam_xx 8
X2

Col 6

~

~

X1 >-
~--
E
Cll
CD

.IJ

XO
Col 1 beam xx 7

-I
YO Y1 Y2 Y3

Figure 7·2: Floor plans of the sample building

example provided to EVAL are shown in Figure 7-3. The input file that describes the example of this

section is listed in the first section of Chapter 5 of [27]. The context generated by the pre-processor of

EVAL from the information in the input file of this example is presented in Chapter 5 of [27].

Determination of material and cross section properties. The data provided to EVAL about the
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S E ISM ICC 0 E F F I C lEN T S:
csx = 0.4
csy = 0.4

MATERIAL:
name = reinforced_concrete
f'c = 200 kg/cm2
fy = 4000 kg/cm2
density = 2400 kg/m3
percentage of steel = 3%
depth of concrete cover = 2.5 cm

yo

yo

width

COLUMNS:

material = reinforced_concrete
width = 25 cm
height = 25 cm

BEAMS:

material = reinforced_concrete
width = 30 cm
height = 25 cm

SHEAR WALL:
material = reinforced_concrete
width = 15 cm

S LA B S:
material
width

rei nforced_co ncrete
= 20 cm

Figure 7-3: Data of the first evaluation case

material and cross sections is illustrated in Figure 7-3. The Young's (E) and shear (G) moduli as well as

the geometric properties of the cross sections were not provided. This information was inferred by EVAL

and the results were the following:

MATERIAL: reinforced concrete
material type -> concrete
E = 1414213.56 Ton/M2

G = 353553.3g Ton/M2

LINEAR SECTION: beams
area = 0.075000 M2

Iy 0.000563 If'
Iz 0.0003g1 If'
J = 0.000775 If'
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LINEAR SECTION: columns
area = 0.062500 M2

Iy = 0.000326 ~
Iz = 0.000326 ~
J = 0.000550 ~

Quick evaluation. The quick evaluation of the building produces the following results:

Weight of the building = 53.00 [TON]

OvQrturning IIlOllIQnt in the X direction =
Overturning IIlOllIQnt in the Y dirQction =

CentQr of gravity of the building: Xm =
Ym =

67.46 [TON-M]
67.46 [TON-M]

4.76 [M]
2.50 [M]

BaSQ shears: VX =
VY=

10. g6 [TON]
10. g6 [TON]

The weight of the building is 53 metric tons, including the superimposed load in the second floor. The

center of gravity is shifted slightly to the left of the geometric center of the building due to the

superimposed load in the second floor. The seismic coefficients of 0.4 in both directions cause base

shears of 10.96 Tons; the seismic forces cause overturning moments in both directions of 67.46 Ton-M.

Evaluation of redundancy In horizontal subsystems. There are two horizontal subsystems in the

building. Each horizontal subsystem is identified by an integer number. The horizontal subsystem labeled

with number 1 corresponds to the first floor; horizontal subsystem number two corresponds to the second

floor of the building.

The total seismic shear acting just below horizontal subsystem 1 has a magnitude of 10.96 Tons. The

summary of the redundancy evaluation of horizontal subsystem 1 is presented in the table of Figure 7-4.

Element Type Force in X Contribution in Force in Y Contribution in
and ID Direction X direction Direction Y direction

Column 1 0.02 Ton 0.17% 1.83 Ton 16.68 %
Column 2 0.02 Ton 0.17% 1.83 Ton 16.68 %
Column 3 0.02 Ton 0.17% 1.83 Ton 16.68 %
Column 4 0.02 Ton 0.17% 1.83 Ton 16.68 %
Column 5 0.02 Ton 0.17% 1.83 Ton 16.68 %
Wall_xx 1 10.86 Ton 99.15 % 1.82 Ton 16.60 %
SUM 10.96 Ton 100.00 % 10.96 Ton 100.00 %

Figure 7-4: Summary of the evaluation of redundancy in horizontal subsystem 1

The diagnostic produced by EVAL for horizontal subsystem 1 is:

• for the X direction: redundancy evaluation was not satisfactory; and

• for the Y direction: redundancy evaluation was satisfactory.
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It can be seen in the table of Figure 7-4 that the shear wall takes almost the entire seismic shear in the X

direction (99.15 %). This fact causes the redundancy check to fail in the X direction. According to KS

deLHSJedundancy, a horizontal subsystem lacks sufficient redundancy in the transfer of shear loads if a

single element supporting the horizontal sUbsystem carries more than 50% of the total seismic shear in

the direction of interest. In the Y direction, the distribution of the seismic shear among the elements that

support horizontal sUbsystem 1 is even and the redundancy evaluation in the Y direction is satisfactory.

The seismic forces acting on horizontal subsystem 2 in both directions (X, Y) have 7.88 Tons of

magnitude. Since horizontal subsystem 2 corresponds to the top floor of the bUilding, the seismic forces

and shears have the same magnitude. The evaluation of redundancy in horizontal subsystem 2 was

satisfactory for both directions. The summary of the redundancy evaluation of horizontal subsystem 2 is

presented in the table of Figure 7-5.

Element Type Force in X Contribution in Force in Y Contribution in
and 10 Direction X direction Direction Y direction

Column 1 1.31 Ton 16.67% 1.31 Ton 16.67 %
Column 2 1.31 Ton 16.67% 1.31 Ton 16.67%
Column 3 1.31 Ton 16.67 % 1.31 Ton 16.67%
Column 4 1.31 Ton 16.67% 1.31 Ton 16.67%
Column 5 1.31 Ton 16.67% 1.31 Ton 16.67%
Column 6 1.31 Ton 16.67% 1.31 Ton 16.67%
SUM 7.86 Ton 100.00 % 7.86 Ton 100.00 %

Figure 7-5: Summary of the evaluation of redundancy in horizontal sUbsystem 2

It can be seen in the redundancy evaluation of the horizontal subsystems that the distribution of

seismic shears among the elements that support a horizontal subsystem is made according to the

stiffness of each element. Since the 20 analysis model is used for this analysis, the position of an

element within the floor plan does not affects its percentage of contribution since torsion is ignored.

Torsion check. Horizontal subsystem 1 was diagnosed to have a significant torsion problem. The

positions of the centers of gravity and torsion of horizontal subsystem 1 were found to be the following:

Horizontal subsystem 1 has a significant torsion problem:

Center of gravity 1 -> Xm =
Canter of torsion 1 -> Xt =

5.00 [M] Ym =
6.24 [M] Yt =

2.50 [M]
4.11 [M]

The position of the center of torsion in horizontal subsystem 1 has an offset, in the Y direction, of

32.2% of the Y dimension of the horizontal sUbsystem from the center of gravity. According to KS

identify_torsionyroblem, if the distance between the center of gravity and the center of torsion of a

horizontal subsystem exceeds 20% of the corresponding direction, the horizontal subsystem is subject to

excessive torsion. The element making the most significant contribution to the torsional stability of

horizontal subsystem 1 is the shear wall, carrying -86.71% of the torsional moment acting on the
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horizontal sUbsystem. The meaning of the percentage of contribution to the torsional stability is explained

in section 5.

Horizontal subsystem 2 passed the torsion evaluation. This means that the position of the center of

torsion of horizontal sUbsystem 2 is within the limits set by KS identify_torsionyroblem with respect the

center of gravity. The elements making the most significant contribution to the torsional stability of

horizontal subsystem 2 are columns 4 and 6, contributing respectively with 58.82% and -61.31% of the

torsional moment acting on the horizontal subsystem.

Reactions at the supports. The reactions at the supports are summarized in Figure 7-6. These

reactions are computed according to the 3D model of analysis.

X2

X1

XO
-0.65

YO

-0.35 T-m

'+

Y1

I
-0.07 T-m

Col 2
I

Y2

I
-0.07 T-m

-2.43 T

Col 4
I

Y3

Figure 7-6: Reactions at the supports in the first evaluation example

Evaluation of the resistance of Individual elements and connections. In the current example,

none of the internal forces on individual members exceeded the capacity of the member, so no force

components were released. The effect of releases will be illustrated in the next example.

7.3 Second Evaluation Example
In this section, the building used in the prior section of this section will be evaluated for torsion and

redundancy but specifying the release of force components prior to the evaluation. In this example, the

transmission of force in the Y direction will be disabled in the second floor for columns 4 and 5. The

releases are interpreted as follows:
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• column 4 cannot transmit force in the Y direction at point (XO,Y3,Z2), just below the slab in

the second floor; and

• column 5 cannot transmit force in the Y direction at point (X2,Y3,Z2), just below the slab in

the second floor.

The following is the information reported by EVAL about the releases described above:

RELEASE MADE IN: column 4

released in segment from point xo Y3 Zl to xo Y3 Z2
in point xo Y3 Z2

transmission of force in the Y direction released

RELEASE MADE IN: column 5

released in segment from point X2 Y3 Zl to X2 Y3 Z2
in point X2 Y3 Z2

transmission of force in the Y direction released

The above releases originate a torsion problem in the second floor. The results of the evaluation of

torsion in horizontal SUbsystem 2 are summarized below:

Horizontal subsystem 2 has a significant torsion problem.

Canter of gravity 2 -> Xm =
Canter of torsion 2 -> Xt =

4.57 [M]
3.30 [M]

Ym =
Yt =

2.50 [M]
1.30 [M]

With columns 4 and 5 in the second floor released, columns 2 and 6 make the most significant

contributions to the torsional stability of horizontal subsystem 2 (column 2 contributes with +55.09% and

column 6 with -70.19%). The redundancy and torsion evaluations of this example are shown in Chapter 5

of [27].

7.4 Third Evaluation Example
In this section, the following modifications were made to the original data of the building:

• the value of f'c of concrete was assumed to be 120 [kg/cm2] implying an extremely weak or

highly corroded structure; and

• the cross section of column 4 was changed to a rectangular section of 15x15 cm to introduce

the effect of unequal distribution of the supporting elements.

With the above modifications, the following releases of force components were made successively by

EVAL:

RELEASES IN: column 1

released in segment from point XO YO ZO to XO YO Zl
in point XO YO Zl

transmission of force in X direction released
transmission of force in Y direction released
transmission of moment around Z axis released
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RELEASES IN: column 2

reI_sed in segment from point XO Y2 ZO to XO Y2 Zl
in point xo Y2 Zl

transmission of force in X direction reI_sed
transmission of force in Y direction reI_sed
transmission of moment around Z axis reI_sed

RELEASES IN: column 3

released in segment from point X2 Y2 ZO to X2 Y2 Zl
in point X2 Y2 Zl

transmissioft of force in Y direction reI_sed
transmission of moment around Z axis reI_sed

RELEASES IN: column 4

reI_sed in segment from point XO Y3 ZO to xo Y3 Zl
in point XO Y3 Zl

transmission of force in X direction released
transmission of force in Y direction released
transmission of moment around Z axis released

RELEASES IN: column 5

reI_sed in segment from point X2 Y3 ZO to X2 Y3 Zl
in point X2 Y3 Zl

transmission of force in Y direction released
transmission of moment around Z axis released

The above releases, made during the evaluation process, cause the distribution of the reactions at the

supports to be as illustrated in Figure 7-7.

The above releases made by EVAL create a severe torsion problem in the first floor since the wall

remains as the element responsible for the torsional stability of the first floor. The results of the

evaluation of torsion in horizontal subsystem 1 are summarized below:

Canter of gravity 1 -> Xm = 5.00 [M] Ym = 2.50 [M]
Canter of torsion 1 -> Xt = 1.25 [M] Yt = 5.00 [M]

Elements with a significant contribution to the torsional stability of hori
zontal subsystem 1 are:

1) wall xx 1, contributing with -97.31% of the torsional resistance.
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Figure 7-7: Reactions at the supports in the third evaluation example
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SECTION 8
CONCLUSIONS

This section presents a summary and an evaluation of the work presented. The section also describes

the contributions made by this work in the areas of computer-aided engineering and seismic evaluation of

existing structures and suggests further work in these two areas.

8.1 Summary
In summary, this study addressed the following issues.

• The need of customizing engineering processes. The case was made for the personalization

of engineering tasks in which there is no consensus about the correct way of solving these

tasks. It was also argued that in engineering, the processes that require customization also

include common knowledge of the discipline of interest that is not subject to customization. A

framework for expert systems for domains in which there exists a combination of common

and custom knowledge was proposed.

• The need for a user friendly representation of custom knowledge. A representation for

custom knowledge in the form of decision tables was presented and detailed. A facility for

creating and maintaining these decision tables was developed.

• An extensive application of the proposed framework. The proposed framework for expert

systems and the facility for acquiring custom knowledge were used to implement EVAL, an

expert system for evaluating the seismic resistance of eXisting bUildings. The implementation

details of EVAL and the description of the core knowledge base, an initial default custom

knowledge base, as well as the interaction of these knowledge bases, was presented.

8.2 Evaluation
The need for customization of some engineering KBES applications, presented and illustrated in

Section 3, is beyond any doubt. This need is present in any application that involves subjective processes

and intended to be used simUltaneously by multiple users or groups of users that may have different

opinions, needs, or project conditions and/or goals. The customization of applications is likely to affect

only some aspects of the application of interest due to the existence of common knOWledge in the domain

of the application that is not subject to individual interpretation. The taxonomy of knowledge in an

application is not a trivial task and it, in turn, may be a highly subjective procedure.

The proposed framework for the development of KBES relies on the classification of the knowledge

contained in the KBES into: commonly agreed and custom or individual knowledge. The fundamental idea

of the proposed approach is to identify the subjective knowledge in a domain in order to allow the different

user organizations to define and modify in the KBES the knowledge previously classified as subjective.

The success of the proposed approach relies on:
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• a proper classification of the knowledge to be represented in the KBES (common vs custom

knowledge);

• the selection of an adequate representation for custom knowledge; and

• a proper knowledge acquisition facility that allows individual users to review and modify their

custom knowledge; a key component of the knowledge acquisition facility is the user

interface, which must be as user friendly as possible to facilitate the access to the custom

knowledge of the KBES by non-computer specialists.

The modification of the custom knowledge base of the KBES should be restricted to the relevant

individuals within an organization. Failure to do so could lead to improper customization and eventually to

incorrect results.

As it was mentioned above, one of the principal issues in the design and implementation of KBES with

the customization characteristics described in this work is the selection of the representation scheme for

custom knowledge, as well as the design of the interaction between custom and core knowledge bases.

These observations are made from the experience of developing and implementing EVAL. Decision

tables proved to be a valuable representation scheme for custom knowledge by their ability of grouping

related rules and incorporating ELSE rules that complete the logic. The capability of having different

rUle-firing strategies also proved to be very useful, since it increases the range of possibilities of

expressing logic in the decision tables. Depending on the nature of the application, additional rule firing

strategies could be developed for selecting the rule(s) to be executed in a decision table.

The seismic assessment of existing buildings is a domain that is clearly subject to customization. The

coexistence of commonly agreed and custom knowledge in this domain is clear, since the domain

includes knowledge from mature disciplines, such as structural analysis and mechanics, as wef( as

heuristics, such as the interpretation of results from analytical procedures or the derivation of missing or

incomplete information about a building. Furthermore, the heuristic knowledge in the domain of seismic

assessment of existing bUildings is regional and highly subjective, as structural engineering practices as

well as the seismic characteristics vary from region to region. The characteristics of custom knowledge in

the domain of seismic assessment of existing buildings support the fact that a KBES in this domain with a

single knowledge base will not be consistent with the experience and practice of different domain experts.

Thus, an application in this domain must be subject to customization.

The current heuristics in EVAL are an initial approximation of a more elaborate system that could

include knowledge about several types of typical structural systems. The current version of EVAL is a

computer tool aimed at a narrow group of buildings: reinforced concrete structures, using crude

approximations for inferring the missing parameters relevant to the problem and for computing the

capacities of individual structural members. EVAL in its current state does not incorporate heuristic

knowledge from a practitioner, since this knowledge was not available. The key ingredient of any KBES is

the knowledge it embodies, and EVAL could be enriched considerably with opinions of domain experts.
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The information produced by the evaluation reports of EVAL provide useful hints to determine remedial

methods for a potential problem diagnosed in EVAL. Although EVAL does not directly presents remedial

methods, it produces information that can direct the user to select upgrading methods. In the case of the

evaluation of torsion, the causes of a significant torsion problem can include either a concentration of

mass or stiffness in a particular location of the building. There are several options for reducing torsion in

a building, including the placement of new members or the relocation of concentrated masses. The

information presented in the evaluation report for torsion gives the user an idea of the torsional

characteristics of the layout of the building being evaluated. This information can be used as a basis for

selecting a strategy for reducing torsion.

8.3 Contributions
This study has attempted to provide a contribution to an aspect of computer-aided engineering (CAE)

that has not been formally addressed previously: the provision of a CAE framework that accommodates

the coexistence of common and custom knowledge.

The conceptual framework for customizable expert systems presented responds to the dual need of

providing simultaneously for specialization by individual users and for potential generalization by the

discipline at large. Every domain contains several core knowledge base components that can serve as

basic tools for expert system development in that domain. The development of computer-aided tools in a

particular domain using the approach described in this work can lead to a better understanding of that

domain by defining the roles of the different processes involved in the overall solution process. By

understanding the roles of the different processes in one domain, consensus may be achieved in defining

what is commonly agreed and what is custom knowledge in that particular domain. The approach of

identifying core knowledge bases may also result in the rapid prototyping of not just one application in the

domain but an entire set of related applications. This set of applications could have overlapping but not

identical information-processing needs.

EVAL is a response to a major need. The seismic evaluation of existing buildings is a major issue in

several regions of the United States and other countries. The large stock of buildings that need to be

evaluated for seismic safety makes it necessary to continue the development of tools such as EVAL.

EVAL differs from previous KBES in the domain of assessing the seismic safety of existing buildings in

that is implemented with the framework for KBES described in this work. No other KBES in the domain of

earthquake engineering has attempted to permit individual users the possibility of expressing and

modifying their subjective knowledge.

8.4 Suggestions for Further Work
This section presents suggestions for further work on the current implementation of the proposed

framework.
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8.4.1 Framework

A useful enhancement to the current knowledge acquisition facility of EVAl, Eval-KAF, would be to

allow linking parameters of knowledge sources to a database to derive their values using, say, Sal

commands. This capability can be introduced by using one of the available commercial database

packages that offer a C interface, or by developing a relational database with a query language having

the characteristics of a production system.

Currently, Eval-KAF, compiles the decision tables in the custom knowledge base into C functions,

which need to be compiled and linked to the rest of the application. Eval-KAF uses the rule mask method

for evaluating the decision tables. This method requires the use of several mask matrices for evaluating a

decision table, which Eval-KAF loads from a disk file. If speed of execution would be an issue, it would be

better not to use the rule mask method and use instead a method that generates a decision tree from a

decision table. The use of such methods will avoid the use of mask matrices and will also reduce the

number of condition tests since a rule may be executed without ~aving to evaluate all the conditions.

I

The use of compiled C functions that need to be linked with ',the rest of the application eliminates the
I

possibility of selecting the knowledge sources to be used at run-time. In some applications, it may be

desirable to load and/or select the knowledge sources at run-time. In this case, it would be more desirable

to use an interpreter of decision tables, rather than a compiler. Tris interpreter would have to use the rule

masking method or any other method that allows the interpretatiQn of decision tables.
I

I

Another useful enhancement to Eval-KAF would be to a'!ow more than one choice of custom

knowledge representation. This enhancement would enrich the possibilities to represent individual
,

preferences or expertise. Currently, only decision tables are bei'ng used, but the list could be expanded

to incorporate other representations such as personal constructs br rating grids. Similarly, the capability of

declaring imperatively a series of actions could be added to Evbl-KAF; this capability would permit the

user to define the execution of a sequence of actions without imposing any conditions to determine their

execution.

With respect to the interaction of core and custom knowledge bases, in EVAl, the processes in the

core knowledge base are written in OPS83 and operate on a context represented in O-A-V (object

attribute-value) scheme. The custom knowledge base is implemented as a collection of C functions that

operate with a set of parameters that must be passed to the function. There is no direct mechanism for

mapping the attributes of an object to the parameters of a knowledge source. The method described in

Section 6 for interfacing the core and custom knowledge bases seemed to be the only feasible solution.

The inconveniences of this method is that any alteration in the interaction between core and custom

knowledge must be incorporated by hand: modifying the OPS83 rule that gathers the necessary attributes

to be passed to the knowledge source, and/or the call made to the C function that implements the

knowledge source. Mapping between attributes of working memory elements (OPS83 objects) and

decision table parameters has also to be taken care by hand. The use of another rule-based environment,

such as a custom-made rule interpreter, could improve the issue of mapping attributes from the context of
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the expert system to the knowledge sources. However, OPS83 offers the advantage of having the

pattern-matching capabilities built in and allowing the user to define custom rule-matching routines.

8.4.2 Domain

The domain knowledge contained in the current version of EVAL is only a small subset of the domain

of seismic assessment of existing buildings. A great deal of effort was spent on the implementation of

low-level processes, such as structural analysis and geometrical reasoning. On top of these lower level

routines, more elaborate and specific knowledge of seismic evaluation can be added.

The assumption made in the current version of EVAL that the resistance of connections is associated

with the strength of individual elements meeting at that connection is valid for cast-in-place concrete

structures; however, this hypothesis is not true in other types of structures, such as steel, masonry, or

wood structures, where the connection between members is a separate entity with its own specific

resistance.

Although the domain knowledge in the current version of EVAL is limited, EVAL in its current state can

point out relevant potential problems in a building, such as excessive torsion, lack of sufficient

redundancy, and excessive internal forces in structural members. The ability to include member releases

is a useful what-if capability that gives an illustrative idea of the effect that the failure of a particular

member would have in the seismic behavior of a building. A useful enhancement to the current version of

EVAL would be to include releases of force components in the local coordinate system. This will eliminate

the current approximation used in EVAL to determine releases in the global coordinate system.
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